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Title:

Marx on Population: A Critical Review Including a Comparison to
Malthus and a New Perspective on Marx.
A critical review of Marx on population is made to determine if

the modern Marxist population thepry can validly claim to follow from
Marx.

An historical review of population thought from the Greeks to

Malthus is made and a dominant trendline is identified.

Marx's popula-

tion thought is presented and it is compared to Ma.lthus.

Anomalies in

Marx are discovered.

A new perspective on Marx using the history of

demography is advanced in which Malthus is found deviating from the
dominant trend line and Marx's criticism of Malthus as focusing on these
specific points of deviation.

Marx is found defending the dominant

trendline against Malthus and not as advancing an original theory of
population.

Remaining problems with Marx are noted.

rejects the modern Marxist claim.

The conclusion
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Present estimates place the size of the world's population at
four billion.

Another billion increase in population size is expected

in about 10 years, and by the year 2000 population size is expected to
be 6.5-7 billion.

Many knowledgeable scholars think population growth

cannot continue much longer without dire consequences, i.e. sudden signific~~t

increases in death rates conditioned by

fa~ine, epidew~cs,

wars or combinations of these and other factors.

Already, in 1975,

or

over 700 million of the world's population (close to 25 percent of the
total) are suffering from famine.'
Thus, population

~

an immediate problem and an impending problem

so long as growth continues.
about it?

What are governments of the world doing

Most countries do have population policies; although by no

'The basic division of the world is set in terms of socia-economic
development; i.e. developed (or more developed) and developing (or less
developed). This division serves to separate variations in rates of
population growth for the world. The developed countries are presently
at replacement, or zero population growth, although persistence indefinitely at zero growth is no certainty (also remember zero growth still
means increase in population size for about 25-35 years); the developing countries are growing very fast. The differences between the two
regions of the world in terms of socio-economic status and status of
population growth rates is not coincidental. It is widely believed
that high popUlation growth impedes development in developing regions.
See Ronald Freedman and Bernard Berelson, "The Human Population,"
Scientific American, (September, 1974), 30-31. See also, Joseph
Spengler, PopUlation Change, Modernization, and Welfare, (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974), for general background information
on population; the same applies to Georg Borgstrom, The Hungry Planet,
(New York: Collier Books, 1972).
---
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means are they all the same.

Some countries have policies which amount

to having no policy at all.

Most developing countries, though, seek to

reduce growth rates (though none appear eager to see an end to all
growth or to a planned reduction in their population size).

Most devel-

oped countries maintain pro-natalist policies; some even seek increased
population growth rates with vigor; e.g. Romania, and, to a lesser
degree, most Eastern European socialist regimes and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics (USSR).
Thus, the governments of the world have not taken a unified approach to the worldis population problem.

While policies appear to

exist, implying efforts to manipulate population processes one or
another way, governments of the world seem more interested in talking
about the problem than in making unified efforts to treat it.

What the

governments are talking about are the causes and solutions to the
problem; for in the world there exists two diametrically opposed views
concerning the causes and solutions of popUlation increase.

The essen-

tially Malthusian Western view regards the principal causes of population increase to be technological tampering with the balance between
birth and death rates.

The development of death control (1) increased

average life-span, (2) increased the probability of each individual
born living longer, and (3) reduced infant mortality rates resulting
in persistence of high birth rates and low death rates.

The Western

view considers some sort of "demographic transition" involving the
reduction of birth rates to re-balance population as having occurred
in most developed countries. 2 However, the transition has not occurred
in the developing countries; the developing countries appear least

3
capable of handling rapid population increase because of their technological, industrial, and agricultural "bac~.~~ess,M coupled with
culture traits and traditions which reinfoz.::e la:ge fa.,"rilies and rapid
increase.

Thus, the world population problem appea:s to be largely a

problem for the developing countries. 3 Tne

Wes~ern Ti~. advocates birth

control and family planning programs to control

fer~~lity

as primary

instruments of population control which pro7ide r ei ati7ely quick, efficient, and successful modes of reducing popula.tion growth rates.

4

2It remains unclear exactly what factors ar.d COnC1.2'C2ons are
involved in the creation of a demographi~ transition from high birth
and death rates to low birth and death rates; industrial development,
increased standards of living, culture change, change in women's rights
and roles are all suggested as necessary but the F-dJ: of such factors is
unclear, i.e. should greater stress be placed on industrial development
or culture change? Since the post-World War II bab-;- -Doom in the developed countries many demographers have been less ~clined to embrace the
notion that a demographic transition is a necessa....7 consequence of
development, or that it is necessarily p,ersist,ent 07er the long-run.

3Although the principal proble."'7l lies iii tt the developing countries, it is the whole world's problem. The de?"'and for increasingly
inadequate food supplies drives prices up (~~cb the same pattern
applies to all resources for even rene-wable resources have limits such
that indefinite increases in population cannot be supplied). Population pressed nations are driven to econowic, social, end political
instability which makes their participation in iiorld economic and political systems troublesome. Their efforts to secure their needs leads to
world inflation, disruption of markets, and in-y"ites unstable political
situations which make the possibility of liar m:'-lcn greater (and with the
proliferation of nuclear energy and weapo1L7'j'" Ulr-eats of war become
especially grave). Clearly, then, the 'World, a.s an integrated system,
cannot ignore problems in some sectors which do not d.irectly affect
other sectors. An excellent assessment of iliorla econowi.c nroblems
which derive from popUlation increase (as one fact.or) is K~nneth E.F.
Watt~ The Titanic Effect, (Stamford, Conn .• : Sina,ll.er .tssociates, Inc.,
1974); Chapter 3 on "The Rising Price of Fo-od J n is especially pertinent here.
4Davis has convincingly refuted views s-a.ggesting population
control is achieved by merely "family planning, 111 Davis argues other
things are needed; socio-economic change, and changes in cultural

4
The other view, often called the "socialist view," is (in fact)
the modern Marxist view, whose chief advocates and most powerful representatives are the USSR and the People's Republic of China (PRC).5 The
modern Marxist view looks at the world population problem from quite a
different angle than the West.

Modern Marxists see no problem with

world population increase per see

Under a proper system of production,

supposedly the world's population could be fed, and the standard of
living universally raised indefinitely into the future.

The ~ prob-

lem of population facing the world is not purely demographic, but predominantly political-economic.

While it is admitted that developing

countries actually do have excessive numbers, the problem is not the
excessive numbers per se but the inability to economically meet their
needs, with the blame for this condition cited as capitalist imperialism and exploitation.

The sector of the world with the population

problem, developing countries or the Third World, has been severely
inhibited from developing because of the consequences of exploitation
(in both colonial and neo-colonial forms); those being the taking of
Third World resources, the keeping of industrial development and
productivity low, the stifling of cultural development, and the perpetuation of government dependence for food supplies, aid, and expertise of capitalists.

Thus, the

~

solution to the problem lies in

attitudes affecting reproduction, e.g. family size desired, religious
significance of children, economic utility of children, women's rights
and roles must change to successfully control population. See Kingsley
Davis, "Population Policy: Will Current Programs Succeed?" Science,
10 November 1967, pp. 730-39.
5"Modern Marxist(s)" refers to both the USSR and the PRC.

5
revolutionary change.

Down with capitalism.

Up with socialism.

Up

with the development of industrial capabilities of individual nations;
and with such development, production will increase and exceed the pace
of population growth, thus eliminating the apparent problem of population.

Finally, the modern Marxist view claims the Western view as

being unable to solve population problems.

The West proposes family

planning and birth control to solve the problem but (1) birth control
and family planning do not compel socio-economic change thus perpetuating the exploitation which caused the problem to begin with and
(2) by controlling population growth thus, the West keeps the compe-

tition from the developing Third World for resources insubstantial
compared to what it would be like if vigorous socio-economic development was occurring in the Third World.

Accordingly, the modern

Marxists claim that the Western position consequently reveals its
invalidity to their view.

The Western view amounts to nothing more

than a theory which rationalizes the continued exploitation of populations of the world, and justifies neglect of problems caused for the
populations of exploited countries by arguing that population growth
and consequences of overpopulation derive from inexorable natural
laws, i.e. that the problem is demographic and not socio-economic.
Because of this, and the above focus on perpetuating the status quo,
the Western position is considered the invalid Malthusian view. 6

6Enhanced appreciation of the modern Marxist view is obtained by
augmenting the above with the following points. First, the above is a
composite of Soviet and Chinese statements concerning the worldpopulation problem and more or less reflects their mutual view. A signif.icant point of difference lies in the Soviet emphasis on the need for
aid to the Third World from the socialist world while the Chinese

6
An

examination of textbooks and journals of demography and popula-

tion studies of the West reveals that the modern Marxist view, as well
as Marx's thought itself, has never been considered in any substantial

stress, in contrast, self-reliance, i.e. the development of Third
World countries based upon availab~e resources within their own boundaries and without dependence from other nations, especially superpowers.
The Soviet view is criticized by the Chinese as being social-imperialist because the USSR seeks world hegemonism using aid as a tool for
gaining entry into and influence over Third World nations to further
its imperialist goals.
Second, regarding the matter of Malthusianism, it is entirely
unclear whether modern Marxists consider all who do not embrace the
Marxist perspective as Malthusian or just some. This writer's inquiry
into this auestion could not uncover indications which would clarify
this question. It is this writer's estimation that the term "Malthusian" is used in a far more propagandistic manner than one that is
scholarly.
Third, several points concerning origins to the modern Marxist
view can be made. The population theorizing of modern Marxists is
almost entirely derived from Marx's and Engels' thought. The only
contribution modern Marxists cite from Lenin i~ the attempt to rationalize fertility control as a fact of women's rights and not as a NeoMalthusian anti-natalist policy. See V.I. Lenin, "The Working Class
and Neo-Malthusianism," Collected~, (Moscow: Progress Publishers,
1968), XXVI, 127-28. Writers in the USSR do not turn to Lenin, or
Stalin, for original thought on population, but to Marx and Engels
mostly implicitly; usually, reference to Engels is made when rationalizing the possibility of population problems in the future communist
society. This strong implicit rooting of modern thought in Marx
appears throughout modern writings in the USSR; a conspicuous example
being O. V. Larmin, "On General and Specific Laws of Population,"
Vestnik moskovskogo universiteta, seriia VII, Ekonomika, 1971, No.5,
trans. in Problems ££ Economics, XV, (June 1972), 3-23. In Larmin's
article, he argues that the socialist position is superior to the
capitalist because the former stresses benefiting the whole of society,
the latter stresses exploitation of society. Furthermore, Marx showed
that the true forces affecting population were socio-economic, the
true method of analysis was dialectical materialism and historical
materialism, and popUlation analysis not based on the above was reactionary, and designed to apologize for the exploitation of capitalism.
Based on Marx, Larm argues that there are no general laws of population; population is a dependent variable which is affected by changes
in social production. Thus, the task of modern Marxists is to elaborate and articulate the theory Marx initiated by (1) explicating the
socialist law of population Marx implied as existing, (2) elaborating
in detail the socio-economic relations affecting population, (3)
repudiating Malthusian thought through succeeding at (1) and (2), and

7
detail.

This neglect appears in need of remedy because (1) -:he licrldta;

concern over population problems has brought the debate

07€'r

ca::~e'=E- ~"'J.d.

solutions to the problem to the attention of the whole "Jorld, .a:::.ti on

(4) attempting to insure theoretic continuity and consistenc:;. -..-:...:n. }~"'?:
as modern elaborations of Marx are advanced. Thus, it app·e.a:a 'tts modern Marxists regard Marx as having advanced a theo!'"! of popula" iO:'i teat
is superior to the Malthusian theory with the modern MP~iat ~Sf?On
sibility being articulating it, building up details not preeen:tin the
ini tial articulation by Marx. The thrust of Larmin I S arg-a.,ne:l'i ca::.:: be
seen in the following articles as well: D. Valentei, lIC'u.rrent ?o7d a:tionProblems in the USSR," Nauchnye doklady vysshei sh!<olyekonomicheskie nauki, 1969, No.1, trans. in Problems of Eean·ow'" '::5, XII,
(November 1969), 49-66; R. Galetskaia, "Socioeconomic Proble1i't;8 of
Popula~ionJ" Voprosy ekonomiki, 1972, No.3, trans. in Pro~blel~a~:.
Economl.c s, x:r, (September 1972), 43- 50. Note that the abo78J::rr:.e·:
writers are all members of the USSR Academ;J' of Sciences .•
In contrast, the PRC seems less concerned with articul.atirtg }~-z:
and more concerned with applying him to the organization of a.:Jci.~ty.
The Chinese clearly identify their theoretical base for organ':'.zir..g g,oc::.. ety in their constitution as "Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung ~l'h\O~c:.~t. ~
See, "The Constitution of the People's Republic of China,1I' adcrp';;.ed.oy
the PRC January 17, 1975, China Reconstructs, XXIV, (Maxch 1975J,ii.
Leninism is often considered revolutionary Marxism; the ap:plic.a"ti.0'!L of
Marxism to the scale of world revolution and concern with :L-rr.p.eri.ali6m,
which Lenin considered the last stage of capitalism. T'nlls, botb 1'5S.33
and PRC concerns with population in the Third World can be Been t.o bsa:.!'
the influence of Leninism. Mao's contribution is a stroDza:.;:ol.iccat.ion
of Lenin's and Stalin's emphasis on practice to the Chine;.s~.~ci:::,t7.i
the result being less inclination to publish articulationa or !\f.a,~ci.a:l.
ist population theory" as the Soviets struggle to do. N,srre::r:.helf:!E,
a look at PRC practices reveals strong adherence to Marz; tae a.a:.."",sc;a.n
be said for official statements of the regime; e. g. Bee 1fC~:d.Ii.a Zzplain.c:
Her Views on the Population Questions," Peking Revie-., 27 !pTil 1973,
pp. 16-17. Thus, as with the USSR, the population question i.E ::':'8';a:i,eQ.
with recognition, both explicit and implicit, of roots in ~-z.
Accordingly, to appreciate the modern Marxist position, it i.a
important to understand Marx's thought on population.. F1lr-the7'Ao:-:;:even to be able to read and understand modern Marxist e::a:iT"I~3lriO'n.a of
population theory, a solid understanding of Marx is req1lil'·ed. 70-:
example, 1armin argues that key points of the socialist th:eory c=
population needing articulation include (1) laws governing popul.a:tion
reproduction of every formation, (2) the law of full employ:;n.en-t::::!:C.e·r
socialism, the law of relative overpopulation under capitalism, ~d (3)
demographic patterns associated with the biological stT'Uct71:re~= ';;Q!.m.1.ation. Now, the first point stems directly from Mar:x' s tailure~~' .
discuss population in other historical periods (past or fut.u!"·.:::} ,,':"-;:0
different modes of pr~duction other than capitalism; the 8eco~ri
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one of the premiere forums for world debate, the United Nations, the
opposing views have recently been advanced vigorously and extensively,
and given serious attention by the Third World in particular, (2) the
modern Marxist position is attractive to suffering Third World countries, especially those that were former colonies of capitalist powers,
and thus, (3) the West can no longer neglect the

pos~t,ion.

the modern Marxist position needs to be studied critically.

Accordingly,
The ques-

tion which shall primarily concern this study will be whether the
modern Marxists have correctly located the theoretical roots of their
views in Marx, i.e. was

~1arx

'Writing a theory of population?

To probe

this question, inquiry into Marx, and Marx's place in the historical
development of demographic thought, is necessary.
To treat the questions of this primary focus, this study is
organized into six chapters.

After this introduction, Chapter II will

provide background on the history of demography.
tant in Chapter V.

This will be impor-

Chapter III will state the theory of population of

Malthus, the principal antagonist toward whom Marx directed criticism
as he advanced his thought on popUlation.

Chapter IV will carefully

question stems directly from Marx implying a socialist law of population in his articulation of the law of relative overpopulation under
capitalism (which was advanced with some troublesome anomalies in it,
implied as needing resolution in Larmin's statement); the third point
deals with hard demographic principles like age, sex, birth and death
rates which Marx did not concern himself with explicitly in his discussion of population. The fact that it is considered insignificant
relative to (1) and (2) reveals again Marx's influence.
This writer has taken pains to stress the importance of considering Marx because Western neglect of modern Marxist thought might
elicit questions of the importance of this study. It should be more
clear that to appreciate claims that there is a socialist law of
population, originating in Marx and superior to Western views on
population, Marx himself must be examined carefully.

9
articulate Marx's thought on population.

Chapter V will bring together

the preceding three chapters to look critically at Marx.
compared with Malthus.

Marx will be

Some anomalies in Marx's thought emerging from

comparison and analysis of Marx will lead to the conclusion that a new
perspective on Marx is needed.

The reconsideration of Marx will take

shape through placing Marx into the historical context of the development of demography.

This will lead to conclusions which suggest that

anomalies can be resolved by the new perspective.
critical problems

~ith

Nevertheless,

Marx will remain which suggest that.in addition

to Marx not writing a theory of population, he cannot be regarded as a
fruitful root in which to anchor modern Marxist thought if the claim
to significant difference from Western thought is to be maintained.
Chapter VI will summarize the argument via concluding that modern
Marxists may be claiming a position that, based on its origins, is not
justified, correct, or viable.
Some

criti~s

may suggest that this study is built upon insubstan-

tial foundations whose relevance to modern concerns of population are
questionable.
reasons.

This writer, of course, rejects this view for several

First, the Western view regards Marx as not having written

much on population.

This is witnessed by the lack of concern for Marx

in textbooks and journals.
thought on population

th~!

A careful look reveals more to Marx's
has been previously thought.

~~rthermore,

there is practically no careful examination of Marx's thought in print,
so there is contemporary relevance and importance to this study if for
no other reason than that it looks deeper and more critically into
Marx on population than has been done before. 7 An effort such as this
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is especially timely considering ,,["~ ;.r'?S'minence of the population
debate on the world forum.
Second, this study make:a a cm:rt.ri-ou.'tion to increased appreciation
of modern Marxists.

Without a. thorollgl2 zppreciation of 1-I'.arx and Engels

(and to a much lesser degree L,enin,S-:r;:i ~nJ and }{ao) the language and
reasoning structure of modern ¥~T2!E~ ~~culations can be more confusing and difficult to

underata~ tnzn

tcS'J otherwise would be.

Furthermore, an essential elen.ent of

.~.::--:' ticiem

found in analysis of Marx's thought,

[i~;:,

demography, and in a
examination of Marx.

8

of modern Marxists is

place in the development of

n~_ perap~ctive ~~cich

results from a critical

Finally, th.ere :..::; TsleYaIlce to this study because

it reveals a dimension to M.arz )(hicc !:.a.E not been observed before.
Third, this study makes a coo-:-;r::'-0'2'ti.vn to the development of
basic literature in the field of dem.ogra.;itq.
The question may arise on tc".:;: r..e,elg of this last point, if the
literature needs developing,
study?"

ho~_

ia it ;:;<Oesiole to make a trthorough

The question reveals ene prooleTZl ii'i tr~ aspects of this study.

Chapter II and rl found difficulties :i:1 t·b.e pa:.ucity of bodies of
literature from which to build .'Tr:ee ;r..---'lIwipal works were used in

7There appear to be only t¥c rel.s.ant sssa.ys of any detail on
Marx. Samuel M. Levin in ¥.alth1.ls ~ t:'!l.€ Conduct of Life, (New York:
Astra Books, 1967), pp. 90-105 dis{''1lz·f!.€E ]~.....,;: in part of a chapter in
his study of 1-1althus. It is not t.o-1J r<;f~aling because LaVh'"l was not
directly concerned with Mar.z..',rn1i.u Ps-t.ers€n in his "Marx versus
Malthus: The Men and the Symbols) 11/ in Z.em1et.h C.W. Kammeyer (ed.),
Population Studies: Selected Ee!a!2 and 3e~ea.rch, (Chicago: Rand
McNally and Company, 1969)) pp. 7 -90 ie also not thorough enough.
Usually, studies of Malthu,s include c·rliic:i8lii.8 of Malthus in which
Marx is noted in a Buperficial, ani defi.ni tely incomplete way.
8

See footnote 6, p. 6, for a:ne7...a:;;;pl€~
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Chapter II because these were the only major studies in the field. 9
Chapter IV found this writer compelled to do basic research into Marx's
writings, reading from most of Marx's and Engels' works because no
studies of Marx's population thought were considered

satisfacto~J

terms of extensiveness, detail, quality, or sophistication.

in

Further-

more, there was only one edited work on Marx's population thought in
print; while thorough, this work was remiss in providing adequate
background on Marx's general reasoning, purpose, and larger economic
focus in which thought on population occurs. 10
In contrast, studies of Malthus were profuse.

Chapter III,

therefore, posed no research problem; only one of attempting to communicate Malthus' population thought with adequate detail, concisely,
and without the taint of contemporary interpretations which add more
confusion than clarity to Malthus.

9Charles Emil Stangeland, Pre-Malthusian Doctrines of Population,
(New York: The Columbia University Press, 1904); Joseph J. Spengler,
French Predecessors of Malthus, (New York: Octagon Books, 1965); James
Bonar, Theories 2! Population from Raleigh ~ Arthur Young, (New York:
Augustus M. Kelly, Bookseller,-r9b6). Note: While more substantive
studies like. these would have helped, the reputations for scholarship
of these writers make this literature acceptable for this Bt~d!.

10

Ronald L. Meek, ed., Marx and Engels on the Population Bomb,
(Berkeley: The Ramparts Press;-1971J7
-- ------

-CHAPTER II
THE DEVELOPMENT OF DEMOGRAPHIC THOUGHT
Whether the subject is modern expressions of Marx's and En "ls'
thought, or Marx and Engels themselves, Malthus is, one or another way,
considered.

However, rarely is any mention of population thought prior

to Malthus, which bears on Marx and Engels, or Marx versus Malthus,
considered.

Such limitations seem inappropriate.

A broad look at the

development of demographic thought with an eye on putting Marx in the
context of the wider flow of history reveals heretofore unnoticed
insights.

In this chapter, the central purpose will be to develop the

history of demographic thought to provide the basis for putting Marx in
the wider flow of demographic history.

The chapter begins with thought

of ancient, early Christian, and late medieval times followed by consideration of the mercantilist position. Following this, post-mercantilist 1 thought is presented. Mercantilist, neo-mercantilist,2

1A term was needed as a rubric for the period following the
decline from dOiJ,inance of mercantilist views on population. It was not
the case that Malthusianism rose to dominance immediately after the
decline of mercantilism. A period where many schools of thought
flourished existed before Malthusianism became comparatively dominant
(although no thought has dominated with the power that mercantilism
once did). This period shall be called "post-mercantilist" for purposes of this study. It bears emphasizing that post-mercantilist
thought Ofi popUlation covers most of the 18th century, but should not
be construed as implying the termination of the influence of mercantilist thought. Mercantilist thought persisted in the post-mercantilist
period, but, in contrast to prior time, was no longer dominant.
2

For purposes of this study, neD-mercantilism shall mean

--
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pre-Malthusian,3 and pre-Marxist4 schools of thought fit under the
rubric "post-mercantilist."

Primary concern will be with 17th and 18th

century Western European developments.

A table picturing principal

essentially mercantilist views concerning the merits of populousness,
but variations in thought concerning aspects of the classical mercantilist argument, e.g. some rejected the mercantilist assumption that
states were natural enemies, that the reason for population increase
had to be military, or some rejected the mercantilist emphasis on
manufacturing for trade considering agriculture and self-sufficiency
as the keys to stimulating population increase.
3In the course of this writer's research it became clear that no
historical examination consulted by this writer ever specifically
stated a criterion for categorizing a writer as pre-Malthusian. Indeed
it became apparent that ambiguity on whether a writer should be so
classified existed. For example, Aristotle is generally considered
pre-Malthusian because he recognized that population was checked by
food supply, and other natural conditions like disease, epidemics, and
disasters. However, Aristotle is considered a weak pre-Y~thusian
because other than recognition of a food check on population, his views
were vaguely stated, with one exception. Aristotle thought homosexual
behavior should be permitted as a check to population. This is clearly
a positive check in the Malthusian sense but Aristotle is not cited by
scholars as a pre-Malthusian for making this point. Aristot.le is one
of many examples which could be cited. He is sufficient to make the
poil.t. This writer felt compelled to note difficulties in the existing literature categorizing writers as pre-Malthusians. The critical
reader may ask, as this writer has, at what point do observations made
by a writer become sufficient to be classified as pre-Malthusian?
This matter is not easily resolved and needs considering to make
historical studies more precise (something beyond the purview of this
study). Since there appears a strong tacit agreement in historical
literature concerning categorizing a writer as pre-Malthusian, for
this study, the precedents of the literature will be followed.

4The same sort of question noted in footnote 3 can be asked of
the category "pre-Marxist." However, unlike the pre-Malthusian
category, strong precedents in literature cannot be employed as a
basis for making judg§roents as to whether a writer is a pre-Marxist.
In the case of French writers, this writer will follow Spengler's
categorizations. For this study as a whole, writers shall be considered pre-Marxists if their thought anticipates one or more major
components of Marx's theoretical system which bears on the question of
popUlation as Marx developed it. Largely, this confines the category
to some population-wage relationships discussed, the partial anticipation of the notion of surplus-value and its dynamics, and a few
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writers and subject areas or factors related to population they noted in
the development of demographic thought prior to Malthus can be found in
the Appendix.

It is intended to aid the reader in visualizing the

developments discussed in the following sections.
I. EARLIEST THOUGHT
Concern with population has persisted from the earliest cultures
of man.

The earliest religiOUS teaching, Zorastrianism, Hebrew

teachings, and early Greek mythologies, include concerns for population
in the form of pro-natalist canons which served to protect population
size from decline and stimulate growth in population size. 5
Beyond early religious teachings, concern with population appears
in both Greece and Rome.

In Greece, two thrusts appear; one involves

policies and practices in city-states to encourage population increase.
Sparta is representative of such efforts.

The other thrust involves

philosophic thought of Plato and Aristotle.

The Greek city-state of

Sparta, perhaps more than others, had a stron 6 view of the positive
value of population reproduction and growth.

Considering Sparta's

warring nature, strong pro-natalism persisted; laws encouraging marriage, punishing celibacy, and legally and politically penalizing
bachelors prevailed.

writers who are not specifically anticipators of Marx on population but
whom Marx read, studied, and clearly was influenced by in his work
which does affect his population thought. For the most part, anticipations of Marx are found in 18th century French literature and some
English writing of the s&~e time period.
5Stangeland, Op.Cit., pp. 48-53.
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Plato and Aristotle struggled with the idea of optimum population.
Both identified factors which encouraged and discouraged population
increase; factors which vaguely anticipated Malthus.

Both attempted to

suggest policies which would balance positive and negative factors to
realize their goal of optimum population size.

Apart from typical

means of encouraging and discouraging births (i.e. manipulations to
encourage marriage, status changes penalizing bachelors and celibates,
changes in marriage age to either encourage or discourage growth) Plato
thought the most prolific reproducers in society should be restrained
to control growth, and Aristotle added the idea of permitting
homosexuality.
Both city-states and Plato and Aristotle recognized the possibility of overpopulation.

All thought it a remote possibility, citing

colonization and emigration as the solutions to the problem. 6
There were no major changes from Greek thought or practices by
Rome.

Rome merely extended and intensified modes to encourage popula-

tion increase employed by the Greeks.
The early Christian period which followed the decline of Rome saw
a period when concern for population suffered an ambivalent stagnation;
on the one hand elements of the religious teachings were pro-natalist,
e.g. the masses were encouraged to marry, and divorce, infanticide,
and abortion were condemned; on the other hand anti-natalism infested
the teachings also, e.g. stress on asceticism and self-denial were

6 nThe Determinants and Consequences of Population Trends, A
Summary.of the Findings of Studies on the Relationship between Population Changes and Economic and Social Relations," Population Studies,
No. 17, (New York: United Nations, 1953), pp. 18-26.
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strong

influ~nces in the early Christian theology.7

In contrast to the ambivalence of the early Christian period, the

medieval period just prior to the Renaissance found a strong re-emphasis
on pro-natalism.

The re-emphasis had great momentum by the time of

.

Martin Luther (1483-1546).

8

Celibacy was condemned, controls on mar-

riage were loosened, sexual behavior was freed relative to earlier
periods, and remarriage appeared. 9
The period of the Reformation was a period of general social
system change in the development of Western civilization; namely, from
the feudal manor based s,ystem of production to handicraft and to the
initiation of factory type manufacturing.

This was also the period of

the germination of capitalism, the urban commercial revolution, and the
beginnings of modern nationalism.

So in fact re-emphasis on population

and changes in controls on reproductive behavior can be viewed as
elements in a general social s,ystem change.
This transition period saw the rediscovery of Greek thought and
practices and this plays heavily in mercantilist attempts to stimulate
the greatest increases in population possible.

7Stangeland, pp. 61-87.

8The usual historical marker s.ymbolizing the initiation of the
Reformation is Martin Luther's posting of his Ninety.. Five Theses in

1517.
9Population Studies, No. 17, p. 23n.
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II. MERCANTILIST PERIOD

Hercantilism 'Was a political and economic system which grew up
with the building of nations.

State governments, from the middle of the

16th century to the middle of the 18th century, were becoming increasingly powerful and expensive.

Such governments required both people

and money for maintenance of large and often permanent armies, and for
support of a conspicuously consuming luxurious ruling class.

Each

nation worked for its own welfare, often at cross-purposes with the
individual efforts of other nations doing the same thing.

Accordingly,

militarJ strength was a necessity and economic pre-eminence became
essential for yolitical supremacy.

Further characteristics of this

period involved centralization of manufacturing and commerce in urban
areas conditioning the basis for denser populations, shifting of local
and personal economies to national economic policy and regulations.
Indeed, the mercantilist period was primarily a period which focused
on growth of political, economic, and national strength.

Not surpris-

ingly, there existed a preoccupation with increasing population size
durL~g

mercantilist domination of society.
Population was regarded as important to mercantilists because of

economic beliefs in how to increase national strength.

The major

source of increasing national strength was thought to be the amount of
precious metals in possession of a nation; this determined economic
power.

Thus, the aim of the state was acquisition of gold and silver,

and a favorable balance of trade, i.e. greater exportation than
importation, was regarded as a major means of achieving that goal.
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Accordingly, emphasis was placed on production of exportable commodities.

This required skilled manufacturing trades and large numbers of

workers to produce great quantities of goods.

Indeed, it was felt the

greater the population the more production could occur, and the more
the production, the greater the exportation of goods.

Consideration

of population, therefore, was integrated into larger economic, political
and nationalistic concerns for national wealth and strength.

Accord-

ingly, no population theory per se developed during the mercantilist
period; instead, a tacit theory evolved as increasing attention was
given to population as an element crucial to increasing national wealth
and strength.
Economic well-being was felt to rest on production, and balance
of trade.

But it was also believed that government regulation of

production and trade was important to insuring realization of economic
goals.

Since population was regarded as an important factor in economic

progress, much of the concern over population in the mercantilist
period involved both government regulations of population processes
(e.g. marriage age, and most other controls the Greeks devised) and
proposals for new regulations of population.

All attention was devoted

to regulations which would increase population.

There was no fear of

overpopulation or negative consequences of any type occurring from
population growth; ceteris paribus its consequences were considered
positive.

Thus, penalties were imposed on celibates and bachelors,

marriage was encouraged, especially early marriage, special privileges
were provided for marriages and early marriages, including tax breaks,
which increased as family size increased, and fertility was encouraged
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via reducing or eliminating punishments for illegitimate births, and
rewards and immunities from taxes to fathers with numerous offspring,
10
pro-immigration laws, and laws against emigration were developed.
During the mercantilist period virtually all Euorpean nations
operated with similar economic and political aims.

Hence, the same

types of regulations to stimulate population growth can be seen in
virtually all European countries of the time (though some variations
in stress occurred because of different development conditions in
different nations, e.g. England's long belief that the country was
overpopulated found the effort to stimulate growth subdued for some
time while France early on struggled to increase its population size).
While governments struggled to implement policies to increase
population size, and many advanced proposals to be made into new
policy, England, France, and Germany produced individual scholars or
clusters of scholars that may be identified as marking
innovations in population studies.

signific~'t

These individuals or groups merit

presentation for they play an important role in Chapter V.
England
While at base there was general acceptance of the positive merits
of pro-natalism, foundations for consideration of population find three
foci on population in England: (1) mathematical considerations of

10Stangeland, Ch. IV. It bears reiterating: note the similarity
of regulations to those used by Greeks and Romans. Also, to advance
such regulations, some thought into population questions, e.g. what
makes population grow, had to occur. Judging from the type of writing
of the period (with the exception of a few individual writers or
clusters of writers, like Graunt or Petty) it seems clear that at best
a tacit theory of population was followed.
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population problems, with Captain John Graunt (1620-1674), Sir William
Petty (1623-1687), and Sir Matthew Hal~ (1609-1676), (2) concerns with
commerce and population, i.e. the more purely mercantilistic writers,
and (3) some uncategorizable individuals with divergent interests.
Neither the second or the third category offer significant writers who
add dimension to previously summarized perspectives of mercantilist
population thought.

The first category does offer some important

innovation, and thus merits further notation.
Up to about 1650 most English writers believed their country to
be overpopulated and in need of colonies to draw-off excess numbers.

11

To a large degree, then, the English inquiry into population asked the
question, is population

exc~ssive

and is it persistently so?

The

effort to find out brought the development of statistical tools, the
gathering of census data, and hence the development of a quantitative
approach to demographic inquiry.
sible for this development.

Graunt, Petty, and Hale were respon-

Indeed, Graunt is often regarded as the

father of demography.
Graunt's work occurred at a time when plague persisted in
England.

Graunt studied mortality rates and compared them to estimated

birth rates.

He concluded that the population was not numerically

wiped out by plague; that replacement of the dead occurred in about
t-.o years.
deaths.

Graunt's efforts led to the first detailing of types of

Overall Graunt's efforts were original because his were the

first attempts to speak of population in terms of

numbe~s.

11 Sir Walter Raleigh (,,5521-1618) is an exception. He is a true
pre-Malthusian. He will be considered in the post-mercantilist section.
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Graunt struggled to identify processes which affected changes in
(1) population size, e.g. disease and regeneration, (2) composition of
population, e.g. relation of chronic disease to rate of mortality,
common accident to rate of mortality, excess of male over female
births, high death rates in earliest periods of life, and (3) distribution of population, e.g. excess of death rates in the city over those
in the country, and that cCiunt:'j"-to-city migration was a major source

of replenishment of city populations.
compassed studies of size,

c0m:r~sition,

Graunt's work, therefore, enand distribution of population

in terms of mortality, fertility, and migration trends.

12

His obser-

vations were based on quantitati78 information (though inaccurate and
incomplete) and he tried to
natural law.

ezpla~n

observed processes in terms of

Graunt reached tbe conclusion that monogamy was the

natural law for reproduction because it was the best
1 ..

greatest possible grO'JOi'th..J

w~

to facilitate

tinally, Graunt regarded population growth

as tending to be geometrical j geometrical growth was natural, as were
checks on such potential in tbe form of plagues and wars.
these last observations, Grarmt

!!'E:y

For making

be considered anticipatory of

Malthus. 14
Petty's work on population applied the statistical tools
advanced by Graunt in a troader economic perspective.

~

tying

12 Bonar: Op.Cit., pp. 67-82.

13 Stangeland, pp. 1h1-h3.

1~ile correct to consider Graunt pre-Malthusian for these
observations, it must be stressed that Graunt was a strong mercantilist
as well. He believe in the importance of and merits to popUlousness.
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population to economics, Petty concluded that population growth would be
no problem.

This conclusion was reached in the following way.

Petty

saw "economics of concentration" as keys to making small nations with
small populations equivalent or superior in power and wealth to larger
nations; through concentrations greater growth could occur.

What Petty

meant by concentrations was improvement in methods of trading, in trade
policies, and in increased intensiveness of agricultural production
which would result in increased value of the product.

E1

accomplishing

the above, population increase would be encouraged; the result of whicb
would be increased national strength.

Petty favored a large population

because be thought it a clear indicator of prosperity.

However, pure

growth of population was not regarded as necessarily beneficial.

E1

tying growth of population to economic development, Petty thought he
could make growth always beneficial.

Through quantitative analysis,

Petty made conclusions about changes in population size which led him
to believe that population growth was geometrical in character.

Petty

recognized checks to population, as Graunt noted, and felt no fear of
overpopulation because, baving tied population to economic growth and
development, he felt growth of population would always be in a beneficial form. 15
Hale carried forward Graunt's work; he accepted the conclusions
of Petty as well.

More than Graunt or Petty, Hale emphasized the

15Bonar, pp. 83-100; Stangeland, pp. 143-46. Note, since Petty
was a close follower and as~ociate of Graunt, it is appropriate to see
Petty as anticipatory of Malthus as well. Petty's lack of fear of
overpopUlation because of his connection of population to economic
growth and development is essentially anticipatory of Marx's position
on the question of overpopulation.
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potential for rapid growth of population in a short time; estimating the
doubling time for population to be every
natural conditions, like

ramane,

35 years, he saw it checked by

earthquakes, floods, wars.
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France
While original work by Graunt, Petty, and Hale was occurring in
England, France found vigorous mercantilism the rule.

The mercantilist

position reached its highest development with the reign of the Finance
Minister of France under Louis XlV, Jean Baptiste Colbert (1619-1683).
Colbert sought to accelerate population growth by all means the Greeks
and Romans employed plus some innovations of his own.

Because he

thought population increase occurred with increased employment, or
demand for labor, he tried to stimulate business activity by surpressing idleness, by reducing the number of holy days, encouraging employment of children, and by making laws against vagabondage and mendiFor all his efforts, Colbert's programs proved ineffective.

cancy.

By the close of Colbert's reign, mercantilism in France had lost

its position of dominance and many different views, or schools, on
popUlation and economic matters flourished.

The impetus to such

proliferation of schools can be found in the utter failure of Colbert's
programs which left France in a state of political and economic
shambles. 1?

16

Stangeland, pp. 148-49.

17 Spengler, Op.Cit., pp. 13-27.
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Germany

Qermany, like France, was dominated by mercantilism during the
period. Graunt and his associates in England worked.

In Germany, some

notable individuals made important contributions to subjects which
affected population thought particularly in post-mercantilist writers.
'These individuals include Pufendorf (1623-1694) for his idea of
"natural law, II and Conring (1606-1681) and Leibnitz (1646-1716) for
their contributions to statistical theory.
Samuel Freiherr von Pufendorf is credited with significantly
bringing into prominence the concept of "natural law." While it cannot
be said that Pufendorf "coined the term," his extensive use of it in

discussion of population growth is original.

Pufendorf's treatment of

population is considered by Stangeland to be quite objective relative
t·o other mercantilist writings , although based upon a moralistic, or
theological, position.

While regarding populousness as generally

b,eneficial t he did not regard coercive stimulation of popUlation
gro¥th as valuable or acceptable.

Marriage should not be stimulated by

positive penalties on the unmarried, or non-reproductive.

He rejected

vice and prowiscuity but similarly rejected curbs on freedom of movement, i.e. restrictions on inunigration and emigration.

Thus, for

p'li'e:ndorf,. freedom was considered a key to a "good" society, and
apparently such societies "naturally" provided the best conditions for
. 1

Q

positive population growth. 'u

Hermann Conring was the last of the significant German scholars

18Stangeland, pp. 185-88.
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who studied population processes.

Conring was an ardent mercantilist

and his notions concerning population are typical of the mercantilist
thrust.

The element which makes him important is his founding efforts

in advancement of modern statistics.

He must be ranked as one of the

fathers of statistical theory along with Grannt and Petty.
used quantitative tools in much the manner of Graunt.
contribution in this vein served to

re~'1force

increasingly ~stematic study of population.
Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibnitz is not

Conring

Conring's

the emerging practice of

19
L~portant

because of his

population views, for they were typical mercantilist views, but because
his work in mathematics advanced the course of statistics as applied to
population studies which comes to a place of importance with the work
of the great German, Sussmilch, who will be considered later in this
chapter. 20
Summary
The mercantilist period saw a concern for maximizing increases of
population.

Doctrines, theorizing, and policies generally focused on

identifying relationships between population and other factors, e.g.
food supply, employment, trade, industrial production, moral climate,
marriage, migration, and mortality, to help in contriving policies
which would further stimulate population increase.

Deviating from

19Conring is a link to Sussmilch via Leibnitz and provides the
quantitative tradition of population study Sussmilch used in developing
his theory; this is the same tradition which is carried forward to
later influence Malthus.
20A broad discussion of German writers of this period can be
found in Stangeland, pp. 185-211.
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this main drift were a few scholars who focused more objectively on the
study of factors which affected population growth and decline.

Even

with more objective efforts the focus of some writers, there did not
appear to be any deviation in the general belief in the merits of
populousness.

Because a few thinkers in England and Germany were less

politically and economically dogmatic than most mercantilists, a
quantitative groundwork and tradition of systematic study of population
was established.

In France, the failures of Colbert proved fruitful

ground for the development of many competing schools of thought on
population which followed the demise of Colbert's reign.

III. POST-MERCANTILIST PERIOD

In England, mercantilism declined through the first part of the
18th century as new views emerged so that by mid-century, mercantilism
was clearly no longer dominant.

In its place, a proliferation of

schools developed including (1) mercantilists and neo-mercantilists,
(2)

pre-~uuthusians,

(3) pre-Marxists, and

debating the populousness of antiquity.

(4) a noncategorizable group

In contrast to England, French

mercantilism declined from dominance quite early in the 17th century,
leaving nearly two centuries before Malthus in which complex, interconnected, competing schools of thought on population emerged.
Because of the complexity of France, it will be useful to briefly note
the many schools, categorized by Spengler as (1) neo-mercantilists and
agrarians, (2) repopulationists, (3) Cantillon and the theory of
luxury, (4) Quesnay and the physiocrats, (5) the Philosophes, (6) the
nonphysiocratic economists, and (7) the extreme antiphysil<)rats.
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After noting these schools, pre-Malthusian and pre-Marxist strains
running through the network will be noted.

Relative to England and

France, not much happened in Germany with the exception of Sussmilch's
development of a population theory.
England
Four categories of thought appear in the post-mercantilist period.
Mercantilists and neo-mercantilists need no consideration as the views
of these writers are close reflections of preceding

w~Lte~.

One

individual writer of this group merits a note, however, for he is
anticipatory of the view expressed by Malthus concerning poverty.

rne

Reverend Thomas Alcock (1709-1798), while considering populousness to
have positive value, saw increase of population as possibly leading to
increased poverty.

Alcock rejected the merits of the English poor

laws, which were designed by Queen Elizabeth to render assistance to
the poor who could not support themselves, as tending to injure industry and frugality.

Fear of the consequences of coming to want was

viewed as a prime motivation to productivity and the burden of supporting the increasing numbers seeking restitution worked to discourage
population increase.

Poverty had always existed in human society and

always would exist, caused by "sloth, extravagance, sickness, misfortunes of fire, of storm or innundation, lameness, blindness, the
weakness of

~~fancy

and old age."

For Alcock, the solution was to

reduce idleness, drinking, gambling, and vice which in turn would act
to stimulate growth, both economic and population. 21
21

Stangeland, pp. 273-75~
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A subgroup of scholars debating the size of population in antiquity, often called the Hume-Wallace Controver5.1, and pre-Malthusians
merit consideration.

A fourth group can be abstracted from the other

groups; being the pre-Marxists, anv, of course, they too need noting.
The Hume-Wallace Controver;y.

The great philosopher David Hume

(1711-1776) provides demography students with one of the most thorough
and

~stematic

examinations on the problem of population from the
22
historical perspective, according to Stangeland.
Hume sought to
disprove the accepted belief that ancient nations were highly populous.
In the course of his analysis, Hume noted the potential for geometrical

growth of population and suggested checks on growth were operating to
prevent the potential from becoming actuality; the checks included
slavery, vice, disorder in society, and large cities.
Doctor Robert Wallace (1694-1771) challenged Hume's conclusions.
Wallace saw limits of food supply checking population increase.
Wallace thought modern nations were less populous than ancient nations
because modern commercial life and society had detrimental effects on
reproduction; including war, poverty, civil and religious corruption,
debauchery, idleness and luxury, and whatever weakened marriage.

Such

checks operated in addition to physical checks such as temperature,
climate, soil quality, plagues, earthquakes, and limits of food supply.
The potential of a doubling of population every 33 years was prevented

,

from occurring because of such limits caused by checks.
The Hume-Wallace Controversy is important because it is a
22 Ib l'd . , p. 275.
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question which Malthus considers and integrates into his theory of
population on the one hand, and on the other hand, finds both Hume and
Wallace noting checks which MalthU5 also noted.

Thus, their concerns
23
may be said to have led them to pre-Malthusian conclusions.
Pre-Malthusians.

English pre-Malthusians may be separated into

three time periods; early, mid-18th century, and late 18th century.
early predecessors include Raleigh, Bacon, and Hobbes
most significant.

~ith

The

Raleigh the

Raleigh thought popUlation would rapidly overburden

the earth with numbers, being checked from continued

gr~.th

by

hunger,

pestilence, crime, and war, and abstinence and artificial sterility.
Raleigh thought control of population was essential and should occur
before population exceeded food supply.
Mid-18th century predecessors included Franklin, Ferguson, and
Steuart.

Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) studied factors stimulating and

discouraging popUlation increase.

He is one of the few

whom Malthus acknowledges a debt of influence.

~riters

to

Franklin regarded

population increase to be proportional to the number and fertility of
marriages compared to number of deaths.

Discouraging economic condi-

tions served to dampen ability to support families, and early marriages.

Other checks to popUlation included food supply limits, heavy

taxation, and crowding. 24 In comparison to Franklin, Doctor Adam
Ferguson (1723-1818) was a modest predecessor to Malthua.

Beyond

noting the usual checks to population, Ferguson observed that population tended to persistently increase up to the limits of the means of

23 Ibid ., pp. 277-80.

24Ibid., pp. 269-73.
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subsistence. 25

Sir James Steuart (1712-1780) focused on the natural

and rational causes of population increase.

He thought the difference

between man and other animals was man's ability to cultivate the land;
without this advantage, man would be limited in numbers just as other
animals.

Steuart thought the amount of cultivatable subsistence to be

quite variable, and hence, the ultimate size of the population was
uncertain.

He did regard population to be limited to the availability

of food supply; in this regard, Steuart connected population growth
proportionally to increase in food supply.
tion

;~crease

Also, Steuart saw popula-

related to price of labor, suggesting that the need for

labor affected its price, and scarcity of it increased labor's price
which in turn stimulated population growth whose consequence was
increased labor supply and decrease in price of labor.

Thus, Steuart

argued population size should be balanced to available food supply and
to full employment.

26

Late 18th century predecessors (virtual contemporaries of Malthus
really) included Adam Smithj Young, Townsend, PaleYi Price, a..'1d
Chalmers.

Because of importance in Chapter V, Adam Smith will be

considered more extensively than the others of this group.

While Adam

Smith (1723-1790) did not advance any extensive discussion of population anywhere in his works, he must be considered an important
predecessor of Malthus because of what he did discuss.
relations between population growth and poverty.

Smith saw

He thought fertility

to be inversely related to poverty; i.e. women who were the poorest

25Ibid ., pp. 284-87.

26 Ib ~'d ., pp. 287-90.
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appeared the most fertile.

However, reproductivity was one thing, and

ability to raise children successfully was quite another.

Smith found

it common to see poor women bearing twenty children to have two survive.
Smith thought high infant mortality among the poor counterbalanced high
fertility.

Furthermore, in every species of animal, it was natural to

see increases in population up to limits of food supply but never
beyond available subsistence.

In human society, social stratification

was the limiting factor of subsistence working only among the "inferior
ranks of people;" whose principal agent of regulation of population
increase was high infant mortality.
Adam Smith observed a direct relationship between increase of
wages and increases of population; because it encouraged more marriages,
enabled parents to support and raise offspring, thus, as a result,
reducing infant mortality rates.

So long as wages increased, popUla-

tion increased; but reaching stationary or decreasing rates of wages
conditioned stabilization or reduction of population size.

Furthermore,

Smith connected wage-population relations to fluctuations in production
and consumption.

An "increase of stock" gave cause for raising wages

(to stimulate consumption) while it lowered profits.

Since raising

wages benefited the masses, and wage-population rate increases were a
direct relationship, increased population resulted.

On occasion of

increased consumption, wealth increased which also stimulated populaincrease, but these increases in population worked to reduce wage
levels (presumably because increased numbers compete for relatively
the same number of jobs), which in turn discouraged population increase.
Adam Smith's observations are pre-Malthusian because (1) there
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is clear awareness of pO::'1!':"~-::::'._".).:.-!O:;;.:"~:"e~enc6 relationships, (2) Malthus'
discussion of

Ifinte::::ned:'.a:':.,:::~;:,:,";:'·..;.t::,t"

OBe:~

strong resemblance to Smith,

and (3 ) Smith I s disC7133icr: __ -~ '.. v.:,~- P??1l1ation relationships appears to
take for granted 'TaTic1;.z

;("~~ :::'y:; ~J.-:i

pr:c:.:::::.t'~·!': ~~ ~

including the idea cf

preventive checks of Mal thus,

y.;:.tional means of regulating
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population growth.. '
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Doctor Richard Price (1723-1799) may be distinguished for his
efforts to carry forward the mathematical tradition established by
Graunt.

Price thought population would naturally increase until

physical or moral checks halted it.

---

Price's views followed the pattern

of others in this category except for his insistence on the importance
°
°
of restlng
conc1USlons
on quan to1 t a tolve ground s. 29

Pre-Marxists.

In England, it appears that no clear-cut school of

pre-Marxists can be identified, as in France.

Instead, what appears

are individual writers, mostly predecessors of Malthus, who offer ideas
regarding population and economic processes which appear to some degree
appropriated and synthesized by Marx.

In this context, this writer

considers Wallace, Steuart, Adam Smith, and Young overlapping
and Marx.

Y~thus

Wallace may be considered a modest predecessor of Harx

because in Wallace is found an early advancement of the vie10l that
technological changes in society affect the ability of a nation to meet
needs of increasing popUlation.

Steuart's anticipation of

~L

lies in

his connection of fluctuations in population growth to the price of
labor.

Adam Smith carries forward this perspective, becoming the most

significant precursor of Marx (1) through his extensive elaboration of
the impact on popUlation growth of economic changes such as productivity
of labor, and (2) especially by connecting the laborer!s subsistence to
wages.

Smith's view of inverse relations of fertility and 10Iealth is

also important in Marx's formulation of popUlation thought.

Young's

anticipation of Marx lies, as in the case of Steuart and Smith, in his

29 Ibid ., pp. 343-47.
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recognition of the impact of the price of labor on population growth.
France
As noted earlier, several schools of thought prevailed in postmercantilist France.

It will be useful to provide overviews of these

schools and conclude by noting Malthusian and Marxist strains which
run through the network of schools.
Neo-mercantilists and agrarians.

Neo-mercantilists and agrarians

accept the mercantilist belief in the merit of populousness; they differ
over the question of the proper focus of economic organization.

Neo-

mercantilists in France rejected the mercantilist emphasis on nations
being natural enemies and statecraft being focused on war preparation
but did maintain that industrial processes were essential foundations
for a growing, strong, and wealthy nation.

The agrarians in contrast,

while agreeing about the inappropriateness of focus on war, felt the
strength of society rested in agriculture, and not industrial development.

John Law (1671-1729) represented the former, J.F. Melon (1675-

1738) represented the latter.

Law tied population processes to

fluctuations in production and circulation of money.

Melow saw popula-

tion tied to food supply such that popUlation could only increase so
far as food supply increased.

Melon thought there was always an upper

limit to numbers supportable by a nation.

Misery, poverty, mal-

nutrition, lack of food, pestilence, war, conquest, earthquakes, and
faulty distribution systems acted as checks to population growth.
Melon apparently saw a relation between standard of living and population such that increases in the former checked growth of population. 30
Repopulationists.

Repopulationist writers were quite
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~::'t~~~~.~1tilistic
1'.~.~!- ?Te....1'lCS

with the variation from classic mercantilism being belief

,ias depopulated, continuing to depopulate, and hence in need

c..t T'3???)_lation.

Two variations on perspectives appear wi thin this

z-,;!:.?Dlj ons saw apparent demographic decadence of France as a concern
;'~:iT,=ly bscause
:,e·:1.,=;,::"i"... ~_

n.a:~i.. .m.:.--l

of its implications for national strength, the other

a humanitarian concern regarding depopulation as a symptom of
E:icknsss of both the social structure and the spirit of the

;>,:.:;;.,1e of r:CaIlce.

For both views the general remedy was thought to be

:c,,:foT'.!f;ztion of the society; principally the government.

Ca:niillon and the Theory of Luxury.
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Richard Cantillon (1685-

17;)..:.; .m;....kee important contributions to inquiries on population as he
de,=::lop!! hiB theory of luxury.
.t:'9.r;;. ~.:.i;:: .... ork

ia

~;.-:,'n.!!id.ere:d

Many schools following Cantillon take

either for support or as a view to criticize.

Cantillon

one of the influential writers of the time; his popula-

,.::"0':: t-:::rnl.€:ht derives from his economic theory which was largely neo-

Car/tillon saw land as the ultimate source of all wealth for
a.0:::-:"e·t-y.

or

Laborls role in creation of wealth was in giving "the form

I(euth" to products of land and water.

ab~it7

to obtain subsistence as conditioned by the degree of access,

bO"t1:L di.:='sct arid indirect, to land.
·::'e·::;:a:.~.!!6

Cantillon regarded man's

Land was unequally distributed

fe-Ii could own land; not because some dominated others per se,

b::,_~ b,r::.caue:e

the natural tendency was to see distributions move to

C0'U.~ ":'ntration

in a few hands; even if equal distribution were the

-;,n
~~apengler,

pp. 53-56.

31 Ibid ., Ch. III.
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original starting point, unequal distributions would eventually appear
(by nature).

Accordingly, society was separated into classes.

The

landless and propertyless were dependent for employment and subsistence
upon the owning class, with the minority owning class therefore
controlling actual and potential demand for the labor of the landless.
As a result, (1) the land owning minority constituted the major primemover of the economy, and (2) population growth was regulated by the
above conditions.

More specifically, population growth was conditioned

by (a) volume ~f population, (b) distribution of population, and (c)
standard of living of the classes of the population.

The potential

supply of subsistence depended upon the extensiveness of agricultural
productivity, the type of crops raised, and the efficiency of cultivation.

Thus, the potential supply vis-a-vis the actual supply was

governed ultimately by the will of the minority to produce subsistence,
and to release produce for consumption by the landless majority.

Thus,

if concern was for population growth, agricultural output would be
maximized.

However, with concerns for other things, namely luxuries,

land was diverted from agricultural production for such "conspicuous
consumptions" as game preserves, gardens or other like expressions; and
population growth would be discouraged because actual quantity of
SUbsistence was therefore reduced, or at least not increased, and
because prices subsequently rose.

Thus, Cantillon recognized that

population growth was affected by availability of means of subsistence
in a more systematic and theoretical manner than most others of his
time.

Also, some indications exist which suggest that Cantillon

regarded the potential for population increase to be geometrical in
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nature, but checked by the level of subsistence.
From the above, it appears clear that Cantillon was
of Malthus.

anticipato~J

Cantillon did not consider population-food supply relation-

ships as principal factors regulating population.

He thought the

natural and constant stimulation to population increase rested primarily
in employment.

As a result, in addition to seeing Cantillon as a pre-

Malthusian, he should be considered a pre-Marxist as well.
In addition to the above, Cantillon considered the impact of

international trade
same.

(;,11

population growth and the impact of wages on

His views on the former do not bear significantly on matters of

this study.

Some points concerning the latter do hold some importance.

While noting that wages fluctuated inversely to number of population in
the laboring class, he also noted some indirect interactions between
popUlation and wages.

First, migration played an important role in

distributing the popUlation over the land to places of need, where
wages were higher in places of need stimulating movement; although need
for marriage age persons also stimulated migration.

Second, low wage

levels acted to check population increase by (1) discouraging formation
·of families until they could be supported, and (2) encouraging migration until financial reserves had been saved to permit formation of
family.

These points are important because they anticipate Mal thus I

discussion of "intermediate checks" and because they partially a.TJ.ticipate Marx's emphasis on the fluctuation of wages and its impact on
population. 32

32 Ibid., pp. 113-28.
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Honore Gabriel Victor de Riqueti, Comte de Mirabeau (1715-1789),
Etienne Bennot de Condillac (1715-1780), and Germain Garnier (17541821) were all strong followers of Cantillon.

Mirabeau is interesting

because he shifts loyalties later in life to follow Quesnay and may be
viewed as another who overlaps Malthus and Marx because of this shift.
Condillac was a strong follower of Cantillon, thus another who overlaps
Malthus and Marx.

Garnier is a late 18th century disciple of Cantillon

whose impact comes from tying together ideas advanced by Cantillon, the
physiocrats, and

AdWll

Smith (Garnier translated Adam Smith's Wealth

E!.

Nations into French and he attempted to show that Smith embodied many of
the ideas of the physiocrats in his work).

Again, Garnier is another

who overlaps Malthus and Marx as a result.
To briefly summarize, the school arising from Cantillon provides
a series of thinkers who combine the natural law perspective, largely
implicitly, in articulation of the Malthusian relationships between
population and subsistence, but considering population-wage relations,
and population-standard of living relations as more influential in
affecting population growth than availability of food supply.

As a

result, this school uniquely combines some ideas which anticipate both
Malthus and Marx.

Physiocrats.

The principal theorist of the physiocrats was

Francois Quesnay (1694-1774) whose influence was perhaps greater than
Cantillon's on population thought of his time •.
Quesnay stressed agriculture as the primary industry of France
and the sole industry on which the economy should be founded.

Quesnay

differs from agrarians on this point in that agrarians did not question
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the merits of

contL~Jal

population increase; Quesnay and the physio-

crats rejected this idea

~lggeeting

population increase was not always

heal thy, i. e. aft.er a point the community suffers because of continued
population inc.reaae.

implied in his thought is the view that

limit"~

to food supply arn other factors might lead to this suffering.
Quesna.y put fr)"!"".arO. four propositions which he tried to prove:
(1) natural

PG~er

people, (2)

gr~.~h

agricultural

f17.ed from other sources than mere numbers of

fo~~

0f

r~tional

wealth dependeo upon expansion of

of .ealth, (J) population growth conditioned growth

of wealth less than g:!'Olith of 'llieal th conditioned population growth, and

(4) whatever increased the income of agricultural production tended to
augment both size and .ell-being of the entire population.
The first

~ap~Bition

rested on Quesnay's belief that numbers did

not cause wars; rS7enus, being the saurce of state
principal cauas of war.

(~~esnay

po~er,

was the

advanced this position when merce-

naries were a preyalent phenomenon and "buying an army" -was easy,
making revenue of g:!'sater importance to ability to wage -war than
actual national

~ouulation

size.)

rne rem2-ining three propositions were supported as follows.

Population not 0illy .as viewed as increasing in consequence of progress
in -wealth, but at

t~e8

as tending to outstrip -wealth and subsistence.

Quesnay .a.a a.7tiare that zrr'....mbere had. a bearing on the creation of -wealth,
but even 'JIhen such arl°;-'-; saions were made, Quesnay considered population
growth to be a rea-Jt of, not a cause of, wealth; i.e. -wealth conditioned gro"oi'th of pOytiation,men perpetuated wealth, but -wealth came
first, then :n:en increased it.

Quesnay said, neverywhere population
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surpasses opulence; it is wealth that nmltiplies weal t:'l and.

!IL~m;

but the

'4 ,.

propagation of men always extends beyond that of

wealtn.M~J

~

"Us cre-

ation and growth of wealth and the growth of population depended upon
progress in agriculture, "not so much because agricultUTe

eu~?lied

sUbsistence to men and materials to nonagricultural traies, 'aut rather
because agriculture alone yielded a net product. 1'1

Ealfs-ver, "ne e.:r.:pla-

nation of how or why agriculture yielded a net product is n.ot articu.lated.

Labor in nonagricultural trades did not yield a ne:. product

because the monetary value of its product could not equal its
costs.

Labor in agriculture, by contrast, produced

a

~netarJ

net product,

Ita

monetary sum, or 'value' in excess of the monetary exp-enssE entailed in
the creation of agricultural products. 1I34

Consequently, p-op:u.lation

growth (and the basis for making wealth) depended upon
agriculture.

t~e

progress in

Hence, population was not merely dependent upon the

progress in agriculture.

Hence, population

was

not merely d.epe·ndent

upon the creation of subsistence but upon the degree of prosperity
agriculture.

-;11

Finally, population growth did not al)(ays and e7err...-here

increase in proportion to the creation of wealth.

Checks·!".m pCt-pu.lation

could affect population size either by making population i,co la:ge or
too small.

Wages could hover at the subsistence leysl or at a comfort

level; if at the former level population would be checked.

Expen.di-

tures could be either agricultural or nonagricultural; if ine latter,
population would be checked.
Some additional points on checks to population i.'-'lcre.a.ee, opt-inro:m.

33 Ibid., p. 177.
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population, and population-wage relationships may be noted.

Quesn~

and the physiocrats saw four categories of checks to population: (1)
ultimate checks, including all conditions which prejudiced progress in
agriculture ~d the augmentation of net product, (2) intermediate
checks, including policies which were unfavorable to agriculture, e.g.
urganization, manufacturing, and/or luxury consumptions, (3) miscellaneous checks, including factors which favored emigration and not
immigration, and (4) immediate checks, including conditions conducive
to mortality or prejudicial to natality, e.g. disease, pestilence, and
most all other Malthusian preventive checks.

The first of the four

categories was heavily emphasized while the fourth category was given
almost no discussion.

Thus, it would be pushing things to say physio-

crats were strong predecessors of Malthus.
Quesnay foresaw possible upper limits to population increase; a
point might be reached where further growth would be detrimental.
Hence, he thought optimum population size should be established; such a
state would permit comfortable standards of living instead of mere subsistence. 35
Physiocratic wage theory follows from demographic thought.

The

physiocrats posited a "normal" level of wages based on pecuniary costs
of living at which wages tended naturally to hover.
turned out to be about the lowest possible level.
produced by great competition for work.

This normal level
Lowness of wages was

wnen wages rose above this

normal level it was due to scarc:--,y of workers in a particular

35Ibid., pp. 173-90.
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occupation.

Physiocrats regarded the tendency to keep wages low to be

desirable although no explication of reasons for this view were advanced.

The physiocrats did rule out pressure from either an external

or internal industrial reserve army as a basis for wages remaining low
because (1) technological progress did not augment the ranks of the
unemployed, and (2) state or municipal support of the able-bodied idle
cause many to avoid work, thus djminishing the effectiveness of competitive processes.

The best analysis of the physiocratic thought on

_by they regarded wages as remaining low cites the reason to be found

in physiocratic popUlation thought; i.e. the procreative potential of

man kept downward pressure on wages.
Relative to their advancement of thought on population, the
physiocratic thought on relations of popUlation to wages is not extensive.

Neglect of the causes of unemployment and failure to make a

broad articulation of how the procreative potential of man served to
press wages down are two points the physiocrats failed to consider
rigorously.

The view is offered by Joseph J. Spengler that such fail-

ure stems from the definition of their purpose which governed their
efforts; namely, to repopulate France, reorganize the French economy to
maximize agriculture, and to identify key relations which affect
national strength, and not to advance theory on population and wages
per se. 36
The Philosophes.

Spengler notes that the Philosophes as a

school were giving expression to the aspirations of the 18th century

36Ibid., pp. 202-11.
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bourgeois class as it emerged.

The Philosophes were unlike the physio-

crats, or Cantillon and his disciples, in that much diversity of focus
appears in the school.

Three subgroups appear in this school; the

first concerned itself with population couched in a political focus and
included Charles Louis de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu (1689-1755),
Francois Marie Arouet, or Arouet de Voltaire as he called himself,

(1694-1778), and Abbe Raynal (1713-1796); the second group focused on
biological versus cultural determinants affecting population, with
Georges Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (1707-1788) and his followers
ad~ancing

this position; the third group included the utopian theorists

of progress, Abbe de Saint-Pierre (1658-1743), Claude Adrien Helvetius

(1715-1771), 1e Marquis de Chastellux (1734-1788), and Marie Jean
Antoine Nicolas Caritat, Marquis de Condorcet (1743-1794).
Montesquieu stressed cultural factors affecting population;
polygamy, spread of Christianity and its emphasis on asceticism,
particularly in marriage, and prohibition of divorce, celibacy, modern
slavery checked growth; standard of living affected by the nature of
government, liberty promoting fecundity, could either stimulate or
depress population growth.

Economic factors also checked population

growth; e.g. trade and commerce, modes of agriculture requiring many
workers transformed by technology to reduce labor needs, unequal
division of land, inefficient use of resources.

Ultimately, avail-

ability of subsistence governed increases in population.

Voltaire and

Raynal saw population checked by food supply; Voltaire going so far as
to regard the relationship a general law.

Raynal also thought the

concentration of property ownership into the hands of a few led to

mass poverty.
While Malthusian anticipations can be noted in the above group,
Buffon and his followers, John BrUckner (1726-1804), Baron F.M. von
Grimm (1733-1807), and Abbe Theodore A. Mann (1735-1809), appear to be
more significant predecessors of Malthus.

Buffon thought population to

be relatively constant over the long-run; fluctuations in size were a
short-run phenomenon.

This long-run constancy Buffon thought due to

the tendency for the conditions of support to remain constant.

Put

more systematically, Buffon thought (1) man's sexual drive was instinctive and not subject to rational control, (2) preventive checks
were without long-term influence on numbers, or the standard of living
.tended to remain constant (implied is the notion of living standard
being the lowest possible), and (3) because of (1) and (2), numbers
adjusted to available food supply (implied to grow slower than the
potential for increase in the population).

BrUckner, Grimm, and Mann

all agreed that population growth tended to be faster than growth of
food supply.

BrUckner expressed it thusly: that the "law of multipli-

cation" balanced numbers to available subsistence, and terrain occupied;
Grimm emphasized the tenacity of man's procreative capacity; Mann
noted popUlation increased in an indefinite progression while food
supply was limited by the productivity of the soil.

In addition to

this strong Malthusian emphasis, Grimm added the view that misery was
not, as thought, a check to population increase.

Looking at classes

in France, Grimm pointed out that the most numerous class was the most
miserable class; namely, the laboring class; which contrasted with a
small minority who were either very wealthy or endowed with a small
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fortune.

As a result, Grimm saw only a minority who had cause to

regulate growth, i.e. the wealthy, out of fear of burdening themselves
with children and family cares, while the majority of people, living
miserably, had nothing to lose by increases in misery from increases in
numbers.

Net increases in the numbers of the laboring class were the

result of (1) mortality rates not keeping pace with fertility rates,
and (2) the abandon, or unconstrained yielding, to natural sexual impulses caused by the apparent hopelessness of their miserable lives.
Saint-Pierre was one of the first to develop the concept of progress in knowledge as an element of human progress toward social
perfection.

Saint-Pierre saw progress as indefinitely extensible; thus

popUlation was not to be feared.

Helvetius was concerned with the

impact of population growth on the realization of the greatest happiness for the greatest numbers.

Apparently indefinite increases in

popUlation did not serve utilitarian ends; wages were depressed because
increased numbers meant increased competition in the labor market.

From

a demographic angle, Helvetius did not regard economic inequality and
the resulting exploitation of labor to be more significant regulators
of population than physical limits to increase, such as lack of food.
Spengler notes that Helvetius appeared to recognize Marx's principle
of the industrial reserve army in his discussion of the tendency for
population to function as a depressant to wages. 3? In contrast to
Helvetius, Chastellux thought population growth was an index of human
happiness.

Chastellux focused upon the merits of progress, considering

37 Ibid ., p. 246.

-.

-~---
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it to be indefinitely continuing because reason had triumphed over old
ideas, knowledge had accumulated, and man was nearing perfection.
Accordingly, Chastellux thought mass misery was not a perpetual condition born of population growth pressing against limits to subsistence.
The limitation on population of food supply could be overcome by
continued progress. 38

Condorcet amounts to the logical extreme con-

cerning belief in progress.

His views were severely utopian.

advocacy of his utopia was equally extreme.

His

He thought human society

would progress to a state where pure equality existed and all problems
were erased.

Accordingly, Condorcet rejected views which considered

population a problem. 39
The Nonphysiocratic Economists.

A number of thinkers were lumped

together under this rubric, all having one'or another disagreement with
physiocrats in common.

Two are of importance for this study.

Anne

Robert Jacque Turgot, Baron de l'Aulone (1727-1781) is important
because he considered charity as a hindrance to the poor, essentially
for the same reasons as Malthus thought.

The only responsibility the

state had to the poor was to see that employment was available.

Jean

8
3 The Marxist flavor of Chastellux's writings appears in his
belief in the movement of man to perfection, with reason functioning as
the tool for relief of population pressures from limits to subsistence.
Spengler (p. 257n) cites W. Stack as considering Chastellux a forerunner of Marxism because he anticipated Marx's concept of historical
development, his materialistic interpretation, and "his whole theory of
surplus value."
39Condorcet's philosophy is summarized by Howard Becker and Harry
Elmer Barne~, Social Thou~t From Lore to Science, (New York: Dover,
1961 )" pp. 473~,17.
See
so;T.B:BUrY; The Idea E.! Progress, (New
York, Dover, 1955), pp. 202-16., Discussion of the Philosophes was
from Spengler, pp. 212-57.
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Herrenschwand (1728-1811) more than most of his time was truely a
forerunner of Malthus.

Herrensch~and saw no inherent limit to man's

procreative power, and considered growth regulated by availability of
food supply.

Herrenschwand saw three m.a..in stages of human economic

evolution: hunting, pastoral, and agricultural.

In each stage, popula-

tion was limited by food supply; with a key difference between each
stage being the ability to produce food supply.

Each stage was a

progressive improvement over the former, with complexity increasing
from stage to stage.

By the agricultural stage three forms of society

were existent: (1) absolute agriculture, where the economy was divided
into self-sufficient units where multiplication of population to limits
of each unit could occur; (2) slave agriculture, where slaves produced
for bare subsistence and the free population could turn to manufacturing
and hence create luxuries for itselfj the size of the slave popUlation
was fixed by subsistence supply while the size of the free population
was determined by the volume made ayailable to it by work of the slaves
combined with what net gain was garnered from trade of manufactured
products abroad; in both cases, limits

wer~

attached to population

growth-slaves limited by subsistence, free population limited by net
product; (3) free agriculture and manufacturing, where the total
popUlation was fixed by total supply of subsistence.
Apparently, Herrenschwand considered population problems to
persist in each society, regardless of its production base.

Concerning

the relation of population to wages and employment, Herrenschwand noted
a staged process relationship.

Stage one found moderately progressive

prosperity, when "capital ll exceeded "labor" and 'Wages exceeded

hB
subsistence~

Stage two found arrested prosperity, when capital and

labor were equal and wages were at a subsistence level.

Stage three

found retrograde prosperity, when the opposite of stage one

exi8ted~

namely, labor exceeded capital, and wages were below subsistence.
Population growth occurred only under the first condition; growth was
rapid and in need of no stimulation, i.e. encouragements for population
growth in the form of immigration, inducements to marry were not
necessary.

Such encouragements were necessary in the second and third

stages, but even with such inducements, growth in these stages was
temporary. 40
The Extreme Antiphysiocrats.

This group of writers have extreme

opposition to one or more of the physiocratic principles in common;
from pre-Marxians to those who advocated primitive social structure as
the most desireable social form, to anti-capitalists who did not anticipate Marx are found in this group.

The writers of concern to this

study include only two who significantly anticipate Marx as well as
Malthus; specifically, M. Necker (1-1), and S.N.H. Linguet (1735-1794).
For Necker, happiness was as important a pillar to strengthening
the state as wealth and population.

When he looked at population, it

was with happiness in mind as a criterion for determining merits of
continual growth.

Necker concluded that too much population growth

would run counter to happiness, and hence thought it should be limited
to the realm where it contributed to happiness.

However, he did not

see much trouble with continual population growth because he thought

40 Spengler, pp. 290-96.
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wealth would accumulate at least as rapidly as population, preventing
any decrease in happiness.

Apparently by the close of his life, Necker

had some misgivings about the above for he noted that population had
increased in his lifetime despite the persistence of widespread misery.
Necker considered the relation of population to food supply.
Says Spengler, "in his treatment of the capacity of man to multiply up

-

,

to and even beyond the limits of subsistence, Necker out-Malthused
Malthus, thereby contradicting the view that population growth was
evidence of felicitYo"41

Spengler quotes Necker as saying,

The impetuous attractions that nature has put between the
sexes, the love that she inspired in them for the fruits of
their union, are the cause of the multiplication of men upon
the earth; these sentiments dominate the poor like the rich;
no law can be opposed thereto, and if it were possible, it
would be barbarous. Every sensible being likes better to
share bread with his helpmate and his children than to live
alone upon more varied foods; it is thus that population
. spreads itself, and in spreading itself, it increases in an
inevitable manner the number of miserableo42
The compulsion to procreate, thought Necker, was so great that
even poor people did so; against pressures checking growth (war,
iniquity, heavy taxes, propensity to celibacy, enfeeblement of the
human organism, poverty, infant mortality, and depravity of customs)
population inevitably grew.

Necker thought populations of countries

could only multiply to the limits of subsistence produced by the countries.

Necker noted that there were other forces operating which

checked population growth before it reached ultimate upper limits of
lack of food supply.

41 Ibid ., p. 325.

He identified both preventive and positive checks

42 Ibid •
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.hich cut growth before it surpassed the sum of subsistence.

His

preventi.e and positive checks were roughly equivalent to those noted
by Halthus.

Hecker was pessimistic about the future of population growth.

He

thought the sexual urge would triumph over positive and preventive
checks so long as agriculture and industry did not retrogress; hence
depopulation would not occur if agriculture and industry were maintainedj hence the trend tOW'ard increasing misery.

In discussion of population-wage relations, Necker more specifically

~~ticipated

liarx.

Furthermore, his discussion of wages introduced

the role of exploitation as an influence over wages for the first time
among writers of the 18th century.

The amount of exploitation permitted

by laws and institutions affected the process of wages adjusting to
population supply.

Necker emphasized class struggle as an important

factor affecting the condition of population; advocating government
interYention on behalf of the working masses

~o

reduce the degree of

exploitation (and, implicitly, to upgrade the level of happiness in
society) •
~lages,

Necker thought, varied according to class and to talent

of workers, where wages were highest in industry and lowest in agriculture.

Wages for common labor varied according to degree of exploita-

tion of the proprietor from a sum sufficient for individual subsistence
to a eum sufficient to support a family.
logical,
p~_er

p~J8ical,

Furthermore, factors (bio-

and institutional) combined to weaken the bargaining

of the common worker.

Population growth increased the number of

workers relative to the number of proprietors thereby intensifying
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competition for employment, thereby reducing the

1~,el

of wages.

Effects of population growth in different cla.B3sa also intensified by
laws and institutions the concentration of

18.1'1Q

(Tlinsnhip; namely, the

working class was always too poor to buy land on the one hand, and too
numerous to raise wages enough to improve their le,s1
other hand, while the proprietary class did not

fa~e

0:

living on the

a population

problem, and, through keeping wages low, could aCC"tlDllate profit and
thereby buy more land.

Necker concluded that the p(7o{er of the property

owning class was so great, .and the conditio?} of ti:1S )lOrking class so
weak that workers were virtually slaves. 43
Linguet essentially is a disciple of

frecke~' and.

cODsideration of

him would largely be a reiteration of Meeker.
Pre-Malthusian and Pre-Marxist French

~I'.iri t,ers.

From the preceding

discussion, it should be evident that within the d.i7eras population
thought of France appeared strong strains of predecessors of Ihlthus
and Marx.

The pre-Malthusians for the most part anticipated most of

the preventive and positive checks; the geometrical rate of population
increase versus less than geometrical growth of f.ooi supply.

11arx was

anticipated more modestly, or inextensive1y, th.an JI..althu.s but important
elements were foreshadowed; namely, "surp1us-valuel'l and the role of
class struggle and exploitation in population

~...a.tt·erB.

Predecessors of Malthus included Cantillon, Garnier, Quesnay, and
the physiocrats, Montesquieu, Voltaire, Ra:yn.al, es'pecially the second
group of Philosophes, including Buffon and hiB fol.lovers; all of the

43 Ibid ., pp. 324-33.
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above recognized limits to population growth born of food supply.

In

addition to anticipating the population-food supply relation, Turgot
anticipated the Malthusian view on charity.

Likewise, Herrenschwand

ranks as especially significant for recognizing positive and preventive
checks plus the view that misery was born of the poor not regulating
their reproduction.

Necker holds the auspicious position of signifi-

cantly anticipating both Malthus' preventive and positive checks, and
Marx's emphasis on class struggle and exploitation affecting population.
On the Marxian side, most anticipations of Marx were vague.

Law

saw relations between population and employment; Cantillon partially
anticipated Marx's thought on population and wages, as well as the
importance of class structure in the question of overpopulation (making
Cantillon, like Necker, a precursor of both

I~x

and Malthus); Condillac

noted population as dependent upon production instead of the typical
focus on subsistence per se; Garnier treated population-wage relations
similar to Marx; Grimm noted that misery did not check, but stimulated
population growth;

Quesn~

made some vague anticipations of Marx in

the physiocratic wage theory; Helvetius saw wage-population connections
somewhat as did Marx, but, more importantly, saw the outline of the
industrial reserve army before Marx; Chastellux anticipated the
principle of surplus-value; Turgot saw the fluctuation of wages related
to population growth as well "as capital accumulation's impact on wages
and population; Herrenschwand saw population-wage relations, as well as
the importance of a historical view of development; and Necker
anticipated the principles of overpopulation as a function of exploitation, saw wage manipulations and their impact on population, stressed
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the importance of class struggle, and implied an industrial reserve army
in his reasoning.

Linguet deserves inclusion as anticipating Marx also

because he was a disciple of Necker.
Germany

Mercantilism lasted longer, and remained more influential, in
Germany than elsewhere in Europe virtually through the first three
quarters of the 18th century.

The last quarter of the 18th century

found a sudden shift in emphasis to a Malthusian perspective.

There

was no slow shift from mercantilism, no period of post-mercantilist
multiple schools.

The exception to the patter is Sussmilch, who,

while a mercantilist, emphasizing populousness, anticipated Malthus
and utilized statistical tools in the formulation of his thought,
considered the first comparatively well-developed theory of population.
Thus, in noting Germany for the post-mercantilist period, it boils down
to Sussmilch and predecessors of Malthus.
Sussmilch.

Johann Peter Sussmilch (1707-1767) wrote his theor,y

of population in 1741.

He tied together statistical work on population

with principles of natural law in his theory.

The objectivity of his

theory is colored by his overt theological moralism which dominated
his perspective; despite his studies of population, he favored
maximizing populousness for religious reasons.
Sussmilch used the mortality and birth tables of Graunt and
Petty, as well as tables by obscure Dutch scholars, Struyck and
Kersseboom, and an obscure Swede, Wargentin. 44

44 Bonar,

Op • Cit., p. 149.

Sussmilch thought the
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birth rate was always normally greater than the death rate; the difference between birth and death rates was the cause of population growth.
The only foreseeable limit to continual increase was fixed by the size
of the inhabitable parts of the earth; although population growth was
checked by other factors more immediately influential; namely, such
preventive checks as observed by most students of population of the
18th century, e.g. war, famine, pestilence, plagues.

Efforts by Graunt

and Petty to estimate population doubling times were in error, thought
Sussmilch, because they had neglected to give adequate importance to
variations in ratios of population increase between cities and rural
areas.

Sussmilch 1 s estimation of a normal period of doubling, avoiding

the mistakes of others, was 100 years; of course variations by country
and region were evident.

If a fair portion of the earth was assumed

habitable, Sussmilch estimated optimum population for the planet at
four or five billion.

If increase took place in rates as he estimated

optimum population for the planet would be reached in 200 years.
Sussmilch emphasized that his were estimations which could change
since agricultural and mechanical improvements would probably continue
making increases in subsistence, hence, population, possible.

While

anticipating Malthus 1 though, he did not share Malthus' pessimism; the
taint of theological moralism compelled him to embrace a blind faith
view fo the merits of populousness.

As a result, his theory of popUla-

tion is less significant than it might have been. 45
Pre-Malthusians.

The predecessors of Malthus in Germany in the

45 Ibid., Ch. V; Stangeland, pp. 213-23.
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last quarter of the 18th century included Christian Wilhelm ""Ton Dor.;l'l:
(7_7), August Ludwig Scholoezer (1735-1809), and Justus Y.,os.er (1720-

1794). All three recognized the view that population was

li~ted -oy

food supply, that population tended to increase faster than rood eupply,
that the result was an increase in the misery of the lcy.ar clasee8.
Dohm and Scholoezer confined their anticipations of Hal th-a.s to y:;;.cia-

0:

tion-food supply relationships while Moser anticipated most
positive and preventive checks to population explicated by

ta~

Y~~trmB)

taking, also, Malthus' moralistic rejection of birth contrel as
conducive to increases in vice.

Generally speaking, the nost·-m,e:-ca.. . ltU-

ist period in Germany was quite placid and comparatively retarded
compared to England and France.
Two Additional Predecessors of Malthus
Before making concluding remarks, two additional
need to be noted.

The writers are Italians and did not fit iI, the

general structure of the chapter but bear upon the
in Chapter V.

pre-y~th~8ians

ar~~ents

ai7ancsQ

The first is Giovanni Botero (1540-1617), the second is

Giammaria Ortes (1713-1790).

The former writer thoroughly anticipated

Malthus but never received recognition by writers of the 17th and 13th
centuries, nor by Malthus.

The latter writer was noted Cr:1 ¥.a..ry. .ith

Marx pausing to stress Ortes' importance as a scholar.

Considerir-g

Ortes as a pre-Malthusian, this has great importance in the

ar~~PTIt

in Chapter V.
Botero recognized limits to population gro-lIi'th) including fo·oo
supply, war, and pestilence.

He thought the world to be aliia:Ja

suffering from such conditions because the potential to procreate vas
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stronger than the potential for generating adequate food supply; thus
the persistence of appearances of overpopulation.

Botero saw the means

of increasing population lying in number of births, preservation of
infants, and prolongation of life.

Botero, despite observing negative

aspects to population increase, thought size should be maximized.
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Ortes saw a proportional relationship between population increase
and availability of means of subsistence such that the former was
limited by the latter.
geometrical.

Ortes considered population increase to be

He saw checks to population growth in lack of food.

Unlike animal populations, Ortes thought human populations had an
additional means of population control in the exercise of prudence.
Thus, Ortes considered celibacy as beneficial in the regulation of
population.

However, prudence and lack of food were not the only checks

to population growth; misery of poverty, slavery, or forced labor were
other checks because they discouraged marriage and encouraged vice.
Despite checks, Ortes concluded that human population growth tended to
remain geometrical against a much slower growth rate for increases in
means of subsistence.

Accordingly, regulation of population had to be

made rationally, with reason, according to times and seasons to prevent
the negative consequences of overpopulation. 47

IV. SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER
Population has been a subject of concern by human societies since
the earliest societies.

While early thought was admittedly vague, i.e.

46 Stangeland, pp. 334-37.

47 Ibid ., pp. 105-07.
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~?~~~eQ~eticil,

a continuity may be ovserved through the history of

7.';r::~1-E:tion

thought.

~':'7«': -«-;-!e.t

ere ihe consequences of growth? how can it be encouraged and

~~~~~aged?
a~ e~l:

.~l~

Indeed, many of

have been the same through the centuries; thus the pro-

for encouraging population growth during the mercantilist period

even voaay) resemble highly those advanced by Greeks and Romans.

~~e.~ ~~~~ged
~/~=~anc€
~:.?;:,ly

~~e

is there an optimum size the earth can support? were asked

as the Greeks and carried forward thereafter.

t~~ ~~_e~s
.??~:;-~

Such basic questions as what makes population

the most through time was determinations of the relative

of one or another factor, e.g. early emphasis upon food

"tias alJ..gmented with discussions of wages and employment, which by
centu-~

;3th

~''''·::e::ti.ng

took precedence over food supply as key factors

popu.lation growth for some schools of thought.

:f the goal was to identify significant trends running through the

-:,eve:'opmen"t of population thought, three principal trends would be (1)
~:'~~ore.tion OI

observed relationships and accumulation of observations,

'.2) i::ientification of interrelationships between population and other
i.e. economic forces, standard of living, the goal of building
etrength and wealth, and international trade, and (3) the
~::y:ertcemeni

of a quantitative mode of inquiry and analysis, being the

iey€lopIT!eni of statistical tools applied to demographic studies.
3y ,::105e1y looking at the 18th century, in particular, a
~~~c~~~e

of relationships had developed by the time of Malthus.

?o~~-E:tion ~~crease
~te

was considered affected by availability of food.

of increase was considered affected by economic conditions, price

~f la~QrJ

trade, state of production both agricultural and
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manufacturing, and by natural checks including war, vice, and sociocultural checks like luxury and standard of living.

The considerations

of population separated into pro-natalist, optimum population, and
Malthusian categories, and some modest anticipations of Marx.
It would be difficult to conclude that demographic thought was
evolving rapidly along a set path through the 17th and 18th centuries.
There was a proliferation of schools which, by the close of the 18th
century, coalesced into a general agreement about population which was
largely anticipatory of Malthus.
specified.

Host preventive checks had been

Employment and wages, and other "intermediate checks" were

specified and the lion's share of writers agreed on relations of popUlation to all these factors that were entirely consistent with what
Y~thus

wrote.

Consequently, it is entirely fair to say the content of

Malthus' work did not contain any startling new findings, but built on
well-established principles of preceding centuries.

CHAPTER III
MALTHUS

As noted in the closing remarks of Chapter II, by the time Tnomas
Robert Malthus (1766-1834) wrote his famous (some say infamous) essay
on population the components of its structure had been long and well
anticipated.

It is the case that Malthus did not say anything new in

his essay on population.

Yet his essay caused a great stir not

plished by preceding writers.

Why did this occur?

acco~

Most consider the

reasons to include social, political, and economic conditions of
England when Malthus wrote, and the way Malthus used the "principle of
population" to explain conditions in England.

Considering the auspi-

cious place Malthus is afforded in the history of demography born of
his success in writing about population, and considering the fact that
Marx's thought on population is formed substantially as a critical
reaction to Malthus, it is important to look at Malthus and understand
conditions surrounding him as well as his thought.

To do this} some

considerations of (1) his biographical history and some points on the
history of England during his lifetime, (2) his thought on population,
including explication of his views and Joseph J. Spengler's reconsideration of Malthus, and (3) his place in demographic history, involYing
a critical assessment of his thoughts, will follow.
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I. BIOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Malthus' thought appears to be more profoundly influenced by his
personal history, including family affiliation and occupation, and
historical events in England and France than by many schools of thought
on popUlation in England and the rest of Europe.

This by no means

implies that Malthus was not influenced by other's thought on population, for clearly he was, but merely that it played a comparatively less
significant role in stimulating him to write.
Thomas Robert Malthus was the last of two sons in a family of
eight.

His father, Daniel Malthus, was friend to both David Hume and

Jean-Jacques Rousseau.

Thomas was educated privately and entered Jesus

College, Cambridge, in 1784 at the age of 18, and graduated in 1788
with highest honors. 1
Holy Orders as well.

The year of his graduation saw Malthus taking
In 1793 Malthus assumed a fellowship at his

college, Jesus College, where he intermittently resided until 1804.
1804, Malthus married (38 years of age at the time).

In

In 1796 he

accepted a curacy at Albury and two years later published, anonymously,
his first essay on population, titled

~

Essay

~ ~

POpulation ! ! it affects the future Improvement
~ ~

speculations

£!

Mr Godwin,

~.

2f

Principle

2f

Society, with Remarks

--

Condorcet, and other Writers.

1Malthus graduated ninth Wrangler, the Cambridge equivalent of
first class honors in mathematics. Thus, Malthus was a superior mathematician for his time, hence familiar with. the quantitative techniques
of demography. He was also familiar with Newtonian physics and widely
read on history. To the question, was Malthus aware of other population
thought of the time? therefore, it is best to presume that he was. See
Anthony Flew, "Introduction," Malthus: ~ Essay .2!l ~ Principle .2!
Population, (Hammondsworth,.Middlesex, England: Penguin Books, 1970),
pp. 8-9.·
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Typically, the shorthand title used for this work is

~

First Essay.

In 1803 a second edition was issued; it was longer, more detailed, and
Malthus attached his name to it.

In fact, the second edition was

qualitatively different from the first and is typically referred to as
The Second Essay.

The second edition underwent relatively minor revi-

sions in its seven editions, the last penned by Malthus in 1826.

A

summary view was written by Malthus for a supplement of the
Encyclopaedia Britannica in 1824, completing Malthus' specific writing
on population.

During the time of his life Malthus did make other

points on population in his Principles

£!

Political Economy.

As will

be seen, Spengler notes that to fully appreciate the entirety of
Malthus' thought on population, these additional points must be included.
While he wrote and stirred the people of England by his work, he made
some occupational changes.

In 1805 Malthus accepted appointment to the

college established by the East India Company for the training of young
men entering its service.

He remained in this position the rest of his

life.
If this is the personal background into Malthus, what of the
background on England in which the essays on population caused such a
stir?

~

First EssgY was a polemic in reaction to the optimism of

Condorcet and William Godwin (1756-1836).2

Condorcet's ideas were

written while hiding, facing the death sentence.

He was an active

influence on the initial phase of the French Revolution but later fell
out of favor with the Jacobin extremists who pursued him, and eventually

2An explication of Godwin's views is found in Becker and Barnes,
Op.Cit., pp. 477-81.
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captured and executed him.

Condorcet fervently believed in a natural

order of progress which would inevitably lead to a utopian society on
earth where racial and national antagonisms were dissolved along with
sexual, wealth, and opportunity inequalities.

William Godwin, the

English counterpart to Condorcet, found great inspiration in the French
Revolution.

Godwin had similar utopian dreams based on a view that

progress was bound to carr,y man upward to such a utopia where there was
no war, crime, injustice, or need for government.
Malthus' father was a believer in the visions of Condorcet and
Godwin.

In debate with his father, Malthus initiated his interest in

refuting such utopian views, regarding them as based on no sound
evidence.
There was more to Malthus' concern than merely respectful debate
with father.

The age in which Malthus lived was one of transition, in

terms of ideology and in terms of actual social change.

Spengler

thinks three doctrines, or sets of beliefs, were converging in the
latter part of the 18th century and Malthus' essay on population was a
product of the convergence.

The first doctrine was that of progress;

"man was making progress, technological and social; and that, since
progress is cultural in character and culture is cumulative, progress
must, ceteris paribus, be cumulating and unenc!ing. n3

Second, the

common man was coming into his own; the beneficiary of the

3Joseph J. Spengler, "Malthus's Total Population Theory: A
Restatement and Reappraisal," in Population Economics: Selected Essays
~ Joseph~. Spengler, (Durham: Duke University Press, 1972), p. 45.
Unless otherw~se noted, future_references to Spengler in this chapter
will be to this essay.
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redistribution of economic and political power occurring in that age as
well as of the democratic movement that was gaining increasing support.
Third, recognition of limits, physical, social, and psychological, to
the universe, hence to human behavior was being made.

"Efforts to

resolve and S,Ynthesize acceptably these three somewhat inconsistent sets
of beliefs were brought to ahead by the French Revolution and the
principles it posed," and by a series of factors changing in England;
namely, problems with the poor, bad harvests, and fears of the French
Revolution, and of actual war with France. 4
Thus, while ideological elements were converging, social changes
were having an influence also.

Some classes in England looked across

the channel at the consequences of the French Revolution with less than
eagerness to see the same occur in the motherland.

Fears of mass

uprisings occurring which would wash away the status quo were of
concern to the upper classes.

The plight of the poor was worsening

during this time period; the English poor laws were failing to relieve
the plight of the poor, and Arnold Toynbee noted that when Malthus
wrote his essay on population, there had been a series of bad harvests.
Corn was not easily obtainable from abroad either making a condition
where year after year food supplies did not increase while population
size did; the result was increasing misery among the lower classes. 5

5Arnold Toynbee, ~ Industrial Revolution, (Boston: Beacon Press,
1968), p. 91. Toynbee notes further:
"Thus in 1'800, when corn was 127s. the quarter, it was clear
that the rich could not help the poor by giving them higher
wages, for this would simply have raised the price of the
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The English aristocracy feared the worsening of conditions among the
poor as a potential ignition of revolution.

It was necessary to

successfully challenge the merits of revolutionary views.
With such a background operating in England, conditions were ripe
for reception of ideas which would explain the difficulties facing
England.

Into that climate entered Malthus with an explanation--that

the root cause of England's problems was the natural law of population
growth; that utopian dreams were not realizable; that the solution to
problems was found in control of popUlation growth and in revolutionary
social change.

This explanation was (whether intentionally advanced by

Malthus an an apology or merely appropriated for use as such is unclear)
advanced by the English aristocracy to rationalize conditions of the
times and free themselves from responsibility for the problems; i.e.
problems were the result of a natural law and not social management of
the ruling class. 6

fixed quantity of corn; therefore, unless popUlation diminished,
as years went on, wages would fall because worse soils would be
cultivated and there would be increased difficulty in obtaining
food. But the period he had before his eyes was quite exceptional; after the peace, good harvests came and plenty of corn;
food grew cheaper, though popUlation advanced at the same rate.
So the theory in this. shape was true only of the~twenty years
from 1795 to 1815."(p. 91.)
!,-,,-> I)
'.

6Malthus' population theory has been looked upon by many,
especially the Marxists, and Marx himself, as a counter-revolutionary
answer to the rational movement which culminated in the French
Revolution. Was Malthus actually a counter-revolutionary? Spengler
says:
"Malthus was a counter-revolutionary in that he opposed
certain principles associated with the French Revolution and
condemned revolution in general. He was a conservative in
that he attached great weight to the essentially constant,
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II. WHAT MALTHUS SAID
Well what did Malthus actually say in his essays that served to
challenge revolutionary views, act as an apology, and yet endear him to
demography as a significant figure in its history?

This question can be

answered by considering the contents of The First Essay and The Second
Essay.

But to fully cover the totality of Malthus' writing on popula-

tion, it will be necessary to consider Malthus' other works, chiefly,
his Principles of Political Economy.

This consideration of Malthus'

. total population theory was not developed by a modern scholar until
Joseph J. Spengler probed Malthus' works with meticulous care.

Thus,

this chapter will give important attention to Spengler's study of
Halthus.
The First Essay
In The First Essay Malthus advanced some theoretical propositions

and less weight to the essentially variable, elements of nature,
man, and social relations; in that he stressed the regulatory
functions of institutions in general, and not only opposed but
also considered very improbable any important change in the
fundamental institutional and social structure of English
society; and in that he held, and believed it necessary to
hold, the individual almost completely responsible for his
actions and for his failure to act." (p. 55.)
Spengler goes on to say that Malthus was a conservative because
,he did not believe man easily transformable into a virtuous being.
Finally, Malthus noted that there were no grounds for easy optimism and
easy harmonizing of interests; the· road of human development was, and
always would be, hard. However, Malthus was not a counter-revolutionary because he measured the value .of government and institutional
structure in terms of its utility. Accordingly, he opposed feudalism
and did not hesitate to seek to improve the condition of the common man.
Thus, for Spengler, Malthus is a conservative, not a counterrevolutionary, despite counter-revolutionary elements in his work.
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about the nature of population increase.

Thereafter, he exawined the

social problem of poverty and the price of labor in terms of the
propositions.

Malthus also advanced thought on dem:-'Jg:raphic theory per

se, in which he discussed Hume's examination of ancient populations,
Sussmilch's mathematical tables, and Wallace's discussion of population.
Malthus began The First Essay making t,;,;o postulates:

(1) food is

necessary to the existence of man and (2) the paaeion between the sexes
¥.althus
regarded his postulates to be fixed laws of nature, unalterable by man;
since they had remained unaltered since the inception of knowledge they
gave no basis for speculating that they would change in the future.
Granting the postulates, Malthus reasoned thai:. rlthe pO'oier of population
is indefinitely greater than the power in the earth to produce subsistence for man."

Unchecked, population increase-oj in a geometrical ratio.

Subsistence in contrast increased in an

arit~~etical

ration.

As a

result, a strong check to popUlation gro-."th "loIa.s fer-un.d in the discrepant
growth ratios of popUlation and Bubsistence.

8

The p::'incipal manifesta-

tions of population so checked appeared to he 7Ttissr/ and vice, with the
former being an absolutely necessary consequence of it, the latter
"highly probable;" because virtue could cancel au:, 7ice.

If, Halthus

concluded, the above relationships were true, aa he thcught they were,
then the highminded utopian dreams of the likes of

Cor~Qorcet

and Godwin

were unrealizable be_cause the above laws conditioned a state where
misery was always bound to exist and vice ·.as h.ighly probably bound to

7Flew, Op.Cit., p. 70.

8Ibid ., p. 71.
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. t •9

ex~s

The conditions of misery and vice took on the force of natural

law; inevitable, inescapable, inexorable, indefinitely persistent.
The above basic checks manifested themselves in multifaceted ways
when considering humankind vis-a-vis the animal and/or plant kingdoms.
The pL'incipal agent involved in complicating matters was the human
capacity to reason.

Unlike the rest of life, individual humans might

resist increasing their numbers by recognizing, through reason, that
additional numbers may not be supportable.

For the upper classes,

concerns, indeed fears, of lower rank by need for supporting additional
mouths acted to restrain increase.

In the case of the lower classes,

fear of being driven into deeper misery, of seeing offspring grow up in
rags and misery acted to discourage increase.

Through such reasoning

Malthus thought individuals were driven to restrain their natural drives
to reproduce.

But as a result of such resistance to natural compulsions

Malthus saw vice increasing.
Malthus thought the above operated in cyclical waves conditioned
in the following way:

The discrepancy in growth rates of population

and food always found additions to the population preceding increases
in food.

Thus, food available which previously supported X-million

must now support X-million plus the number of new mouths.
was a decline in the standard of living of the poor.

The result

(Implied here is

a view that the lower classes reproduce themselves into trouble while
the upper classes do not and that social structure inequitably
distributes resources such that the upper class survives as usual in

9Ibid., p. 72.
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the face of scarcity at the expense of the lower classes.)

Further,

since new numbers were new laborers, the market for labor became
saturated, resulting in declines in the price of labor
the price of food.

~

increases in

The result was that the laborer worked harder for

the same as before (or less).

The difficulty of living brought about a

discouragement to marriage because conditions made it a difficulty to
support a family.

The economic conditions brought about by increased

availability of labor and decreased price of labor, plus an environment
which demanded industrial expansion encouraged agriculture and industry.
Ultimately, with population increase discouraged and food supply
increasing, a time was reached when food became abundant again.

"The

situation of the labourer being then again tolerably comfortable, the
restraints to population are in some degree loosened, and the same
retrograde and progressive movements with respect to happiness are
repeated.,,10
Malthus suggested that the above oscillation pattern did not
follow any necessary time cycle; and it was not easily visible because
history was usually history of the upper classes, thus obscuring the
real heart of the oscillations, the lower classes.

Furthermore,

difficulty in observing the oscillations came from intervening variables
like the introduction of or failure of manufacturing, greater or less
extensive agriculture, years of plenty or scarcity, wars and pestilence,
poor laws, technical improvements in production which increased
unemployment, and "particularly, the difference between nominal and real

10Ibid., p.

77.
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price of labour ,acirC1.l.t.'T!.gtance which has perhaps more than any other
contributed to
went on to

,->c;~:,:~al

this oscillation from common view."11

Malthus

??-.",!,

It 7ery ra=f.ly happens that the nominal price of labour
u.,'1iverg,a 1j f;;T'l a, but we know that it frequently remains the
'
sa'-'l18, 'of:'1:LV:
tQ.~ n:vminal price of provisions has been
increasing. Ti::d_!3 i.e, in effect, a real fall in the price of
labour, .a.."'1C c-'u.::'ing this period the condition of the lower
ordera of ic.<; ,~o.:nmo.nity must gradually grow worse and worse.
But the far;l!C::'I!· md. capitalists are growing rich from the
real cne.a:p'Il,<;::ea ,?f labour. Their increased capitals enable
them to e,wpLO'y a greater number of men. Work therefore may be
plentiful) ~~,~ne price of labour would consequently rise.
But the j(aJr~. ·of fr~edom 1...'"1 the market of labour, which occurs
more or IeeE in ;;,11 communities, either from parish laws, or
the more ge:'l.:-;:,al Ca11Se of the facility of combination among
the rich, :a.~ iii: difficulty among the poor, operates to prevent thE: '97:":',;:;' o:f labour from rising at the natural period,
and i t k~e'p,a r.Lo·,rn "orne time longer; perhaps till a year of
sCaTcity) ·oiL~n j~h~ cla..-nour is too loud and the necessity too
aPPaTeni t,::; -r:I'O: rec:isted'
12

r...b..-,; cause of increase in the price of labor was

As a rear.l2:::;,

obscured.

!"wi~

y.;.:rt.::f.i;e

indeed contri'o:rt-:;:
manipUlating r.;;,.:;:

i.~

pr0longing the conditions of miserable poverty by

y!"i~e

population inc,"7''=.a.c,=;

that it appeared the case that the rich did

of labor with the result being the checking of

b:::ca7~!5e

of persistent misery.

However, (in what

Marx regarded a3 a rationalization which attempted to shift full
responeibili"'7 !,Y.["cor.ditiona from the shoulders of the aristocracy)
Malthu:!

a11gg~a-;;.,.<::d :.1'1.<£1;

ult1m.ate17
pTe7ent

in;::(.,ne.~Bntial

th~ alr..o~-i

---l~ind. ,,1 J

1Il<UlA

ii'nat the upper classes did or did not do was

""l;r.~

11-n..J'
.,LuJ...C .~.) r

since "no possible form of society could

con.etant action of misery upon a great part of

- Q.l.:.
-. ,poP... erence
r;.·~j"

~

in forms of society was that in a

12 Ib J.'d . , pp.

78-79 •
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society of inequalities the poor Buffer iihile in a 8cdety of equality,
everyone suffers.
As part of Malthus' effort to provide BUpport for his postulations and theoretical argument regarding the f?t~ of populations which
increased beyond limits of subsistence, he e7.a:."Iline:r.i. p·opulation processes of other times and places; using evidence ~hicn Mae mostly
observational, i.e. reports from travelers.

}.lao., he canaidered the

Hume-Wa1lace debate regarding the populousness of ancient nations,
after which he advanced conclusions concerning tn<:: :-iatu.re of checks to
population, which led to a critique of the E..'1g1iBJ.: ;.·om:' lavE.
After discussing population around the yorld (i.~. v~thus looked
at population increase for different parts of th::; world, and for
primitive societies and other civilizations, na."!le.ly China), lhlthus
concluded that assuming a sufficient extent of territor.! to include
within it exportation and importation, and

allo~JOiin.g

the prevalence of luxury, or of "frugal habita.,

n

for variations in

p.o-:F'1lation "constantly

bears a regular proportion to the food that the ea:rt:'l ie- made to
produce (emphasis in the text)." 14

Based upon the aoove conclusion,

Malthus tackled the Hume-Wallace controversy regard.ing the populousness
of ancient nations.

Looking at the argument advanced. fr.! Emne, MalthU5

concluded that it was inappropriate for Hume to concl'1.de based on
evidence that ancient populations were smaller
time.

Malthus said at best the information

tha...~

populations of his

pe:~~ite6 ~~

observer to

infer movement in one or another direction but pTO'v1dsd no basis for

13 Ibid ., p. 79.
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conclusions about actual size.

Then, citing information regarding

ancient China, where practices of child exposure prevailed, Malthus
concluded that Hume was mistaken; that, in fact, population pressed on
15
the means of subsistence then as in Malthus' time.
Now Malthus said
that comparing the modern Europe with ancient populations would lead to
conclusions that growth was very slow in Europe.

However, this did not

prove false Malthus' proposition that the passion between the sexes was
necessary and would remain nearly in its present state.

Indeed, the

passion between the sexes persisted as far as Malthus could tell, but
two principal checks were operating to prevent rapid growth from
occurring.

The first check was the preventive check which came from

recognition of "the difficulties attending the rearing of a family.,,16
The second check was the positive check which came from "the actual
distresses of some of the lower classes, by which they are disabled
from giving the proper food and attention to their children.,,17

15This conclusion is important because Malthus argued that popUlation had always, and would always press upon food supply such that the
problem of population was alWayS and would always be with humankind.
The reader is encouraged to keep this point in mind because in the next
chapter it will be seen that this is a point Marx denied more or less
explicitly when he argued that if production were not incumbered with
capitalists appropriating surplus-value, production would not only keep
pace with popUlation growth, but would exceed any increase in popUlation thus making the problem of population growth a nonproblem. This
is a fundamental point of disagreement between Marx and Malthus which
goes to the heart of the debate between them and illuminates the
essence of Marx's alternative position.
16
Flew, p. 89. The two checks may be separated in terms of
reason. The preventive check implies that reason may be brought to
bear to regulate reproduction. Positive checks imply the unconscious
inexorable operation of natural laws.
17 Ibid •
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The preventive check operated in all classes, thought Malthus.
Men of the highest social rank were checked from marriage and family by
a self-interest in maintaining their high standard of living.

The

highly educated man with but sufficient income for personal maintenance
of high class rank resisted forming a family out of fear of seeing his
class standing reduced.

Tradesmen and farmers resisted marriage for

much the same reason--difficulty in securing adequate livelihood for
maintaining an adequate living for a family.

In contrast, positive

checks seemed to MBlthus to be confined to the lowest classes.
Apparently citing Graunt's bills of mortality (though no mention of
Graunt's name was specifically mentioned) Malthus suggested that infant
mortality was clearly highest among the poorest, suggesting the
inability of the poor to meet demands of food for their children.
To meet conditions of misery among the poor, Malthus said,
England instituted poor relief (poor laws).

But, he asked, does poor

relief really resolve the misery produced by the above positive check?
Recalling that a major cause of misery was an excess number of people
relative to availability of food supply, the giving of money to the
poor, thought

Y~thus,

would only serve to increase the price of food.

To the argument that increased mo~~i would spur increased production,
Malthus said it might occur to some extent, but the motive for
increased production would be limited because with money relief in his
pocket, the poor man can "fancy himself comparatively rich and able to
indulge himself in many hours or days of liesure."

The result would be

a "strong and immediate check to productive industry, and, in a short
time, not only the nation would be poorer, but the lower classes
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themselves would be much more distressed •••• ,,18

So, Malthus concluded,

the poor laws did not serve to benefit the poor but instead resulted in
a depression in the state of the poor because (1) the poor laws tended
to increase population without increasing the food for its support, i.e.
a poor man was not discouraged from marrying because children would
provide increased relief under the poor laws, and (2) food consumed by
the poor through poor relief "cannot in general be considered as the
most valuable part diminishes the shares that would otherwise belong to
more industrious and more worthy members, and thus in the same manner
for us more to become dependent." 19
laws defeated their own purpose.

Thus, Malthus argued, the poor

Implied, in the advancement of the

position, were two additional points: (1) the outcome was inevitably
and necessarily as Malthus stated because the principle of population
was a natural law, and (2) the poor, unwilling or unable to control
their growth, were ultimately to blame for their plight.
In addition to the above processes which acted to check popula-

tion increase, Malthus added "vicious customs with respect to women,
great cities, unwholesome manufactures, luxury, pestilence, and war"
which he thought resolvable into two principal checks, misery and
"
20
Vlce.

Malthus goes on to build evidence to support his conclusions
about preventive and positive checks by probing into the question of
the causes of epidemics.
18

Ibid., p.

95.

19 Ib 1"d . , p.

97.

With this as a goal, Malthus examined

20

Ibid., p. 103.
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Sussmilch's mathematical tables of mortality, fertility, and marriage as
well as Sussmilch's conclusions concerning population dynamics.

From

these examinations, MalthuB is led to conclusions rejecting as unrealistic Wallace's view that overpopulation would not occur until the
whole earth was cultivated.
Malthus concluded from Sussmilch's work that epidemics operate to
check population growth where crowding and "unwholesome and insufficient
food" also contribute to checking not only in their own right but by
making epidemics more extensive.

Analysing Sussmilch's tables, Malthus

observed that declines appeared in regular cycles and periods of most
prolific growth occurred in years proceding years of increased death.
Using Sussmilch's tables, Malthus advanced some further points:
••• when the increasing produce of a country, and the increasing
demand for labour, so far ameliorate the condition of the
labourer as greatly to encourage marriage, it is probable that
the custom of early marriages will continue till the population
of the country has gone beyond the increased produce, and
sickly seasons appear to be the natural and necessary consequence. I should expect, therefore, that those countries where
subsistence was increasing sufficiently at times to encourage
population but not to answer all its demands, would be more
subject to periodical epidemics than th~se where the population could more completely accomodate itself to the average
produce· 21
The converse relationship, Malthus said, might also follow.

In coun-

tries with periodic sickness, the increase of population "will be
greater in the intervals of these periods than is usual, caeteris
paribus, in the countries not so much subject to such disorders."22
Thus, "the average proportion of births to burials in any country for

21 Ibid., pp. 111-12.

22 Ibid ., p. 112.
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a period of five to ten years, II would appear to be a very inadequate
basis for judging the real progress of populations over time.

In other

words, MBlthus thought it not possible to infer from the past what the
23
future structure, or conditions, of the population would be like.
Based on analysis of additional birth and death tables compiled by
Price and Short for England, Malthus concluded further: "In the natural
progress of the population of any country, more good land will, caeteris
paribus, be taken into cultivation in the earlier stages of it than in
the later. 1I24

Still further, a greater proportional yearly increase of

food would almost always be followed by a greater proportional increase
of population.

When population was rebounding from the ravages of

epidemics, this proportion might be larger than it otherwise would be.
A careful look at England and France showed that their populations had
established a balance of births and deaths which served to balance
population and food supply through "discouragements to marriage, the
consequent vicious habits, war, luxury, the silent though certain
depopulation of large towns, and the close habitations, and insufficient
food of many of the poor," had served to eliminate the "necessity of
great and ravaging epidemics to repress what is redundant.,,25
Based on Malthus' study of tables of births and deaths made by

24Ibid ., p. 113. Note: Implied in this statement is the law of
diminishing returns as a limit to population growth. More on this
point will be noted when Malthus' reactions to Adam Smith are discussed.
Also, diminishing returns will be considered further in Chapter V.

25Ibid.,
.

p. 114.
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Sussmilch, Price, and others, the above deductions were advanced
leading to this conclusion: that, according to Malthus, his initial
postulations were confirmed.

Further, Malthus concluded that since the

beginning of the world, the causes of population growth and decline had
probably remained the same, "as constant as any of the laws of
nature." 26

Indeed, the fact of the persistence of passion between the

sexes as remaining the same over time, and the necessary limit to
population growth being availability of food supply, was natural law so
obvious in its operation that Malthus thought it could not be doubted.
Consequently, while it might be the case that different modes of
limitation of population growth operated 27 (which might not be predictable), and while the pattern of fluctuation over time in popUlation
size might also defy prediction, it was possible to

s~

with certainty

that limits to population growth were an inescapable fact.

Thus, "the

only true criterion of a real and permanent increase in the popUlation
of a:rry country is the in.crease of the means of subsistence.,,28

Because

such were the conditions of population, Malthus regarded calls for
encouragement of population increase to be ill-advised.

He said,

271~thus considered famine to be the last check to population
gr~.th.

Like so many of the 18th century thinkers of France, and to a
lesser degree England, Malthus saw a series of more socially conditioned limitations functioning first; namely, vice, sickly seasons,
epidemics, pestilence, plague, war, plus recognition of inabilities to
support families as all occurring before famine to check population
growth. Ibid., pp. 118-19.

28 Ib l' d . , p. 115.
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If the tendency of ma."'lk::":'d ~.J i.::.c-=-~:::.!:o€ be 50 great as I have
represented it to be, it ma7 ~;~?~ E~~enge ~hat this increase
does not come when it i3 tlillz ::~~:..~:r called for. The true
reason is that the demand fo,,: a g::·~t.e:- population is made
without preparing the fw...cz :,..e~~'~Y-Z')' -:'0 support it. Increase
the demand for agricaltcral ~C~~= ~7 ?~omoting cultivation,
and with it consequently :::::.c;-~~ i~ 2~0d:t1ce of the country,
and ameliorate the ccnditic~ of -:::.:::::; l.i"::;or:.~e!', and so apprehensions whatever need be err;:;e'!"t~..:;" ,.;,~-;;-:. ,:-ne proportional increase
of population. An attem.p-;; t;,::. ~f·f~::-:. "-:'::':"e purpose in a:ny other
way is vicious, cruel, t:r:a.:;.r~.a:., ~ in a sta.te of tolerable
freedom cannot therefoTe'211Cc~'::C. =-:- n.~:· appear to be the
interest of the rule:r:a J a.::d {;i::.,~:::'d.:. cf IE. Btate, to force
population, and thereby lOj'er::6<:: ;:::",:ce of labour, and consequently the expense of flee't:!: d. ~...ie;;, and the cost of
manufactures for foreign sal.~; ::1::-:' ~.. ;:::; attempt of the kind
should be carefully "Watched a.:::::C:~·-:'::--~';.7:.n:cely resisted by the
friends of the poor, partici,;J....;.::r :'/::';:;;2 ;. t comes under the deceitful garb of benevolenc.:::, ?-l':t.~•. i~ l:i};;:::J.y, on that account,
to be carefully and cordi.al2..7 :,:,~::.~.:,,~ ]:"y t:ne common people.
29
At the close of these a=g-:.::ne..::,.!,
that utopian beliefs in

th~ ~"c::L::

and happiness free of "'.ar.it ,1::-;;(;.,

::,-:-..mc:::::-:r...
-,(~!

principle of population ty ciefi:;::' :.i...:;'':::'
dreams.

So also, well intenc.£:C

a world of equality

realization of such

specifically, Wallace IS

..::n;ld occur

:;:""'~ -i"~-:;2==

The

tiE-sed on facts that

c..'.::.'Ze;1·~,,::"?nE >

because the evidence over tb1.e J .az ;'-:-,T''':'d.e-::
suggested that population

b~ing

;:.::-·~::l"C1ded

u"'TeT:::':;~::'l;:'.:a:."::"?;:

reaching limits to cultivatic:r:c..:

<J.d:,ranced the conclusion

::::-.:":i.=ely unrealistic.

~3-:~~.nz:::'?.:1;;

corresponded highly with b.-l t.C.1;'3 r
work, which suggested th.a.t

j{~ -:.'::".8

OJ:l~y

upon

ee:......-th were unrealistic
'0)"-

di verse sources,

peTai3-:~J.:::::'1·;:':·eH;:::d

a.gainst the limits of

a.:.-g-~:ne~--:'.·z) J~-' ~....i::r;H·

took pains to advance

food supply.30
At the close of the:3e

extensive critical remarkz ccnc.e-::-';'::';:;;~ .....;.__ >;-:.opian thoughts of Condorcet

29 Ibid ., pp. 116-17.
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and Godwin, in which the preceding structure of arguments was brought as
' V1ews.
.
31
refutation for th e1r
One last point of importance is found almost hidden in the
concluding chapters of Malthus' essay buried in his consideration of
the sources of wealth for nations.

Malthus took exception to Price's,

Adam Smith's and other's views on the issue.

While the substance of

Malthus' argument does not bear significantly upon this study32 an
implied argument can be gleaned which does deal with population growth
and is important to this study.

Malthus advanced implicitly the

argument that hopes for resolution of limits to population growth by
indefinite increase in the productivity of lands were unrealistic.
highest quality soil was limited.

The

Eventually, population increase

would compel utilization of less quality soils.

Thus, a diminishing

returns proposition operated to close out hopes of indefinite increase
in agricultural productivity; sooner or later, soils that could not
produce food at all would be reached and increase in agricultural
output would stop.33
Thus Malthus concluded that the future of man did not, and could
31Further elaboration of Malthus' criticisms of Condorcet and
Godwin will not be made as it is not directly pertinent to this study.
The interested reader is encouraged to see The First Essay, Chs. VII~.

32Malthus' argument is not elaborated because, considering the
extensiveness of the study and its goals, its length is a major problem;
thus, where conservation of space can be made, it is essential. The
interested student can find the argument in The First Essay, Chs. XVI~ll.
33Flew , pp. 187-91. Note Malthus never uses the term diminishing returns in his discussion, but clearly it is implied.
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not, have a utopia that was realizable.
limited man's

capaci~y

The principle of population

to progress.

The Second Essay
Considering the reception The First Essay received, and the
diverse reactions to it, Malthus felt compelled to write a second
edition.

He also wrote a second edition because he wanted to modify his

pessimism somewhat; he wanted to convey recognition of hope for man in
the future, i.e. what could be done to ameliorate the dismal outlook for
the future the vision of The First Essay portended?

The second edition,

in fact, turned out to be virtually a second essay for the above
reasons, and because Malthus advanced more data to support his postulations.

Nevertheless, the conclusions of The First Essay, except for

the introduction of the principle of moral restraint, remained intact.
Malthus titled the second edition,
Population 2£
~ ~

!

Inquiry

view of

~

~ ~

!h!

Essay

~ ~

Past and Present Effects

Prospects Respecting

Mitigation of the Evils which
called

~

~

~

Principle

2f

Human Happiness

Future Removal £!

~ Occasions. 34 In this work, generally,

Second Essay, Malthus began by setting down his postUlates

as in The First Essay.

There appears no difference between the two

essays except when Malthus comes to conclude that checks on population
may be separable into two ultimate types, misery or vice.

In The

-

Second Essay, a third possibility is offered: the principle of moral
restraint, being "the restraint from marriage which is not followed by
irregular gratifications may properly be termed moral restraint.,,3'

347th ed., (London: Reeves and Turner, 1872).
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3~ond

the introduction of the principle of moral restraint, no

other major modifications occur.

The Second Essay provides a large

body of data from which Malthus reasoned to the same conclusions as

found in T'ne First Essay.

The principle of moral restraint was

apparently intended to offer "hope for the future" not found in the
conclusions of The First Essay.36
Spengler's Study of Malthus
rvoica11v students of Malthus tend to focus attention on Malthus'
w_

..

essays on population to study his theory of population.

Joseph J.

Spengler concludes that such a focus does not reflect Malthus' "total
population theory. ,,37

By looking at Malthus' Principles

.2!

Political

35 Ib
'd _, p. 8 .
.1.. 1.
36nHooe for the future" amounted to Malthus' belief that since man
wa.s rationai, control of reproduction, hence of population growth, could
be achieved through moral restraint. Thus, the ravages of overpopula...
tion could be escaped. Malthus rejected artificial birth control, e.g.
contraception, or such means as abortion, as he thought they led to
vice.
Considering the fact that no substantial changes, beyond the
introduction of the principle of moral restraint, were advanced in The
Second Essay, it would be a waste of space and time to summarize
HiIthUs l arguments in The Second Essay.
37Spengler ~~es these points concerning what he regards as this
misplaced focus:
"Commentators on Malthus's population theory have generally
ba8ed their remarks upon the Essgy, particularly upon his
observation that 'population invariably increases where the
means of subsistence increase, unless prevented by some very
powerful and obvious checks' which are resolvable into 'moral
re8traint, vice and misery.' They have overlooked important
passages in the Essgy, having to do with circumstances on
which depend the increase and the availability of subsistence,
~~, therefore, the growth of population.
They have overlooked his extended consideration of the question of
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Economy and his correspondence with Rica..-do a:lld otne!'s, Spengler found
~ '"
. h"
38
points which augmented Malthus' arguments on pOIY"!.i:.l.at:.on
ill
~s essays.

Augmenting the general natural l~ of ?~~~ilation ~d7anced by
Malthus, Spengler finds, through exalilination of other itorks by Malthus,
thre.e main areas Malthus was also concerned "'IIi::!l; (j) tne theory of
economic progress (specifically the question of ~~e source and nature of
the wealth of nations) and "effectual

deIil.a.nC~

fo!' lit-or as relates to

population, (2) industrialization as a solut.ion

~o

tne problem of

economic progress and population, alld (3) the ::-elationships of luxury,
esportation of work, and popUlation

gr~tnJ

aB~ q~egtions

of optimum

population.
Economic Progress J Labor, and Ponul.a:tion.
Political Economy,

..:..n :-ds: Prine; ples

£f.

Malthus thought that l'the ?-=':.;:g::-ess of population in

number and well-being depends upon the m.aintenz=.:!€ and expansion of the
I

effective demand' for labour. ,,39

wnile ~hlt.cD18

::1JC:'e or less pointed

population in the Principles where ~~s p:,~~;a~ concern .as the
increase of the supplies on which popul.a:tioo g::-vli'th depends.
They have, therefore, missed his total pop.::2.::.tion theory, and
the manner in which it developed." tpp. 1-2.)

38Wh' J.'I e J.' t

may b e

t me th alJ.
... Mal'1..h us a::.a..
.""

.
0:0'-::'

." l '
h'J.S 1.0
- tal
a,r"lCu..La.1.e

theory as Spengler does , it is not correct to S~j th.a.t Spengler's study
of Mal thus amounts to a synthesis of, or ch.a.n.ge ::.:n) -:-,,'nat Hal thus
actually said. Indeed, it points out that i I scholars had made
adequate study of Malthus to begin with, the points Spengler advances
would have, and should have, appeared before hi.s ezpli.cation of them.
Thus, it is appropriate to use Spengler a;s a o·a;a:ia of criticism of
Marx, of comparison of Malthus ~o Marx, as ~ill ce done in Cnapter V.
It should also be noted that Maltnus did not ~,5t~tlatically
advance all of his thought on population in one pl.ace. If he had,
Spengler's rigorous work would have been unne·ed-ed.

39 Spengler, p. 4.

Note that While M.aJ.tffiLs iia.S: anticipated on
this point by a number of writers, including ?!,~1';T'l, Young, and
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to the relationship between demand for labor, economic progress, and
population in the various editions of his essay on population, the full
articulation appeared in 1820 in the first edition of his Principles
Political Economy.

££

In it, he said, "what is mainly necessary to a rapid

increase of population, is a great and continued demand for labour. I1 !.tO
Furthermore, says Spengler,
If the demand for labour is not sufficient to convert 'supplies' into consumable provisions and channel these goods to
the labouring masses, the growth of the latter in number and
well-being is retarded. Accordingly, assuming that SUbsistence
is obtainable, the measure of population is the quantity of
employment. For employment regulates 'the wages of labour on
which the power of the lower classes of people to procure food
depends; and according as the employment of the country is
increasing, whether slowly or rapidly, these wages will be
such as either to check or encourage early marriages; such as
to enable a labourer to support only two or three, or as many
as five or six children. '41
Malthus thought the continuation of an effective demand for labor
was necessary in both the short- and the long-run if
was to continue.

popul~tion

growth

Population growth appeared to fluctuate because of

time-lags in adjustment to the supply of and to the demand for labor.
When demand for labor sharply dropped off, population growth dropped
off despite the abundance of food because marriages were less frequent
when the prospect for employment was poor. 42

Steuart, and to a lesser degree Howlett and Paley, none developed as
did Malthus, "the importance and pre-conditions of an 'effective demand'
for labour."

40 Ib l"d . , p. 7.
41 Ib l"d . , pp.

7-8.
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Malthus thought a situation might appear where a country's
population fell short of its support capacity while simultaneously
employment opportunities were quits robust.

This condition might

prevail because while the upper limits to population increase were
fixed by limits of food and resources, population growth in a country
depended on growth of "effectual demand" for labor.

If this demand did

not increase, population increase would not be stimulated regardless of
availability of food and resources.

Indeed, Malthus thought efforts to

stimulate population increase would prove futile until an effectual
demand for labor developed and wages, as a consequence, increased. 43
Now, if effective demand did indeed continue, the question arose,
to what extent would population growth occur in a country?

Malthus

advanced the view that the extent of increase was a function of (1)
habits of consumption of the population, and (2) the efficiency of use
of resources of the country.

Population increase would halt when (1)

lithe labour of a man upon the last land taken into cultivation will
scarcely do more than support such a family as is necessary to maintain
a stationary population," and (2) when, as a result of (1), profits
drop to the lowest point necessary to maintain actual capital. 44

42 This paragraph, and this section, closely follows Spengler's
argument. This writer has done this intentionally to insure that the
reader adequately appreciates Spengler's examination of Malthus.
The reader is also reminded that Spengler is important for m o s t ! ,
of this discussion is found outside the .arguments advanced in Malthus'
essays on population. The importance Malthus placed on labor and demand
for it as a check to population increase is generally overlooked by most
studies of Malthus.
43 Ibid ., p. 9.
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Mal t1::'C.~ .~~.:'::'-~ ':::"5 eT..arr-:.in.ation of the above relations to the

longa-tandi.=.g: q"[~s:!!-:~:r.::. :;-:: :'h:: times , namely, what is the source of the
weal th of n.a;:;:'cc.~?

¥~..2 -;':::l..l5 l'sj ected the dominant view that population

Progress in wealth first had to

increase

not vice-versa.

occur to
progress -'-" ~i.S~;:;,:: ~,;~:;

riC"

Furthermore,

:orr::. merely of "the hard pressure of numbers

The desire of the laborer for
goods and a8::-/ ..::.:::.~z

.

weal th; a.

-H_~;:"O"t·

-

r~c-=-;.r·:l./_

necess~~ hO·

ad.eq1:Late in i teelf to stimulate increase of
for the laborer's labor-power was also

S~~-~~?ncl~de8,

nEere, by his emphasis upon the

L-nportance c:.f iE"lIlE-C,¥z2.-::;:P:..z is setting limits to the capacity of the
prL71ciple of ;c;:,:::"a::::"z to g':m.el'ate progress, limits not so clearly

_<".-;. ::-'71" r,1.7.

indicated

-.'~".

hh-,
.Lo....:1...:".-'.

::'".::;s extent of development of cultivation was
limited by tn.,.~ __:SJ?:,,",~e 1.,::, -"hien efficiency could be improved, and how low
wages COl1l.C be ?:zf~J -j(~"'-;c;h I(as a function of the habits of the lower
classes, or ~~:; ~~~ ~t vh;ch "th~ would not consent to keep up their
nmnbers to thE: :-.~~.~. po-;nt. n According to Spengler wages to Malthus
meant more ~r-.a'" j~~ --~e !"a.tee; Ycl thus meant family earnings and the
purchasing pra·~-=-;::-' ~ .maS5es. T'na highest rate of population growth
consequeI:tlyii:: :::::c-:' :l~~.:::eea....-ily coincide with the highest real wage
:rate ~or ,:"heu ?~;:;;:;:.! ::'~!i~ in :-o::lation to the money wage rate there was
"full em:pl~~,:r ~ri.± :lIlOoey Gnd real income of the family rising.
However, .ben ~ ~-=-:..::::>; <::f corn fell in relation to the money wage rate,
and empl~~~ 6±n~=~~~~d, ~be purchasing power of the lower classes
declined, arL t~ :':-:, ,-Zie C'tinmlation to population increase.
.l

) ....

Ll.~_

• _

_____9' ,:'"
I

!

-

~. .,

,'"

~

"7?;.: t1 b. increaso:: of population, when an additional
quantit;r ot Iz.::F2'" :...z: ::to-;, ::-eguired, will soon be checked by want of
employmen:t and. ~ !C~~ su:ppo!"t of those employed, and will not
fu:rniah the :ra::~l1:::.='?5 ~ :,,:..nr.::1u.s ~o an .increase of wealth proportioned to
the POTiE:::rot ;;:0.::"""0.:'..0::'." Ibid., p. 1 2.
..tb Y.al.-thU3

i

~

..l(~
. .>,..:1

-~_~.
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.. ..
,v"::...;.:::,..,.1',;;:-'..
-:;zs ti2.d
ezplicate in his essays on population
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In addition to the above, the wealth of nat.ions and. yopro..lation
increase were influenced by saving, soil fertilit.y, ~~ inf~tions.
Saving was regarded as a high virtue by Malthus..

Its zoelation to

wealth was found in its role in the creation of capital.

~iealth

be increased only through the 'conversion of revenue L"'1to capital,
thought Malthus.

can
rn

But saving occurred from revenue and co~ augment

capital, thus contribute to facilitation of growt.h only if it did. not

diminish "effective demand" for corrnnodities and laboZ"J i.e. -if the
productive power of farmers and manufacturers gre-Ji oeca7.1.se pe-r iwrker
output increased and one or the other decided to sa78 the .:increase, say
with an eye on improving personal well-being in the i'l1tU1"e, t.he dema..Tld
for labor would diminish because the manufacturer, n I mrirtg t.c the
parsimony of the farmers and the want of demand for :r..ar.ali act11.rers,

!

would be unable to absorb the additional output of the farn,er'j ',,-hile
the farmer, because of the inability of the manufacture-r t.o -rr,;:;:, would
lack a market for his added output."

Thus, "While

38.V:irt.g

:-::::..g:.cLv be

virtuous, too parsimonious an effort would depress oct:'1 -ofealth and.
population. 48
Malthus looked at soil fertility and its influence upen growth of
wealth and population.

He concluded that just because a

'.:0'1l.,ntr,r

wight

have highly fertile soil, it did not mean the countZO",f iiO-<1.ld: be

was a recognition that popUlation increase was checked U~~; iy before
it so far exceeded food supply as to give rise to fam~~e. Tnrough
Spengler's study it appears in later works he clarified the nature of
intermediate checks.

48 Ibid.,

pp. 12-13.
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stimulated to permanently increasing its wealth. 49 Malthus' reasons
for this deal t with psychological barriers to the expansion of demand
and not to eventual limits to soil productivity as might be expected.
Spengler says, "He emphasized, in keeping with his conception of human
behavior tendencies, that the demand for income in terms of effort is
such as to yield a backward falling supply for effort.,,50

The taste

for luxuries and conveniences had to be balanced against the "luxury of
indolence" which always tended to overwhelm the luxury of goods.

Thus,

where revenue in a country depended on the exertion of labor, there had
to be something in the commodities produced sufficiently desirable to
the laborer to motivate him to work or the exertion would not be made.
Indeed, thought Malthus, most men placed limits, however variable, to
the quantity of conveniences and luxuries--forwhich they would exert
themselves.

Indeed, the love of indolence operated to check progress

of wealth, population, and well-being.

Because of the above, Malthus

placed greater emphasis on industrialization than agriculture, or soil
fertility, as a means of stimulating increase of wealth because
industrialization tended to expand tastes "and move the supply curve of
effort downward and to the right. ,,51
As with soil fertility, invention of labor-saving devices, or
technological progress, did not mean, necessarily, increases in wealth,
population, and well-being.

If the market for commodities produced was

extended along with improvements in production which were "labor-

49 Ibid ., p. 15.
50 Ib ~"d 0, p. 13 •

51 Ibid., p. 15.
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saving," increase of wealth and population would not occur, but would be
checked.

Unless the potential for production was sufficiently united

with means of distribution, wealth and population would not follow.

In

Malthus' view, in order to call the powers of production into full
action, an ffeffectual and unchecked demand for all that is produced ff
had to be operating; and it would only happen if a sufficient distribution system plus "an adaptation of this produce to the wants of those
who are to consume it," was in eXistence. 52

Insofar as production and

distribution were, essentially, imperfectly balanced, or proportioned,
where distribution could not satisfactorily circulate produce, the
upper limits to increase of wealth and population would not be reached.
Thus, population was actually regulated at a level well below the
possible upper limits (something noted in his essays on population, but
not in the detail found through augmenting the essays with additional
works) •
Clearly, then, l1althus found multifaceted social and economic
forces operating to check growth of wealth and population as well as
the natural law of population.

In addition to the above, Malthus noted

the importance of some political and moral elements which reinforced
the checking powers of the above; namely, "security of property which
depends upon the 'political constitution of a country,' upon its laws,
and upon their administration," and habits of the people which make for
routine behavior and "general rectitude of character. II53
Conditions which most favored the progress of wealth and

53 Ibid ., p. 17.
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population involved the combination of economic, political, 'and moral
factors and were distillable into three conditions: (1) division of
landed property, (2) internal and external commerce, and (3) maintenance of an adequate proportion of society in "personal services"
and situations which enabled them to demand commodities without
contributing directly to their supply.

Malthus considered heavy

concentrations of land in a few hands ill-advised since the history of
feudal times showed such arrangements to be poor producers.

Only if

land was adequately subdivided would an effective demand for produce
and labor exist without which population and wealth could not increase.
Malthus, by the time he wrote Principles of Political Economy, had come
to view commerce as quite important.

Through commerce, commodities

were distributed throughout the population with the beneficial effect
of seeing wants and the desire to consume formed.

The exchange value

of commodities rose, profits rose, and the desire to employ plus the
ability to employ was stimulated, thus setting labor in motion.

"It

operates, in short, to supply that 'effectual demand,' lack of which
occassions stagnation. 1154. Finally, ever-:r society had to balance
consumption and production.

To Malthus, society existed because more

material wealth could be produced by individual workers than they
could individually consume.
wealth had to be consumed.

In order to have a vital economy, the

Thus, it was necessary to have a group, or

classes, who had both the will and power to consume more than they
produced.

This group Malthus saw as those engaged in personal

54 Ibid ., p. 18.
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services, like menials, soldiers, statesmen, judges, la.. . 7era,
.
physicians, clergy, and teachers.

Malthus stressed the importance

o~ ~ain

tuning' balance between production and consumption for either an excess
of producers or of consumers would create conditions .bieh
maximize employment, wealth, and (hence) population.

~ould

not

Thus, aIr:! but the

most balanced relationship acted to check population incre"se helmi'
upper limits."
Industrialization and Population.
Essay and Principles

2!

Between the time of The First

Political EconOIgy, Malthus I "ie-w of ir;duBtrial-

ization changed from one where industrialization 'Nas not extensi7ely
considered to one where it was an instrumental factor in reglJ..lation of
popUlation growth.

Mal thus saw industrialization as important provided

it was in a working balance with agriculture.

In such an econO'!1rJ) tlan

adequate 'effectual demand' for labour tends to be maintained"

&~d

most

effective utilization of resources, provision for gro""th in TIw1tber and
well-being, and acquisition of habits of work and consu..1T1ption conducive
to propitious economic and population growth were found. 56
Spengler notes three reasons Malthus was led to shift errrpha8is
on industrialization.

First, his considerations of the role of private

property and of the views of the physiocrats and others led him to note
that the agriculturalist needed a vent for the surplu8 Jrhich, under a
system of private property, he normally produced, and )l'hicn he ii'ot),ld
exchange for nonagricultural goods and services and for 8uppcrt of the
state.

,7

Second, while the growth of population depended. upon increase

"Ibid., pp. 19-20.

,6 Ibid.,

pp. 21-23.
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in the food supply, the lower classes could not be considered in a good
state unless some conveniences and luxuries were added to strict
necessities for survival.

However, in order to achieve such a situation

the lower classes had to prevent their numbers from increasing at the
same or faster pace as the means of subsistence.
moral restraint had to be practiced.

To accomplish this,

Third, since the well-being of the

lower classes depended on more than bare necessities, it was important
to encourage production of conveniences and luxuries.
Malthus did not regard societies primarily emphasizing agriculture to be bad by definition, just .less capable of increasing
national wealth, population, and well-being.

Agricultural societies

had political systems and a social structure which checked population
growth far below the potential for growth of wealth and population in
a given country; land was inadequately divided resulting in poor
production; few bases for balancing consumption and production existed;
the lower classes were in the worst misery; finally the distribution
system for produce was poor.

Consequently, societies with industry

and agriculture were more conducive to growth of wealth, population,
and well-being.
There were still other reasons Malthus saw industrialization as
favorable to progress in wealth, population, and well-being.

First,

industrialization spread the growth of habits which regulated population increase, i.e. institutionalized preventive checks, including
moral restraint, which (a) protected population from increasing faster

57 Ibid .,

p. 23.
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than growth of subsistence, as was its natural tendency, and (b)
protected the poor from losing economic and social advances made.

58

Second, industrialization encouraged habits of worker productivity and
moral restraint because it tended to increase the price of food.
Apparently, Malthus thought that if food prices were high, the prices of
other commodities would have to decline to be able to fit into the
remains of the laborer's wage, making the overall purchasing power of
the worker's wage favorable for consumption of conveniences and
luxuries, thus, in turn, reinforcing both industrial production and
prudential habits. 59

Third, industrialization served to increase the

relative numbers of the middle class, which in turn reduced the number
of the lower classes.

This resulted in recognition by the lower

classes of the possibility of upward mobility, i.e. the ability to
better one's condition, which served to encourage prudence since
incumberment with family would foreclose the potential for upward
movement.
Thus, it appears Malthus regarded industrialization as important
in creating a climate conducive to growth of wealth, population, and
well-being, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, important in
regulating the rate at which population increased, making possible
reduction in the misery of the lower classes.
Luxury, Export of Labor, Marriage and Natality, Optimum Population.
Through study of all of Malthus' works, Spengler demonstrates that
Malthus devoted much attention to the relationships between economic

58 Ibid .,

pp. 30-31.

59 Ibid .,

p. 31.
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and social factors and population increase.

From Spengler's meticulous

study of Malthus, it appears Halthus was concerned with additional
social and economic factors affecting population; namely, (1) luxury,
(2) export of labor, (3) meaeures which encouraged marriage and
60
natality, and (4) optimum population.
(1) Luxury.

Malthus sa. three major purposes to the production

of luxuries: (a) they overcame indolence and stinulated, or motivated,
laborers to increase productiYity, (b) trthey stimulated agriculture by
providing a market for its products, and helped to sustain an effective
demand for labour," 61

and (c)

th~J

served to check too great popula-

tion growth by discouraging marriage, and offering the promise of
upward mobility. 62
purposes realized

l1althus thought the key to seeing these three

~as ~ide

distribution of a taste for and demand for

luxuries throughout the population.

H.al thus thought luxury in modera-

tion was important to increasing the wealth, population, and well-being
of society.

Luxury in excess could be "evil: because, in excess it

restricted the increase of food 81lpply and/or led to vice."
luxury, if concentrated

~as

.Also,

bad because it could only concentrate in

the hands of a few at the expense of the majority; thus its ability to
encourage regulation of reproduction would thereby be lost.
(2) Exportation of labor.

!{althus entered the debate concerning

the matter of international trade and its impact upon population

60Recall from Chapter II that the above four points of issue
figure heavily in the formation of and differences between many schools
of thought on population preceding ~~thus in the 18th century.
61

Spengler, p. 39.
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increase which captured the attention of so many of the 18th century.
The general view of his time was that exports over imports meant high
national employment and hence the basis for increases in population.
This balance favoring a nation was often considered equivalent to
exportation of labor.

In contrast, Malthus looked at the issue from

the perspective of importation of food supplies for commercial goods
and warned against such action, regardless of how favorable the balance
of trade.

Such action he felt would make England dependent upon

foreign food; productive energies would be directed to commerce instead
of food.

Since population increase could outrun food increases, since

food supply needed to be secure to maintain the well-being of the
population, Malthus rejected the wisdom of depending on foreign food.
Spengler says of Malthus' reasoning, "a nation, particularly if it was
large, could not safely and judiciously exchange labour embodied in
commerce and manufactures for foreign-produced foodstuffs, and thus
support part of its population at the expense of foreign-owned food
funds," because it was uncertain that a country could continually export
an ever expanding volume of manufactures, "receiving in exchange a
correspondingly expanding volume of food and raw materials, and so
support a continually expanding population" at a persistent level of
living consistent with national expectations. 63

Several reasons

operated to make difficult the procurement of subsistence by a country
which had shifted to emphasis on production of commercial goods for
export: (1) competition from other countries in the markets of the

63 Ibid ., p. 42.
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world might undercut the security of trade relations between countries,
(2) food-supplying countries might eventually develop their own
manufactures, with the result being erasure of the need for or basis of
the trade relation, (3) foreign markets may be saturated, and (4) the
country providing food and raw materials might not have an expanding
market to absorb expanding commercial goods.

As a result, importing

countries face potential problems which feed back to impair the
countinued progress of wealth, population, and well-being if the countries relied on foreign trade.

Therefore, Malthus thought a self-

sufficient system of agriculture and commerce furnished the best basis
for progress in wealth, population, and well-being. 64
(3) Pro-marriage and pro-natality measures.

Malthus rejected as

unwise and unnecessary the social, economic, and political efforts to
encourage early marriage and increased births.

If the country wanted

to increase its population, the food supply necessarily had to expand,
and wealth had to be increased.
tion would follow.

If this occurred, increases in popula-

Measures which attempted to encourage marriage and

births were based upon inadequate and false knowledge of the principles
of population.

Malthus, however, did approve of changes in economic

structure which served to increase the effective demand for labor since
doing so facilitated population growth.

--

He also encouraged improvement

in the distribution system for food and commodities because it would
increase wealth, hence population, and well-being. 65

64 Ibid ., pp. 42-43. Note that in today's world, the PRe calls
such self-sufficiency "self-reliance" and more or less explicitly
embraces Malthus' views on the merits of such a stance.
The USSR
does not consider either self-suf£iciency or self-reliance in its views.
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(h) Optimum population. Malthus' considerations of optimum
population appear implied but not explicitly stated.
tion

He viewed popula-

growth as advantageous only when it contributed to the happiness

of society, thus population increases should stop if they do not
contribute to the happiness of society.
It can be seen from Spengler's reconsideration of Malthus that
there was far more dimension to the structure of Malthus' preventive
checks to population growth than appeared from merely reading his
essays on population.

Also, thanks to Spengler, it appears Malthus'

study of population was more extensively an economic study than it
appeared from just reading his essays on popUlation.
III. MALTHUS AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF DEMOGRAPHY

Having considered the historical time period in which Malthus
wrote and what he actually said on the subject of population, following
on the heels of a discussion of a century of multiple schools of .
population thought, the question arises, why was Malthus so important?
or put another way, what

~

Malthus do for demography?

WPile it is true that Malthus said nothing original, i.e. said
nothing that had not been said by many others in the 18th century, he
did gain greater attention than others before him and did advance a
position which used preceding information to s.ynthesize a position of
his awn.

Looked at in toto, his view was novel because it made

population the central focus of inquiries into social problems.
after l1althus, (1) social sciences had to deal with popUlation

65Ibid .,

pp.

56-59.

And
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questions when considering social problems and (2) a new field of study
devoted predominantly to purely demographic questions was given a
strong push toward firmly establishing itself because of Malthus'
causing such a stir.

In other words, Malthus' importance comes from

institutionalization of population issues in social studies and of the
science of demography which followed (and was no doubt stimulated by)
Malthus' work.

Malthus helped normalize demographic study by

specifying key issues needing study, namely, (1) what factors
determined the rate of increase and hence the development of human
populations? and (2) what were the consequences of these factors and of
the numbers that increased?66

In addition to helping normalize the

questions demography asked, Malthus' utilization of the quantitative
tools of Graunt, Petty, Sussmilch and others helped reinforce future
developments of demography on a quantitative footing.

-.-

Finally,

because he helped normalize the structure of , demographic inquiry,
Malthus became the basis for much demographic "self-analysis," i.e.
much of the advance proceding Malthus came by looking critically at the
many shortcomings in the method of inquiry and key issues Malthus
specified.
Davis' critical look at Malthus admirably summarizes the major
critical problems with Malthus which invited and required further
studies by population stUdents proceding Mal thus.

Davis says, "Mal thus'

theories are not now and never were empirically valid, but they

66KingSley Davis, "Malthus and the Theory of Population," in
Paul L. Lazarsfeld and Morris Rosenberg, The Language of Social
Research, (Glencoe: The Free Press, 1955)7:P. 543.
--
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nevertheless were theoretically significant and, as a consequence, they
6
hold a secure place in intellectual history.1I 7
Davis distinguishes theory from scientific theory; the latter
being a developed systematic body of abstract and empirically tested
theory; theory involving four key elements, (1) a frame of reference,
(2) a set of deductive propositions,

(3) a set of empirical propo-

sitions verified by disciplined observation, and (4) crude empirical
propositions based on1y on commonsense

0 b servat

o

lons.

68

Critical

problems with Malthus, Davis says, are found by looking at Malthus with
the above four elements to determine the theoretical or scientific
theoretical veracity of Malthus' population thought.
(1) Frame of reference. Davis views two main functions to a
frame of reference for theory; (a) to provide s,ystematic criterion of
relevance, and (b) to provide a set of interrelated categories in
terms of which an empirical

~stem

test of descriptive adequacy.69

is to be described thus providing a

Davis looks at what Malthus asserted

his purpose to be, i.e. to inquire into the relation of population
increase and the happiness of mankind.

Davis concludes that Malthus

entangles a moralistic view of what ought to be with a scientific
inquiry into what actUally exists.

Davis says Malthus' frame of

reference "mixes moralistic and scientific aims almost inextricably.n70
Further, the postUlation that the passion between the sexes is
necessary and will remain nearly in its present state implies the

67

Ib1 d . , p.

541.

68IbOd
1 . , p.

542.

O

70 Ib1 d . , p. 543.
O
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operation of instinct.
not articulated.

Furthermore, the mechanisms of reproduction are

Hence, Malthus overlooks implications that affect

checks to populatton growth.

Also, his key terms, i.e. moral restraint,

vice, and misery, are subject to cultural relativism resulting in
subjective instead of objective definitions of principal notions,
itself another manifestation of confusion of moral and scientific
reasoning.

Finally, the term It means of subsistence lt is loosely defined

resulting in uncertainty of meaning, hence of frame of reference. 71
(2) Malthus' theory as a deductive S,Ystem.

Davis notes that

modern demographers have at their disposal a series of highly refined
mathematical and statistical tools which provide the basis for propositions of pure theory; i.e. propositions universally applicable
because they are logically deduced from assumptions.

Many of the

modern demographer's most useful analytical tools are born of pure
theory and "hardly dreamed of in Malthus' day.n72

A chief weakness

in Malthus rests in his failure to "clearly distinguish between
propositions of pure theory and those of empirical reference.

Not

only did he jump at once into deductive propositions without much
logical analysis behind him, but he sometimes assumed these to be '
descriptive of nature.,,73

Davis scrutinizes propositions advanced

by Malthus, e.g. man's capacity to reproduce is greater than his

capacity to increase the means of subsistence, and concludes that it
is unclear whether his propositions were intended as axioms or merely
71 Ib d
~ ., pp. 543-46.
o

72

Ibid., p. 547.
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as descriptions of readily observable natural processes.
logical status is unclear.
unclear propositions.

Thus, their

Hence, problems occur when reasoning from

Also, meanings of terms are imprecisely stated

and empirical questions are interspersed in his deductive system.

result is a deductive system that is confused, indeed muddled.
its value for advancing scientific theory is quite limited.

The

As such,

74

(3) and (h) Empirical propositions and elemental generalizations.

With refinement of the elemental into the scientific as a goal of
scientific inquiry, empirically testable propositions are desirable;
and the attempt to refine elemental propositions into scientific ones

is the goal.

In looking at Halthus, Davis finds his empirical

propositions not supported with experimental evidence because
statistics were not good in his time and Malthus' theoretical structure
was not rigorous enough to make testing possible. 75 Davis says Malthus
relies too heavily upon neither verifiable nor disprovable anecdotal
information.

As

a result, his structure of crude generalizations

regarding the relation of popUlation growth to means of subsistence,
and to intermediate factors which play a modifying role in checking
gr~Nth

before upper limits are reached, e.g. that marriages are

postponed because of economic difficulties securing a livelihood for
the family, are stated ambiguously, in a conceptual framework that
confuses moralism and science, and with empirical data that largely
neither proves or disproves his propositions.

Consequently, Malthus'

propositions come up short; indeed, his theoretical position as a

7h Ibidt ,

pp.

547-48.

..,,..,
"Ibid., p.:J1:'49 •
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whole comes up short not because it is fallacious, but because it is not
very scientific and cannot be supported or rejected on the basis of its
arguments.
With such faults as the above in his theory (but given his
historical importance), it should not be surprising that Malthus
produced a watershed of further research into population questions.
Indeed, in addition to Halthus I shortcomings being an important
stiIllUlation to further study, Hal thus was an important transition
point for thp. development of demography because after l1althus, social
scientists could not study social problems without taking population
into account, and population studies per se gained stature as an
important field of study.

CHAPTER IT
MARX1

It may be true that Malthus had a profound impact on both social
science studies of social problems and in contributing to the institutionalization and normalization of a science of demography.

However, it

would be inappropriate to draw the possibly implied conclusion following
from preceding pages of this study that only criticism focused around
resolving ambiguity and articulating population theory in greater detail
arose in reaction to Malthus.

In fact, strong opposition to Malthus

1Karl Marx (1818-1883). Biographical notes on Marx cannot as
easily be made as with Malthus. Marx's life and his times were much
more complicated than Malthus' life and times. The motivations stimulating Marx's discussion of population are not as clear as with Malthus.
The historical context in which Marx wrote was turbulent; the 19th
century saw vast industrial development, scientific and technological
transformations, and political revolutions. Socialism developed into a
popular and powerful philosophy. The social progress of the times was
so great that limits to its continuation were not considered; views
seeing progress as indefinitely extensible and man as invincible, i.e.
capable of resolving problems and overcoming obstacles in the way of
future progress, gained powerful support. In this world, Marx's views
of the nature of man, society, and hence popUlation were formed. Marx
was a revolutionar,r thinker; no doubt some of his criticism of Malthus
was born of his anti-bourgeois stance. Also much of his criticism was
born of belief in the view of man as invincible; hence a rejection of
Malthus who considered man's progress to be limited.
For a remarkable biography of Marx see Franz Mehring, Karl Marx,
the rtory .2! ill:! ill.!, (Ann Arbor: The University of MichiganPTess,19b2. For studies of the progress of the 19th century see: Bury, Op.
Cit.; Lewis Mumford, The ~ of the Machine: Technics and Human
Development, (New York:Harcourl,Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 1967) and
The fu"ih of the Machine: The Pentagon of Power, (New York: Harcourt,
Brace;JoVinOVich,
197'0); Harry We Laidler, History of Socialism,
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1968); and Samuel LiIiey, Men,
Machines !E& HistorY, (New York: International Publishers, 1966):--

me.,
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Some denied that Malthus correctly pinpointed key issues, e.g.

arose.

that there was a natural law of population growth, or that the social
problem of poverty was a function of this natural law.

Some denied

that the principle of population correctly described reality.

Finally,

some considered the structure of Malthus' reasoning little more than
counter-revolutionary rationalization of the status quo.

A look at

19th century thought finds these arguments advanced by many.

In Karl

Marx, they are all combined; Malthus is criticized and his theory is
criticized; an articulation of a different view of population is
offered.
Marx's discussion of population is concentrated in Capital, Vol.
I; mostly found in his advancement of the law of capitalist accumulation. 2 Now Marx's discussion of population is not advanced as a theory
of population per se; instead it is an integral part of a larger
theoretical economic argumente

1967).

In fact, the discussion of population

2Karl Marx, Capital, I, (New York: International Publishers,

This volume of Capital was first published in 1867.
Note that Marx's views on population were first developed by
Engels as early as 1844. They were transferred to Capital virtually
without alteration. They became more thoroughly integrated into Marx's
sophisticated socio-economic theory in Capital, it is true, but they
did not become significantly altered from Engels' original statements
to permit the ideas to be attributed entirely to Marx.
In his introduction to Capital, Engels cites his role as quite
subordinate to Marx. This writer thinks Engels was far too modest;
that in fact Engels was Marx's equal. Perhaps, even, Engels was a
greater economic thinker than Marx while Marx was the superior
philosopher. The only appropriate way to view them is as integrated
thinkers. While Engel' name will not be mentioned much in this
chapter, this writer means to imply his presence when referring to
Marx •
. ,Engels' early statements are in Outline £!! Critique of
Polltlcal Econo~ (1844) and ~ Condition of ~ Working Class in
England ~ 184~1845). This writer drew information from Meek,
Op.Cit., pp:-5b-63, & 75-81.
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suddenly pops out of his discussion of capitalistic accumulation.

In

/7

{./ order to fully appreciate Marx's view, it will be necessary to assemble
a substantial background into Marx's reasoning, his theoretic s.ystem in
general, and the thrust of his general argument in capital. 3 Also, this
background will enhance appreciation of the often subtle differences
between Marx and Malthus which will be explicated in Chapter V.
So, while the central purpose of this chapter is to present
Marx's thought on population, the chapter will begin with an introduction to Marx's reasoning system, including description of dialectical
materialism, historical materialism, his world-view on the nature of
social order, and some key notions used in his treatise on capitalism;
afterwhich will follow initial aspects of Marx's reasoning in Capital
which leads into full discussion of population; and finally, the
elaboration of the Law of Capitalist Accumulation in which is found
both Marx's thought on popUlation and his criticisms of Malthus and
Malthus' population theory will be made.

The chapter will close with

a brief sunnnary.

3Veblen makes the important point that if Marx's thought is not
viewed as a whole, "the Marxian system is not only not tenable, but it
is not even intelligible." Thorstein Veblen, "The Socialist Economics
of Karl Marx and his Followers, II in his The Place of .science in Modern
Civilization ~ other Essays, (New York:-RUssell and Rnssell;-1961),
p. 410. This writer agrees with Veblen but finds a full-scale outline
of the whole of the Marxian 5,1stem unnecessary to accomplish the
purpose of this chapter. Consequently, this writer will rely upon
Veblen's excellent summary of Marx to provide the necessary information
and encourages the reader to pursue further detail by reading original
works by Marx and Engels appearing in footnotes to follow.
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I. MARX' S REASONING SYSTEM
Marx's reasoning s.ystem has two principal components; (1)
dialectical materialism and (2) historical materialism.

Dialectical

materialism is both a s.ystem of analysis and part of a more comprehensive reasoning system.

~

adding historical materialism, derived from
4
dialectical materialism, the heart of the reasonsing system is found.
After presenting dialectical materialism and historical materialism, a
look at some assumptions underpinning the system will serve to enhance
appreciation of Marx.
The dialectical materialist method of analysis is a three-phase

5

dialectical system Marx says he gained from Hegel.

In the hands of

4Veblen notes that there is no s.ystem of economic theory more
logical than that of Marx. "No member of the system, no single article
or doctrine, is fairly to be understood, criticised, or defended, except
as an articulate member of the whole and in the light of the preconceptions and postu.lates which afford the point of departure and the
controlling norm of the whole." (Veblen, pp. 410-11.) This is a
critical point to note because Marx behaves as both the master of his
logic and its slave. Marx must follow his logic and presume population
processes as he articulates them to maintain logical consistency. He
admits he must attack Malthus as he does, because if Malthus is correct,
he s~s, "I can not abolish the law ('the iron law of wages') even if I
abolish wage labor a hundred times over, because the law then governs
not only the s.ystem of wage labor but every social system." Marx then
goes on to say, "Basing themselves directly on this, the economists
have proved for fifty years and more that socialism cannot abolish
poverty, which has its basis in nature, but can only generalize it,
distribute it simultaneously over the whole surface of society!"
(From Marx's Critique of the Gotha Programme, published in 1875; quoted
from Meek, pp. 117-18.r- Marx recognizes his enslavement to his logic,
and the consequences of his being wrong. This point turns out to be a
crucial criticism which will be considered again in Chapter V.

5Hegel' s d~~ectical system is found in Science .2f. Logic, 2 vols.,
(New York: Humanltles Press, 1966) and to a lesser degree in
Phenomenology of Mind, (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1967).
Gustav E. l~eller, L~ his "The Hegel Legend of 'Thesis-Anti thesis-

10,
Marx and Engels this ~stem conceptualizes movement as universal and
necessary, as transformational, and as resting upon inevitable conflict,
or struggle.

In fact, struggle is the basis from which movement occurs

Synthesis'" in Journal of the History of Ideas, XIX, No.3, (June 1958),
411-13, says that scholars~ve been inappropriately led to believe that
Hegel formulated his thinking on the basis of the dialectical trinity;
thesis, antithesis, synthesis. He says that this attribute of Hegel's
thinking is strictly an imputed dimension, that Hegel himself opposed
this framework. Quoting MUeller:
"The actual texts of Hegel not only occasionally deviate from
'thesis, antithesis, synthesis,' but show nothing of the sort.
'Dialectic' does not for Hegel mean 'thesis, antithesis, ~
thesis.' Dialectic means that any 'ism'--which has a polar
opposite, or is a special viewpoint leaving 'the rest' to
itself--rnust be criticized by the logic of philosophical
thought, whose problem is reality as such, the 'world-itself.'
"Herman Glockner's reliable Hegel Lexikon (4 volumes,
Stuttgart, 1935) does not list the Fictean terms 'thesis,
antithesis, synthesis' together. In all the twenty volumes of
Hegel's 'complete works' he does not use this 'triad' once;
nor does it occur in the eight volumes of Hegel texts,
published for the first time in the twentieth century. He
refers to 'thesis, antithesis, and synthesis' in the Preface
of the Phaenomenoloz; of Mind, where he considers the
possibility of this triplicity' as a method or logic of
philosophy. According to the Hegel-legend one would expect
Hegel to recommend this 'triplicity.' But, after saying that
it was derived from Kant, he calls it a 'lifeless schema,'
'mere shadow' and concludes: 'The trick of wisdom of that
sort is as quickly acquired as it is easy to practice. Its
repetition, when once it is familiar, becomes as boring as the
repetition of any bit of sleight-of-hand once we see through
it. The instrument for producing this monotonous formalism is
no more difficult to handle than the palette of a painter, on
which lie only two colours •••• ' (Preface, Werke, II, 48-49)."
Mueller goes on to note that Hegel's work HistorY £! Philosophy,
finds Hegel mentioning in the Kant chapter the "spiritless scheme of
the triplicity of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis." Hegel makes
this reference in connection with references about the rhythm and
movement of philosophic knowledge being artificially prescribed.
Mueller suggests that it would be no mean trick for Hegel to
suggest this focal concept, i.e. the dialectical triad, in a hidden
form. MUeller then goes on to list the names of many contemporary
thinkers that have abandoned the "legend." MUeller lists Theodor Litt
and Emrich Coreth, Theodor Haering,
Iwan Iljin, Hermann Glockner , and'
.
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and transformation arises.

Finally, dialectical materialism frames

movement as a linear progression derived from the necessary repetition
of the same cyclical process which results in a necessary staged
6
movement always from lower to higher states of order.

Theodor Ste1nbUchel as those essentially coming to a view similar to his
own. Quoting Mueller again:
"In an essay by Nicolai Hartmann on Aristoteles ~ Hegel,
I find the following additional confirmation of all the other
witnesses to the misinterpretation of Hegel's dialectic: 'It
is a basically perverse opinion (grundverkehrte Ansicht) which
sees the essence of dialectic in the triad of thesis, antithesis, and synthesiS.' The legend was spread by Karl Marx whose
interpretation of Hegel is distorted. It is Marxism superimposed on Hegel. Thesis, antithesis, s,ynthesis, Marx says
in ~ Ele~ ~ Philosophie, is Hegel's purely logical
formula for the movement of pure reason, and the whole system
is engendered by this dialectical movement of thesis, antithesis, synthesis of all categories. This pure reason, he
continues, is Mr. Hegel's own reason, and history becomes the
history of his own philosophy, whereas in reality, thesis,
antithesis, synthesis are the categories of economic movements.
(Summary of Chapter II, paragraph 1.)"

It can be seen from the above that questions regarding the
character of analyses made of Hegel's thought must be raised. If
MUeller is correct many scholarly considerations of Hegel must be
reconsidered; not the least of them being Marx.
.....
6Engels specifies three laws of movement as forming the base of
dialectical materialism; (1) "the law of the transformation of quantity
into quality and vice versa;" (2) "the law of the interpenetration of
opposites;" (3) "the law of the negation of the negation;" he notes
that the laws were derived from Hegel's laws of thought, the first
found in the first part of Hegel's Science £! Logic, the second filling
the whole of the second part of his Logic, the Doctrine of Essence, and
the third figuring as the fundamental law for the construction of the
whole system. Engels says Marx and he amended Hegel by deducing
Hegel's laws from nature and histor.y instead of making Hegel's mistake
of presuming the laws to be laws of thought which were foisted upon
nature and history. Frederick Engels, Dialectics 2! Nature, (New York:
International Publishers, 1940), pp. 26-21. Further discussion of
dialectical processes can be found in Engels' Herr Engen Duhring's
Revolution ~ Science (Anti-DUhring), (New Yor~ternational
Publishers, 1939).
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Historical materialism7 is a framework which applies the
dialectical materialist framework to the analysis of social change.
Historical materialism is stated in a condensed form in the Preface of

!

Contribution

!2 ~ Critique 2! Political Economr, written by Marx

in 1859. 8 In this statement Marx sets down his view of society as a

7Veblen appropriately notes that historical materialism is
essentially Hegelian in nature, though derived from the Hegelian Left
via Feuerbach. Veblen, p. 413.
8Considering the importance, and brevity, of the relevant portion
of Marxts Preface in which the historical materialist framework of
social change is explicated, it is here quoted.
"In the social production which men carry on they enter into
definite relations that are indispensable and independent of
their will; these relations of production correspond to a definite stage of development of their material powers of production. The totality of these relations of production constitutes the economic structure of society--the real foundation,
on which legal and political superstructures arise and to
which definite forms of social consciousness correspond. The
mode of production of material life determines the general
character of the social, political and spiritual processes of
life. It is not the consciousness of men'that determines
their being, but, on the contrary, their social being determines their consciousness. At a certain stage of their development, the material forces of production in society come in
conflict with the existing relations of production, or--what
is but a legal expression for the same thing--with the property relations within which they had been at work before.
From forms of development of the forces of production these
relations turn into their fetters. Then occurs a period of
social revolution. With the change of the economic foundation the entire immense superstructure is more or less
rapidly transformed. In considering such transformations the
distinction should always be made between the material
transformations of the economic conditions of production
which caq be determined with the precision of natural science,
and the legal, political, religious, aesthetic or philosoph- '
ical--in short ideological, forms in which men become
conscious of this conflict and fight it out. Just as our
opinion of an individual is not based on what he thinks of
himself, so can we not judge of such a period of transformation by its own consciousness; on the contrary, this consciousness must rather be explained from the contradictions
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socio-economic class struggle, rooting the nature of society in the
means of production, with social and economic relations, and the
cultural life of society, derived therefrom.

Dialectical materialism

is especially evident in Marx's view of struggle (or social conflict)
as essential and transformation (social change) occurring from struggle.
In the nature of the system is found its own self-destruction, or

negation, where occurrence of change is self-conditioning, self-acting,
and unfolding of inner necessity.
Enhanced appreciation of Marx can be gained from noting some
assumptions he makes, explicitly and implicitly, which support his
reasoning S,Ystem.

Veblen notes that Marx's later training made him an

expert in the system of Natural Rights and Natural Liberty.9 Veblen

of material life, from the existing conflict between the
social forces of production and the relations of production.
No social order ever disappears before all the productive
forces for which there is room in it have been developed; and
new, higher relations of production never appear before the
material conditions of their existence have matured in the
womb of the old society. Therefore, mankind always sets itself
only such problems as it can solve; since, on closer examination, it will always be found that the problem itself arises
only when the material conditions necessary for its solution
already exist or are at least in the process of formation. In
broad outline we can designate the Asiatic, the ancient, the
feudal, and the modern bourgeois modes of production as
progressive epochs in the economic formation of society. The
bourgeois relations of production are the last antagonistic
form of the social process of production; not in the sense of
individual antagonisms, but of conflict arising from conditions
surrounding the life of individuals in society. At the same
time the productive forces developing in the womb of bourgeois
society create the material conditions for the solution of that
antagonism. With this formation, therefore, the prehistory of
human society comes to an end."
9The Natural Rights and Natural Liberty philosophy has or~g~ns in
the early 16th century rise of mercantilism. The position was firmly
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says Marx included this system in his thought and held the canons of
this school inviolate. 10 However, Marx's use of the concepts was not
bourgeois; he utilized them in conjunction with Hegelian and materialist
concepts previously noted.

The result was a s,ynthesis of ideas which

brought, in Veblen's view, a "progressive and humanistic" perspective
to Marx. 11

established as an ideologically significant thrust with John Locke.
Several strains could be identified as emanating from Locke. One of
them was the contract theory tradition of Rousseau in France, Jefferson
in America, and Paine in England. Another strain which was critical of
the contract theory stems from David Hume. See Becker and Barnes, Op.
Cit., Ch. 10. See also footnote 11 of this r.hapter.
10Veblen, p. 411.
11 Hume criticized the social contract theory of Locke. He
described the chief advantage of society to be mutual aid which comes
through association. He rejected the view that governments were
founded on contracts and argued that the social cement binding men
together under a particular governmental form was force exerted through
usurpation or conquest. Force was also the basis for a change.in
governments, not contracts.
..
Hume also rejected the contract theory's assumptions that a presocial state of nature for man could exist. Hume said from the outset
man must be viewed as social. The basis of society from the outset was
social; being the family; which impelled man to seek society by necessity, inclination, and habit. Habit made obedience a matter of course,
thus providing a basis for the building of government. Government
probably emerged out of a trial and error process, most probably
through warfare. Through mixture of force and conscent, imperfect
beginnings matured into a state of government with authority.
What is pertinent for this study is, first, that Hume's work saw
man as always a social animal; second, that his theory of government
implied man rising out of nature from a social base; third, that Hume's
work was regarded as a forerunner of utilitarianism. His emphasis,
over all else, was that society formed from mutual aid that naturally
derives from association.
Marx was aware of Hume' s work. Marx's views on the above points
do not substantially differ from Hume; some of Marx's base assumptions
appear born of Hume. These background points are important to keep in
mind because the assumptions which follow are important elements in a
later explanation of why Marx reacted to Malthus as he did. Also,
seeing these origins helps to appreciate why Marx saw population
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The

ar~ent

that derives from the s.ynthetic combining of the

ahove strains goes as follows.

Two factors make man different from

other animals, (1) production and (2) history.
itself using the former as its basis.

The latter manifests

Marx writes:

l{an can be distinguished from animals by consciousness, by
religion, or by anything one likes. They themselves begin to
distin2Uish themselves from animals as soon as they begin to
produce'" their means of subsistence, a step which is determined
by their physical constitution. In producing their means of
subsistence men indirectly produce their actual material life. 12

Engels distinguished man from other animals thusly: animals
collect means of subsistence from what is available,

man

produces means

of subsistence from what materials are at his disposal.

This places

man in a creative role in his relationship with nature.

Indeed, Engels

concludes that through production nature becomes dependent upon man. 13

processes as he did, and from where, philosophically, the differences
bet-:ween !I;.arx and Malthus emanated.
For a discussion of Hume, see Becker and Barnes, pp. 396-403.
Tne overlap between Marx's and Hume's views can be seen by reading
ff.arx's estimations of the origin of the division of labor. See
Cani tal, I, Ch. Ill.

12Excerpt from German Ideology in T.B. Bottomore, ~~:
Selected Writings .!!! SoCiOIO~ ~ Social Philosophy, (New York:
HcGraw-Hill Book Company, 19 ), p. 53.
i3Engels, Dialectics £! Nature, pp. 209-10. Note: In his early
works ¥~ said, "Animals produce only for themselves, while man
reproduces the whole of nature. The products of animal production
belong directly to their physical bodies, while man is free in face of
his product. If T.B. Bottomore, !£1~: ~arlY Writings, (New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Comp~, 1964), pp. 127-2 •
Tnis view of man cannot withstand the test of validity the whole
problem of limits to growth now facing industrial society presents. In
fact, it is an obsolete view in today's and for tomorrow's world. For
a strong critical argument see Eugene S. Schwartz, Overskill: The Decline
£! Technology in Modern Civilization, (New York: Quadrangle Books, 1971).
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Nature's dependence on man derives from man shifting into a relatively
independent role vis-a-vis nature because he produces.

Instead of being

shaped by the brute forces of nature, man comes to play a creative role
capable of shaping nature.

Through production, man's direct relation-

ship to nature becomes indirect.

Thus, through production, man creates

his own world, and eventually comes to dominate.
Marx goes even further in his last work, Capital, Vol. III,
concluding that socialized man, and production, can rationally regulate
the interchange between man and nature, can bring nature under common
control, and thereby eliminate rule by blind forces of nature. 14
If production serves to remove man from dominance by nature, what
part does history play in making man different from other animals?
Under the force of dialectical materialism and historical materialism,
production must develop transformationally moving always to higher
stages.

Because production sets human society apart from the brute

forces of nature, development of society has its own history.

In fact,

the making of history serves to set man even further apart from nature.

On this point Marx wrote that at each stage of history there is found a
material result, "a sum of productive forces;"
a historically created relation of individuals to Nature and
to one another, which is handed down to each generation from
its predecessors, a mass of productive forces, capital, and
circumstances, which is indeed modified by the new generation
but which also prescribes for its conditions of life and gives
it a definite development, a special character.

15

14Karl Marx, Capital, III, (New York: International Publishers,
1967). This volume was originally published in 1894, after Marx's
death.
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To summarize some important assumptions Marx makes which bear
upon enhancing appreciation of his thought on population, the following
list is offered.

Explicitly, Marx assumes:

1. Social man is moving in a progressive manner toward an ultimate
goal of perfectibility.16
2. Production is indefinitely extensible.

17

3. Man, through production and history (and reason is implied as
important also) can control nature, and is therefore not subject, in
toto, to natural laws; indeed, as production develops, subjection to
18
natural laws decreases.

4.

The individual's standard of living can be always extended.

1SBottomore, Selected Writings, p. 55.
16Examination of Marx's footnotes and bibliography in Capital
shows a thorough awareness of the philosophical and economic (and
population) thought of the 18th century. The philosophies of progress
of the 18th century helped form the foundation principles of the French
and American Revolutions. Marx's revolutionary position, scientific
socialism, also has rootes in these philosophies. Hence, it is this
writer's conclusion that Marx posited a position of perfection for man
though this writer has not found a direct expression of this view
(although often Marx's statements approach it).' This writer chose to
consider this an explicit assumption because it is so clearly evident
in the general perspective Marx takes on development of human society.
Also, to reinforce this point, see Karl Marx and Frederick Engels,
"Manifesto of the Communist Party," Selected Works, Eng. ed.,{Moscow,
1951), I, pp. 32-61. Also, V.I. Lenin, The State and Revolution,
{Peking: Foreign Languages Press, 1970).--niscussion-of philosophies of
progress in Bury, Op.Cit., and Becker and Barnes, Ch. XII.
17 In a letter to Lange 29 March 1865" Engels makes it clear that
production itsel~ is ~ limited; i.e. under proper conditions production could increase i~~~finitely; but production was limited because
opportunistic capital:i:~ts seeking/to increase profits controlled
growth. See Meek, pp. '85-87.
;I
~.
18Marx, Capital, I, Ch. VIII, especially p. 177.
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Implicitly, Marx asswmes:
1. The important focus is on looking for social change unfolding
from inner necessity.
2. Indeed, looking into the nature of social change, therefore,
requires looking into internal conditions, actually contradictions, of
social processes.

3. Such assumptions consider external relations of society, i.e.
man-nature relations, as insignificant, hence unnecessary to look at.
Man need only look to himself to explain all social processes; and all

processes affecting man are social.

19

Considering the combined background of dialectical materialism,
historical materialism, and explicit and implicit assumptions made by
Marx, his world view on the nature of social order, not surprisingly,
takes the form of emphasis on struggle; specifically, class struggle.
Veblen says to Marx, the nature of class struggle is not expressed in
terms of a strictly material referent, e.g. as phsiological or
mechanical material, but in a metaphorical sense as economic material
which manifests itself as struggle between classes for the means of
20
subsistence.
With this perspective, the social order takes its form

19This disregard for man-nature relations as significant in
studying social change ranks as one of the essential differences
between Marx and Malthus (who considered nature to perpetually, and
inexorably, dominate man through the natural law of population). At
base, the essential disagreement stems from the different philosophical
differences between them~ This should reinforce the importance of
footnote 4, p. 104 of this chapter where it was noted that the nature
of Marx's reasoning system compelled him to challenge Malthus in order
to maintain the viability of his system.
20Veblen, pp. 413-15. Note: This view has subtleties that
requires awareness of assumptions Marx made and implied to be better
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through class struggle.

The character of the struggle is determined by

the prevailing mode of production and exchange in force.

The dialecti-

cal movement of social progress moves, therefore, in Veblen's words, "on
the spiritual plane of human desire and passion, not on the ~iterally)
material plane of mechanical and physiological stress on which the
developmental process of brute creation unfolds itself.

n21

Veblen

concludes his point by saying Marx's materialism is "a sublimated

appreciated. Recall that Marx though~ the appropriate focus of attention rested on social relations and not ones between man and nature.
(While this is somewhat ahead of the story ••• ) Add the assertion Engels
makes in a letter to Lange, 29 March 1865 that " ••• the pressure of
population is not upon the means of subsistence but upon the means of
emplgyment •••• " (Meek, p. 86) Combine the two points and a question
arises of great import: does Marx mean class struggle is manifest
between classes struggling for the means of subsi~tence or for the
means of employment? This writer thinks the following explanation
might be offered using Marxian logic:
.
Means of subsistence for socialized man are produced. Production
is an organized s,rstem of ways and means, or forces or modes, of
producing. Recall, production lifts man outside brute forces of
nature; so the means of subsistence derived from forces of production
become internal factors significantly contributing to the form of
social order. In the capitalist mode of production, means of subsistence are subject to control through ownership; ownership becomes a
principal basis of class delineation. Classes separate, on this basis,
into nonowners and workers who sell their labor-power to earn money
used to buy subsistence versus owners who "own the subsistence" and the
tools to produce it. Hence, the worker's means of subsistence do not
derive from nature per se, but indirectly from nature, and directly
from the means of employment (and wages subsequently earned for selling
labor-power) gained from owners who, again, control the society's
production of means of subsistence. Accordingly, class struggle for the
means of subsistence is actually class struggle for control and ownership of the forces of production, if the focus is general and upon longrun necessary transformation in society; if the focus is on d~-to-day
survival, this writer thinks it appropriate to say struggle is for the
means of employment. (Marx might agree but would perhaps add that if
workers became conscious. of the true nature of relations of production,
the daily struggle for means of employment would be seen as part of the
long-run struggle between classes.)
2'Ibid., p. 415.
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materialism, sublimated by the dominating presence of the conscious
human spirit; but it is conditioned by the material facts of the
producti on

0f

the means

0f

l ~'fe. "22

An uncritical look at Marx's reasoning s,rstem might lead to the

conclusion that social order is determined by the modes of production.
The modes of production

~

the basis of social institutions and

comprise the driving force of society whose necessary transformations
make for social progress.

However, since modes of production condition

particular relations of production, and class is a relation of production, class struggle must be included as a crucial driving force of
social progress.

Recall that class struggle operates not at a level of

brute force, but at the level of human consciousness; where the process
of valuation of material production of industry takes place.

Veblen

regards distinguishing class struggle from the brute forces of production as a logical necessity for Marx to make to avoid a logical trap
that would have reduced all dialectical to brute material force and
accordingly would have led to a Darwinian position on change as
unconscious process. 23
Veblen thinks that without separating human conscious valuation
of material production of industrY the dialectical struggle would appear
unconscious and an irrelevant conflict of brute material forces.

This

would have been essentially an interpretation in terms of cause and
22 Ibid •

23Because Darwin derived inspiration and influence from Malthus,
Marx would have ended up reasoning human social conditions to be
functions of natural law; yet he rejected natural law as controlling
m~.
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effect without recourse to the concept of class struggle; again this
would have led to a concept of evolution in the Darwinian sense.
Darwinian evolution would have prevented the class struggle from being
the focal point of social change, hence the necessary method of social
progress.
It would have led as Darwinism has, to a concept of a process of cumulative change in social structure and function;
but this process, being essentially a cumulative sequence of
causation, opaque and unteleological, could not, without
infusion of pious fancy by the speculator, be asserted to
involve progress as distinct from retrogression nor to tend
to a "realisation" or "self-realisation" of the human spirit
or anything else. 24
Thus, Marx is led by his logic to a world-view of social order
as forming through conscious class struggle.
This background on Marx will prove quite useful in enhancing
appreciation of Marx's population thought which follows after noting
below some key notions used in and underpinning his treatise on
capitalism.
The analysis of capitalism begins with the theory of value which
is carried forward thereafter as an ,important element in all future
analyses in his treatise.
equal to labor cost.

Value is considered self-evidently to be

Under the auspices of historical materialism,

the means and relations of production in force at a given time must
necessarily be noted to determine the character of class struggle for
that given time.

This must be kept in mind for it conditions Marx's

view of the production of goods as the output of the (progressively)

24Veblen, pp. 415-16.
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unfolding life of man in society.

Because of these conditions, the

nature of value has some twists that results in the basic self-evident
value not being the entire story.

The whole story of value involves

development of the following notions: real value, exchange value, and
surplus-value--absolute and relative forms.
Real and exchange value.

The real value of the product of

industry is the amount of labor put into its construction regardless of
social definitions of the value.

Since for social man reality has

another dimension than that derived from brute forces of production,"
i.e. consciousness affected by the means of production, real value is
augmented by the value which is attached through social consciousness;
and this latter from of value may not be equivalent to the real
productive value.
Real value is a fact of production and holds regardless of
systems or methods of production.

Exchange value is that value arising

from the involvement of social consciousness and the distribution of
products in society.

Exchange value expresses the real value more or

less adequately depending upon how well the type of distribution in
operation corresponds to the equities given by distribution.

For

example, if output of industry is distributed to productive agents
strictly in proportion to their share in production, exchange value of
goods would reflect their real value.

However, under capitalism

distribution is not largely based on such equities of

produc~ion

and

the exchange value of goods can express real value only very roughly.
Under socialism, in theory, the laborer would get the full product of
his labor and exchange value would be real value. 25
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Surplus-value.

Marx recognized that merely concepts of real and

exchange value were inadequate in themselves to explain the phenomenal
growth of capitalistic society.

Another concept of value was necessary

to explain growth and it followed directly from the concepts of real and
26
exchange value; it was surplus-value.
The source of surplus-value
derives from production processes.

The labor power expended in produc-

tion is itself a product having a substantial value corresponding to its
own labor-cost.

By the potential for discrepancy arising between real

and exchange values, the value of the labor-power expended and the value
of the product created by its expenditure need not be the same..

The

discrepancy is a surplus product of labor; arising from the discrepancy
between labor-cost and value of the product created it cannot go to the
laborers (because they do not own the means of production 21 ) so it

25Veblen notes that two corollaries of the theory of value as
developed by Marx are (1) the doctrine of the exploitation of labor by
capital and (2) the doctrine of the laborer's claim to the whole product
of his labor (Veblen, p. 412). Note also that the Natural Rights background of Marx is influencing him here because only by viewing man as
imbued with certain rights, like the right to revolution, to equality,
to liberty, could it be argued that the laborer was entitled to the
whole product of his labor. Here again is another point of disputation
between Marx and Malthus since Malthus regarded private property as
essential to the perpetuation of society and economy while Marx clearly
thought private property was the cause of the illness of society, with
health restored by eradication of private property.
26Two points need emphasis: (1) Surplus-value is o.ynonymous with
capital. It is the goal of the capitalist to maximize surplus-value for
it is the unearned increment that the capitalist keeps for himself; it
is profit. (2) It has been said that Marx thought his only significant
original contribution was that of the concept of surplus-value. In
fact, the French writer Chastellux noted the concept before him. To
this writer Marx's originality lies in his creative s,ynthesis of
unrelated or marginally related ideas developed before him into a
powerful new theory, and not in whether he was responsible for inventing a new idea per see
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becomes profits of capitalists, and the source of its further accumulation or increase. 28

Accurnu1a t"~on or

~crease

can talc e t wo for ms,

absolute surplus-value, and (2) relative surplus-value.

Absolute

surplus-value can be expressed as follows:
The prolongation of the working-day beyond the point at
which the labourer would have produced just an equivalent
for the value of his labour-power, and the appropriation
of that surplus-labour by capital, this is production of
absolute surplus-value. 29
Absolute surplus-value forms the general groundwork of the
capitalist s.ystem, and the starting-point for the production of relative
surplus-value.

Absolute surplus-value presumes the work day is divided

into two parts; (1) necessar,y labor and (2) surplus-labor.

Absolute

surplus-value, in itself, means capital can only expand as far as
surplus-labor of the working day will allow.

Changes in production

27See Marx, Capital, I, Ch. VIII, especially pp. 184-85.
28See Marx, Capital, I, Ch. VII & XVI. Note: As has been pointed
out earlier, the source of surplus-value derives from the production
process, in which labor-power is inextricably involved. In the creation of surplus-value, the laborer must not be forgotten. In the
capitalistic s.ystem, the laborer produces, not for himself, but for
capital. Marx says of the laborer: "It no longer suffices, therefore,
that he should simply produce_~ He must produce surplus-value. That
labourer alone is productive who produces surplus-value for the capitalist, and thus works for the self-expansion of capital." Marx
concludes:
"Hence the notion of a productive labourer implies not
merely a relation between work and useful effort, between
labourer and product of labour, but also a specific, social
relation of production, a relation that has sprung up
historically and stamps the labourer as the direct means of
creating surplus-value." (p. 509.)
29

Ibid., p. 509.
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methods which prolong surplus-labor

Qy

shortening unit production time

is the basis for overcoming this limitation; is, in fact, production of
relative surplus-value.

Where absolute surplus-value turns exclusively

upon the length of the working day, relative surplus-value is the
revolutionization of technical processes of labor, and the composition
of society.

Marx regards relative surplus-value to be the real source

of subjection of labor· to capital.

Ultimately absolute and relative

surplus-values are the same because both produce surplus-labor from
which surplus-value emanates.

The difference lies in the source of the

produced surplus; relative surplus-value having much more potential for
30
expansion than absolute surplus-value.
Surplus-value is the source of grave problems for capitalistic
production and the basis for explaining population processes without
need for reliance upon natural law, hence, in a fashion offering an
alternative to Malthus.

Since laborers may be suddenly pushed out of

employment by technical revolutions, and/or since laborers generally
are unable to buy the whole product of their labor (because wages are
measured by the value of labor-power rather than

Qy

the exchange value

30rf accumulation of capital was limited merely to absolute
surplus-labor, clear limits would be imposed requiring continual additions to the labor force to increase the quantity of surplus-value.
Accordingly, the problem of population excesses would not exist because
big populations would be necessary for accumulation of capital.
Absolute surplus-value is not the significant element, however. Relative surplus-value is the important process for it permits capital to
expand in qualitative jumps through technical revolutions. Changes due
to technical revolutions often reduce demand for labor while simultaneously increasing the magnitude of accumulation of capital. In Marx's
discussion of population, it is relative surplus-value (an essentially
variable constituent) and not absolute surplus-value (an essentially
fixed constituent vis-a-vis relative surplus-value) that is significant.
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of the product of labor sold on the open market) capitalists are unable
to sell the whole prodv~ of industry continuously at its full value.
It is from this condition that fluctuations in production occur in
capitalistic economies and from such fluctuations that the implied
Marxian theory of population takes its form.

Discussion of population

is made through discussion of capitalistic accumulation for it is the
phenomenon in which is found the heart of fluctuations in a capitalist
economy which affects population processes.
II. CAPITALIST ACCUMULATION AND POPULATION
The heart of the population thought of Marx, as noted, suddenly
pops out of his discussion of the general law of capitalist accumulation.

It will be necessary to consider this discussion carefully.

To

do so, some initial points on production and reproduction and relations
of labor to capital will be presented which in turn will flow directly
into discussion of capitalist accumulation and population. 31
With the theory of value set, Marx more or less begins 32 discussion of the process of capitalist accumulation with the idea of simple
reproduction.

For Marx, the process of production must be ongoing;

31 The ultimate end of this argument is Marx's articulation of the
causes of the collapse of capitalism. Veblen excellently summarizes
Marx's argument (Veblen, pp. 426-27). This matter will not be discussed
further in this chapter.
32If, as stated in this chapter, it is true that Marx's thought is
an integrated system which must be viewed holistically, then Marx on
population should be examined from the very beginning--page one of
Capital. The critical stUdent shouHmake his inquiries from page one
for fullest appreciation of Marx. However, for purposes of this study,
it is sufficient to consider Marx beginning his population thought with
simple reproduction.

periodically the same phases of the process muct be repeated.

For

example, the hardware of production must be replaced after a time
because it wears out.

Also, because consumption is a necessity,

continuous renewal of products of consumption is necessary.
Accordingly, every social process of production is concurrently a
process of reproduction.

Reproduction as a necessity means a definite

part of each year's production must be put back into the means of
production.

This is essential to maintain the "operationalityll of the

means of production.

Marx regards reproduction in capitalistic society

to be, necessarily, capitalistic; as in production the labor-process
figures as a factor in the self-expansion of capital, so in reproduction
the labor-pr?cess figures as the means of reproducing capital.
Thus, labor's relation to capital

pl~s

elaborates the role of labor in five points.
part of capitalistic accumulation.

a crucial role.

Marx

Point one: Labor becomes

The purchase of labor-power for a

fixed period precedes the actual process of production.

This action

is constantly repeated at the close of the stipulated production period.
The laborer remains unpaid through the stipulated period, collecting
remuneration only after his labor-power is expended and realized in
commodites both of value and surplus-value.

In the process, the

laborer not only produces surplus-value, which is appropriated by the
capitalist, but also, before it flows back to him as wages, the total
fund out of which his

p~

is taken out as part.

The above relationship

continues only so long as it results in reproduction of this fund.
What actually is flowing back to the laborer as wages is a portion of
the product continuously being reproduced by him.

It

m~

be true that
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money is merely a portion of the value product of his labor transferred
into money.

When looked at as a relation between classes instead of

individuals, Marx says,
The capitalist class is constantly giving to the labouring
class order-notes, in the form of money, on a portion of the
commodities produced by the latter and appropriated by the
former. The labourers give these order-notes back just as
constantly to the capitalist class, and in this way get their
share of their own product.
33
Marx concludes,
Variable capital 34 is therefore only a particular historical
form of appearance of the fund for providing the necessaries
of life, or the labour-fund which the labourer requires for
the maintenance of himself and family, and which, whatever
be the system of social production, he must himself produce
and reproduce. ,
3
Point two: Capitalistic 'production being reproduction communally
reproduces the class relation between capitalist and labor.

On the one

hand, the process of production incessantly converts material wealth
into capital, into means of creating more wealth.

On the other hand,

the laborer is the same when he leaves as when he entered the production process; namely, a source of wealth.
Since the process of production is also the process by which
the capitalist consumes labour-power, the production of the
33Marx, Capital, I, p. ,68.

3~x defines variable capital as the labor-cost incurred by the
capitalist in producing commodities. See Capital, I, p. 613. This
will be discussed further in this chapter later on.
3'Ibid. , p.;Jc'68 •

•

labourer is incessantly converted, not only into commodities,
but into capital, into the value that sucks up the valuecreating power, into the means of subsistence J6 that buy the
person of the labourer, into the means of prod~ction that
command the producers_ ?
3
The labourer produces the objective material wealth that forms
into capital and the capitalist constantly produces labor-power; i.e.
laborers make the wealth that is appropriated by capitalists.

Under the

dictates of necessity for reproduction, the capitalist reinvests some
wealth to pay for the laborer who, in production, creates more wealth.
Consequently, while the laborer produces objective material wealth, the
capitalist produces the subjective social relationship of capitalist
and laborer, actually wage-laborer.
Point three: In the relation of capitalist to laborer the worker
plays a two-fold consumer's role which binds the class of laborers to
capitalist production.

While producing the laborer consumes, by his

labor, the means of production; he converts them into products with a
higher value than that of the capital advanced.

This is productive

consumption; a class consumption derived from a class function.

But

the individual worker secures his own survival as well; he turns the
money paid him for his labor into means of subsistence for himself.
Thus, he engages in individual consumption.

When this aspect of the

relation of capitalist to laborer is viewed at the level of class
relations between the two, the following appears:

36 It is very important to keep in mind that means of subsistence,
for Marx, is actually means of employment, and, indirectly, means of
production.

37Marx , Capital, I, p. 571.
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B.Y converting part of his capital into labour-power, the capitalist augments the value of his entire capital. He kills two
birds with one stone. He profits, not only by what he receives
from, but by what he gives to, the labourer. The capital given
in exchange for labour-power is converted into necessaries, by
the consumption of which the muscles, nerves, bones, and brains
of existing labourers are reproduced, and new labourers are
begotten. (This writer's emphasis.) Within the limits of what
is strictly necessary, the individual consumption of the
working-class is, therefore, the reconversion of the means of
subsistence given by capital in exchange for labour-power, into
fresh labour-power at the disposal of capital for exploitation.
It is the production and reproduction of that means of production so indispensable to the capitalist: the labourer himself. 38
Point four: The necessity of labor-power for production places the
capitalist in need of the laboring class; but the relation, being one
focused upon extending wealth of the capitalist to the greatest possible
lengths, precludes the capitalist's interest being more than strictly
economic; therefore, the capitalist is interested in maintaining
subsistence minimums •. Marx says,
The maintenance and reproduction of the working-class is, and
must ever be, a necessary condition to the reproduction of
capital. But the capitalist may safely leave its fulfillment
to the labourer's instincts of self- reservation and ro agation.
(This writer's emphasis.
All the capitalist cares
39

38 Ibid., p. 572.
39 m this statement lies an ultimately insoluble mystery. Did
Marx mean to use the expression "labourer's instinct for self-preservation and of propagation" metaphorically or literally? To this writer,
it is impossible to tell by the tone of Marx's writing which he
intended. If Marx intended the expression literally, two important
revelations would appear. First, Marx would admit the influence of
natural law on man, thus inviting two questions; (a) does not this
appear to be a gross inconsistency with the underpinnings of his
reasoning system? and (b) if natural laws do affect man, what criteria
is there for determining which laws man is subject to and which he
"escapes by producing?" Second, it would mean that the source of population growth would not be in dispute between Marx and Malthus; that
instead, the essential issues disputed would be over the source and

for, is to reduce the labourer's individual consumption as far
as possible to what is strictly necessary, and he is far away
from imitating those brutal South Americans, who force their
labourers to take the more substantial, rathern than the less
substantial, kind of food. 40

Marx goes on to say that the capitalist considers only that amount
of the laborer's individual consumption to be productive which is
requisite for the perpetuation of the class, and which therefore must
take place in order to secure labor-power for the capitalistic means of
production.

Consequently, anything the laborer consumes in excess of

subsistence minimums is unproductive consumption (and ultimately cuts
into the amount of surplus-value produced for appropriation by the
capitalist).
Point five: The nature of the capitalist-laborer relation serves
to perpetuate labor-power by forcing the worker to constantly return to
the labor-market.

The individual consumption of the laborer provides

the means for his maintenance and reproduction; this insures the
perpetuation of the capitalistic production process.

Individual

nature of poverty. However, the critical question would arise, if Marx
accepted the same principles as Malthus with regard to the source of
population growth, how would he reach such profoundly different conclusions concerning the consequences of population growth than Malthus?
This writer thinks part of this answer to this question lies in Marx's
twisting the use of natural law to .either entirely or partially exclude
it from affecting social man. Thus, the issue of how Marx views the
relation of natural law and man appears to be crucial to the validity
of his population argument. More on this point will be developed in
this chapter, and this issue will figure heavily in the argument
advanced in the next chapter; wherein it will be argued that Marx
meant this expression literally and that as a consequence, the gross
inconsistencies arising in Marx can only be resolved by looking at Marx
from a different angle of view.

40Marx, Capital, I, pp. 572-73.
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consumption, therefore, secures, b,y the annihilation of the necessaries
of life (which the laborer must constantly reproduce) the continued
c01lD11itment (or, says Marx, "reappearance") of the workman to the labormarket.

This also perpetuates capitalistic production.

On the heels of the above discussion Marx advances his first
strong reactions to Malthus.

Marx makes it clear that he regards the

Malthusian argument to be rooted in the utilitarianism of Bentham (whom
he castigates as reproducing "in a dull

w~"

the principle of utility
41
stated with esprit by Helvetius and other Frenchmen ) and designed as

an apology for the behavior of the capitalist class.

Marx regarded the

Malthusian analysis to be an attempt to represent variable capital as a
fixed magnitude.

Marx says,

The material of variable capital, i.e., the mass of the means
of subsistence42 it represents for the labourer, or the so
called labour-fund, was fabled as a separate part of social
wealth, fixed by natural laws and unchangeable.43
41Recall that Helvetiu8 was Malthusian in his view of population
and food supply relations. This point takes on importance in the next
chapter.
42Unless read carefully, this point might be confusing. It must
be born in mind, to reiterate for emphasis, that Marx and Malthus meant
different things by the term "means of subsistence." For Malthus, it
amounts to food supply for the most part gained from production but
dependent upon natural laws which dictate supply and which ultimately
fix supply to a limited, largely inelastic, quantity despite human
abilities to make some modifications through technology; for Marx
"means of subsistence" has no such inelastic limits but instead is very
elastic, replete with.potential for expansion in quantity because limits
are not viewed as built into nature but rather lie in man and his social
organization. Since Marx regards man as able to control nature to an
ever increasing. degree through production, fixed quantities and limits
by natural law are absurdities. (Note this does not deny natural law
but merely argues that it can be circumvented.) In this sentence, this
writer thinks Marx translates Malthus' use of the term directly into
his own use of the term and by doing so m~ have misrepresented Malthus
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However, this critical reaction to Malthus amounts to just the
beginnings of Marx's critical reaction.

More powerful, or stronger,

criticism derives from the substance of Marx's explication of the
general law of capitalist accumulation and the population thought that
pops out of it.
Marx's discussion of the general law of capitalist accumulation,
which will be followed quite closely and is presented in summary here,
is composed of four main sections, with a fifth section devoted to
illustrations of the law of capitalist accumulation, which consider (1)
"The increased demand for labour-power that accompanies accumulation,
the composition of capital remaining the same," (2) "Relative diminution
of the variable part of capital simultaneously with the progress of
accumulation and of the concentration that accompanies it," (3)
"Progressive production of a relative surplus-population or industrial
reserve army," and (4) "Different forms of the relative surplus-population and the general law of capitalistic accumulation.,,44

and may have misinterpreted Malthus in his use of MAlthusian theory.
This position is also the basis for Marx's rejection of Malthus' postulate that population grows geometrically and food arithmetically. If
production were properly organized, Marx argues, food supply would keep
pace with population growth because each man produces more than he
needs, and man is not bound by nature's laws. (See Meek, p. 127ff.)

43

.

Marx, Cat;ital, I, p. 610. Note, the development of the general
law of capitalis accumulation refutes this representation of variable
capital as a fixed magnitude.
44It is not essential to an understanding of Marx on population to
consider his illustrations of the law of capitalist accumulation; hence
the omiasion of consideration of that section of Marx's argument in this
chapter.
The remaining part of this chapter refers to Marx's work in
Capital, vol. I unless otherwise stated when Marx's name alone is noted.
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Before beginning the discussion of capitalist accumulation and
population, it will be useful to note some terms used by Marx in
articulation of the law.

First, Marx distinguishes between two types

of capital; (1) constant, (2) variable.
of the means of production.

Constant capital is the value

Variable capital is the value of the

labor-power, the sum total of wages, as it functions in the process of
production.

All capital is thus divided with the composition of

living labor-power being determined by "the relation between the mass of
the means of production employed, on the one hand, and the mass of
labour necessary for their employment on the other."45 Finally,
through different combinations of constant and variable capital,
resulting from different degrees of technical efficiency of the means of
production and different demands, in

tel~s

of numbers, for labor-power,

the compositions of individual capitals invested in particular branches
of production

m~

be different.

Marx stresses that his concern is not

for the composition of individual capitals of particular branches of
production, but

~

the composition of the "total social capital of a

country.,,46 A consideration of the four sections dealing with the
general law of capitalist accumulation and population now follow.
1. "The Increased Demand for Labour-power That Accompanies Accumulation,

the COmposition of Capital Remaining the Same."
As growth of capital occurs some of the surplus-value must be put
into increasing the

siz~

of the living labor-power (Marx says some

additional capital must be retransformed into variable capital, or
45Marx, p. 612.

46

Ibid., pp. 612-13.
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additional labor-fund).

If, all other

d.:rCtl1."..ai.·a!lC51!

reIJI.a.ining equal,

the composition of capital remains constant) then de~and for labor must
increase in proportion to the increase of capi t,.al; and the more rapidly
capital increases, the more rapidly labor must

ir~r~aee.

Because

capital produces yearly a surplus-value of .. hier:. a portion is added to
the original capital, because this increment hs,elf gr-ows yearly, and
because periodically expansion of the scale ·of g:ra.rt,h via introduction
of new markets or creation of new wants occurc) the ccale of accumulation may suddenly extend resultlng in a deaandtc;r labor-power which
exceeds the supply of the living 'Working claza.:-Q.s rea:ult is that
wages may rise a..'"ld the life of the ."orkar

mGj

"'Y'ro7s.

wnile

working class in such a period may enjoy Ii.!::: and

tI!.~

the capitalist class and the working elasa iMy e,e

p'e.acefl~1,

the

relation bet':.leen
the trend-

line of movement wherein the capitalist, tn::-ou,g.Tl -;;a::r;,italistic accumulation, grows is not altered.

Marx says,

As simple reproduction constantly reprod".ace2 the capitalrelation itself, i. e. the relation of c api i.aliate on the one
hand, and wage workers on the other, ao repro~ction on a
progressive scale, i.e., accumulation, reprcd:u.cea the capitalrelation on a progressive Bcale, more capit,al~$tz or larger
capitalists at this pole, more 'Wage-yorke:?'/: at that. T'ne
reproduction of a mass of labour-power, .hich ~5t incessantly re-incorporate itself with capital fo'r tn.at capitalls 8e1fexpansion; which cannot get free from c.apital, and _hose
enslavement to capital is only concealed bj -the -variety of
individual capitalists to whom it selia ita.elf, :this reproduction of labour-power forms, in fact, all ellB,en:tial of t.he
reproduction of capital itself. Accmmlaiion of ca.pital is,
therefore, increase of the proletariat. \'raie: -....rit.erl e
emphasis. 47

47 Ibid.,

p. 614c Marx says the n pl'ol-ataI':iatll! i,a. gynonymous with
the wage.worker in this usage of the term (p. 61hn).
Also, a point was emphasiz ed becaU8e . itno?1lt c ax eful rea.ding, it
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Under the above conditions of accumulation, the laborer is
relatively favored.

The relationship of dependence on capital is

extended but not intensified; and the appearance of mutually beneficial
interaction between capitalists and laborers clouds the reality beneath
the surface; that being exploitation of labor by capital, which remains
the principal basis for the interaction of the two classes.

Marx

s~s,

might be overlooked. This writer considers the sentence in the quote
emphasized to be significant. Marx here ties population growth of the
working class directly to the accumulation of capital. (Marx never
considers population growth of the upper class. The immediate conclusion might be that he presumes all classes to grow the same w~. This
writer questions this because first, he emphasizes the focus on the
working class, and second, his criticism of Malthus is largely focused
around proving that poverty is not inevitable nor the fault of the poor
born of overpopulation of the lower classes.) This point was primed by
Marx's discussion of simple reproduction wherein he noted the working
class was locked into the growth of capital; being an inextricably
essential part of capitalistic production. This is now. reinforced and
made a direct function of capitalist accumulation. The point is a
crucial one for it strikes to the heart of Marx's differences with
Malthus. In contrast to Malthus, Marx, this writer thinks, bluntly
implies that population growth follows the pattern of development of
capitalistic production; and the growth of capital does not bend to the
dictates of natural laws. Indeed, it has its own economic laws and
implied is the notion that growth of capital need not necessarily be
geometrical (although, of course, the goal is to maximize increase).
Thus, this writer thinks, implied is the p~ssibility that population
growth need not always be geometrical, as Malthus would s~. While the
thrust of Marx's argument, its prime emphasis, is that under socialist
economies the means of production can keep up with and even outpace
population growth, it would not be inconsistent for Marx to argue that
population growth, tied as it is to economic processes, could be a zero
or negative growth if the economic s.ystem were set-up to compel this.
It seems surprising that such a point was not emphasized by Marx;
it seems a stronger criticism of Malthus than simply arguing that
socialism resolves population problems b.y keeping production ahead of
population growth. If it is remembered that Marx was locked into a
focus on social progress where no alternatives to it were considered,
the surprise is less astounding. It bears pondering why the modern
Marxists have not picked up this above point. No doubt part of the
reason is a commitment to 19th century beliefs in progress. But could
some of the reason be that perhaps the modern Marxists are guilty of
selective, prejudicial, study of Marx's thought? A critical look at
both Soviet and Chinese writings confirms this to be true.
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Labour-power is sold today, not with the view of satisfying,
by its service or by its product, the personal needs of. the
buyer. His aim is augmentation of his capital, product~on
of commodities containing more labour than he pays for····48
The purpose is augmentation of capital in a manner that insures
the capitalist a steady flow of "something for nothing"-more labor than
he pays for.

The relationship, despite appearances, is preserved only

so long as the means of production are preserved, as the labor-power
reproduces its value as capital (and yields the unpaid increment,
surplus-value).

As capital accumulates and the magnitude of the

relationship is inflated, the necessity of the constant re-selling and
constantly extended reproduction of all wealth in the shape of capital
is constantly fed back into the class relationship of capital to labor.
The result is that despite high wages, capital accumulation continues
(and if it did not, wages would drop).

Therefore, the rise in the

price of labor ultimately implies the following: either the price of
labor keeps rising because its rise does not interfere with the progress
of accumulation, or accumulation falls off because of excessive rises in
the price of labor which serves to blunt the stimulus for accumulation.

In the case of the latter circumstance, the very obstacle to accumulation is removed; for under the dictates of simple reproduction, when
the labor-power falls to reproduce its value as capital, plus surplusvalue, the basis for the relationship of the class of capitalists and
the class of laborers is removed.

Accordingly, because labor needs

employment to procure the means of subsistence, and capital needs labor
as a basis for accumulation, the relationship is preserved through
48Marx, p. 618.
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the price of labor falling and accumulation continuing.
As can be seen, the trend of accumulation of capital is not
altered by a state of affairs favorable, temporarily, to the working
class.

The dependence of the working class appears as the real basis of

class interaction.

In the first case, the excess of capital makes

labor-power insufficient but accumulation does not stop.

In the

second case, the diminution of capital causes the price of labor-power
to be excessive; its price falls and capital continues to accumulate.
The trendlines, therefore, are now clear; capital accumulation exhibits,
figuratively, a linear vector moving to higher and higher levels.

It

accomplishes this by feeding on the dependence of labor on capital.
Labor, figuratively, is locked into an oscillating movement caused by
the changes in capital as it accumulates.

If changes in the technical

efficiency of production occurs where the same output can be achieved
with fewer workers, and/or other changes occur increasing efficiency
and reducing need for labor, then the price of labor goes down because
those put out of work compete for fewer positions in the system of
production.

If demand suddenly increases, e.g. a new market is added,

then more labor-power is needed and the fluctuation towards increased
unemployment, and low price of labor-power reverses itself and moves
toward high employment, and high prices of labor-power.

All the while

these fluctuations occur, capital accumulates (and before it ceases, or
fluctuates toward regression, the economic forces in

pl~

manipulate

the dependent working class by changing the price of labor-power).49
At this point Marx has Bufficiently framed his argument to launch
49 Ibid., pp. 612-20.
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another salvo against the Malthusian economic and population position.
Marx states that the problem is the fluctuating price of labor-power and
not, as Malthus and others have interpreted, the emergence of first too
many and then too few laborers.

Quoting Marx,

The law of capitalist production, that is at the bottom of
the pretended "natural law of population," reduces itself
simply to this: The correlation between accumulation of capital and rate of wages is nothing else than the correlation
between the unpaid labour transformed into capital, and the
additional paid labour necessary for the setting in motion of
this additional capital. It is therefore in no way a relation
between two magnitudes, independent one of the other: on the
one hand, the magnitude of the capital; on the other, the
number of the labouring population; it is rather, at bottom,
only the relation between the unpaid and the paid labour of
the same labouring population. If the quantity of unpaid
labour supplied by the working-class, and accumulated by the
capitalist class, increases so rapidly that its conversion
into capital requires an extraordinary addition of paid
labour, then wages rise, and, all other circumstances
remaining equal, the unpaid labour diminishes in proportion.
But as soon as this diminution touches the point at which the
surplus-labour that nourishes capital is no longer supplied
in normal quantity, a reaction sets in: a smaller part of
revenue is capitalised, accumulation lags, and the movement
of rise in wages receives a check. The rise of wages therefore is confined within limits that not only leave intact the
foundations of the capitalistic system, but also secure its
reproduction on a progressive scale. The law of capitalistic
accumulation, metamorphosed by economists into a pretended
law of Nature, in reality merely states that the very nature
of accumulation excludes every diminution in the degree of
exploitation of labour, and every rise in the price of labour,
which could seriously imperil the continual reproduction, on
an ever-enlarging scale, of the capitalistic relation. It
cannot be otherwise in a mode of production in which the
labourer exists to satisfy the needs of self-expansion of
existing values, instead of, on the contrary, material
wealth existing to satisfy the needs of development on the
part of the labourer_SO
Based upon the arguments of this first section, and the sudden

50Ibid., pp. 620-21.
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critique of Malthusian population theory that pops from the heart of
this section in the form of the above quote, three significant points of
comparison between Marx and Malthus so far appear.

First, Marx

considers Malthus ' natural law of population as really an economic
relation of the capitalistic mode of production. Second, the
Malthusian view that 8conomic processes and population growth are
independent variables is incorrect; the relation is really between
socio-economic variables, the capitalist class and the laboring class,
which interact through the relation between paid and unpaid labor of
the same laboring population.

Third, Marx implies that Malthusian

checks on population growth, like misery, are not real checks.

In

their place Marx suggests the fluctuation of the price of labor (wages)
affected by the lag of accumulation as a real check.
The above three points do not constitute the entirety of Marx's
critical reactions to Malthus.

More complex arguments ensue from his

discussion of the "relative diminution of the variable part of capital
simultaneously with the progress of accumulation of the concentration
that accompanies it."
2. Relative Diminution of Variable Capital,Simultaneously with Progress
Accumulation and Concentration that Accompanies It
After the capitalistic 8.1stem has established itself in a general
way, as accumulation occurs, a point is reached where "the development
of the productivity of social labour becomes the most powerful lever of
accumulation. ,,51

What occurs is a change in the productive power of

51 Ibid., p. 621.
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labor such that it is increased so that a smaller quantity of labor will
produce a greater quantity of work.
Apart from natural conditions and skills of independent and
isolated producers, the degree of productivity of labor comes from the
quantitative and/or qualitative output of one laborer, over a fixed
time-span using a fixed "tension of labour-power."

The output of the

individual laborer increases with the increase in the productiveness of
labor.

The increase in productiveness of labor occurs at the expense of

the absolute number of laborers employed; or, the subjective factor of
the labor-process (the conscious living labor-power) diminishes as
compared with the objective factor (the technical equipment).
Marx considers the above process an economic law; the law of the
progressive increase in constant capital (the mass of the means of
production) in proportion to the variable capital (labor-power).

This

is important because it comes into play to affect population in the
next section. 52
The increased productivity of labor (and to some degree the
increased constant capital) leads to more than just

t;~/'

potential for

52 As productivity increases, it means more product comes from
less labor; each laborer does more in less time. Accordingly, the
machinery and equipment of the means of production, as they expand to
increase productivity of labor, require less living labor-power to do
the same amount of producing as before technical improvements and more
raw material than before because the productive abilities of the
machinery are greater. However, it is to be emphasized that the ratios
between constant and variable capital constituents of the means of
production are progressive and accumulative so that it does not mean
production will reach a position where living labor-power is unneeded;
merely that the quantity in proportion to the accumulation is inversely
proportional to increases in the constant capital side of the means of
production.
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greater accumulation of capital; it leads to the phenomenon of
concentration which has an impact upon population (also to be seen in
the next section).

Two points of significance can be noted.

First,

while individual capitals form and reform, some into larger more
concentrated units while others into smaller units, the process of
accumulation of capital overall is unaffected; accumulation continues
presenting itself on the one hand as an increasing concentration of the
means of production and on the other hand as increasing command over
labor.
Second, while accumulation and concentration are important ways
that capital increases its quantitative and qualitative magnitude,
another, more significant, mode of increasing magnitude appears in the
form of centralization.

Marx notes that individual capital attracts

individual capital through competition fought by cheapening commodities.
Larger capitals beat the smaller because they, through productivity of
labor and scale of production, all other things remaining equal, can
produce commodities cheaper.

Further, the credit

~stem

becomes a new

and powerful mechanism for centralization by drawing into the hands of
individual and/or associated capitals money resources previously
dispersed throughout society.

The result is a dynamic capacity to

expand scale of production suddenly and extensively (as well as intensively).

Further, beyond merely focusing a dynamic potential for

expansion, centralization processes extend and accelerate the making of
revolutions in the technical composition of capital.

Recall that

technical revolutions have the effect of reducing the need for numbers
of living labor-power through increasing productivity of labor.

As a
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result, accumulation of capital carries with its increase in
the ever increasing power to affect the supply of labor.

m2gn~tude

First,

through centralization, greater control over greater numbers and
greater ability to affect greater numbers in one stroke occurs.
~econd,

and perhaps most significantly, through centralization, the

more extensive and rapid the technical revolutions, thus the more
extensive and rapid the repulsion of living labor-power from the means
of production.

Marx says,

On the one hand, therefore, the additional capital formed
in the course of accumulation attracts fewer and fewer
labourers in proportion to its magnitude. On the other hand,
the old capital periodically reproduced with change of
composition, repels more and more of the labourers formerly
employed by it'

S3

3. "Progressive Production of A Relative Surplus-population or
Industrial Reserve Army."
Marx states the quantitative and qualitative processes by which
capital accumulates and the resulting repulsion of labor from the means
of production occurs in the following

w~:

The specifically capitalist mode of production, the development of the productive power of labour correspondingly to
it, and th~4change thence resulting in the organic composition
of capita1~ , do not merely keep pace with the advance of
accumulation, or with the growth of wealth. They develop at a
much quicker rate, because more accumulation, the absolute
increase of the total social capital, is accompanied by the
centralisation of t.he individual capitals of which the total

53Marx, p. 628.
540rganic composition of capital is the complete composition of
capital involving all constituent parts, i.e. variable and constant
capital and the interaction of types of composition of capital.
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is made up; and because the change in the technological
composition of the additional capital goes hand in hand with
a similar change in the advance of accumulation, therefore,
the proportion of constant to variable capital changes. If
it was originally say 1:1, it now becomes successively 2:1,
3:1, 4:1, 5:1, 7:1, etc., so that as the capital increases,
instead of ~ of its total value, only 1/3, ~, 1/5, 1/6, 1/8,
etc., is transformed into labour-power, and, on the other hand,
2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 7/8, into means of production·55
Since demand for labor-power is tied directly to the growth of
variable capital, and since variable capital shrinks as the magnitude of
total capital expands, the economic need for living labor is,
proportionally, constantly diminishing as total capital expands.

This

relative diminution of variable capital, ited to total capital growth,
necessarily accelerates as total capital expansion accelerates.

Marx

says,
55ThiS writer considers the point made here quite pertinent to
Marx's thought on population. Recall that Marx rejects the idea of
natural law affecting man; that Marx rejects the view that population
growth necessarily must outrun means of subsistence (food supply for
Malthus and employment for Marx, remember); that Marx regards population growth to be locked into the nature of the capitalist system of
production. Now observe the quotation. What Marx is saying is that
Malthus' statistical ratio between population and means of subsistence
is really an economic ratio of capital accumulation to employment I with
actual size of population a dependent manifestation of the ratio changes
of variable and constant capital as accumulation occurs. Therefore, it
is not that population outruns means of subsistence, but that capital
accumulation outruns the means of employment, the result being an
increase of unemployment as the structure of organic capital changes.
This point might be overlooked without critical reading. Finally,
recall that capital accumulation is also linked to increase of the
proletariat (p. 614) in real terms. This makes the Marxian explanation
of population a bit tricr.f; unemplgyment, on the one hand, is produced
by shifts in the structure of organic capital, and on the other hand,
expansion of capital requires absolute increases in the size of the
laboring population. Consequently, overpopulation is real, but it is
only real in an economic sense; i.e. the consequence, necessarY and
inevitable, of the operation of the capitalistic system of production.
Clearly, then, Marx's reaction to Malthus is subtle, complex, and a
more detailed challenge than previously explicated by students of Marx.

This accelerated relative diminution of the variable constituent that goes along with the accelerated increase of the
tot~ capital, and moves more rapidly than this increase,
takes the inverse form, at the other pole, of an apparently
absolute increase of the labouring population56, an increase
always moving more rapidly than that of the variable capital
or the means of employment. But in fact, it is capitalistic
accumulation itself that constantly produces, and produces in
the direct ratio of its own energy- and extent, a relatively
redundant population of labourers, i.e., a population of
greater extent than suffices for the average needs of the
self-expansion of capital, and therefore, a surplus-popula~.57 (Emphasized points added by this writer.)
56 Some fu~ther elaboration of a point made earlier is in order
(see footnote 47, p. 130 of this chapter). B.r implication Marx excludes
the capitalist class from his discussion of population. This points up
yet another contrast to Malthus. Malthus' discussion of population
growth was an attempt to rationalize poverty. Recall, Malthus stressed
that poverty was the fault of the poor for reproducing themselves into
poverty. Malthus did not devote attention to the ruling class but did
imply that the ruling class could support its population growth (also
there was indication that the ruling class was adept at fertility control, that Malthus was aware of it but would not condone it for religious reasons, hence, chosing to disregard it in his work; see G.F.
McCleary, ~ Malthusian Population Theo~, London: Faber and Faber,
Ltd., 1953 , Ch. VIII). Marx implies by exclusion of discussion of the
capitalist class that overpopulation was a class problem; i.e., with
surplus-value increasing constantly, the capitalist class popUlation
could never outgrow their means of subsistence. Here again, the force
of proportional growth of various constituents of capital comes into
play; the more growth of capital, hence ?urplus-value, the more means of
subsistence go to the capitalist class, the less to the working class.
Lastly, implied is the idea that the means of subsistence would be the
means of production, the products created, ar.d the surplus-value
derived from it, in addition to the actual food supply produced.
Thus, Marx's discussion of population finds differences between
him and Malthus on two major points: (1) that poverty is the fault of
the poor, MArx argues that fault lies with capitalist production in
general and the capitalist class in particular, and (2) that population
problems are problems of class relations, in fact, are a problem of
class struggle. It must be remembered that while a master scholar, Marx
was committed to revolution also and believed that erasure of the
capitalist class, the return of the laborer's full product to him,
would eliminate problems of poverty and popUlation.
These issues will be important in the next chapter. Increasingly
evident is the indication that Marx's popUlation thought is focused on
social problems of poverty facing the lower classes. Accordingly, it
appears inappropriate to consider Marx's thought on population to be
the advancement of a theory of population.
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All of the preceding discussion now becomes the backdrop for the
next points on population.

Marx, up to this point, has built a stage

and described the factors which give the process of capitalist accumulation its potential for extraordinarily dynamic expansion.

In the

course of doing so, he has elaborated economic reasons for concluding
that surplus-population is actually an army of unemployed; on the one
hand due to repulsion of labor from production by growth of technical
efficiency, and on the other hand, due to the difficulty of absorbing
additional laboring poPUlation 58 stemming from lack of need for more
57Marx, p. 6 30.

58 This writer thinks that at this point Marx recognizes that
population actually increases in size. Marx is saying that capital
accumulation ultimately tends to repel workers from employment and
consequently, it makes it difficult for new workers to gain employment.
The creation of surplus-population comes from economic processes
forming the heart of capitalism. Marx recognizes additions to the size
of population, recognizes that population problems arise because of it,
i.e. additional laboring population is difficult to absorb, but couches
the recognition in the context of the economics of capitalism, implying
thereby that (1) it is capitalism's problem that additional number
cannot be employed and (2) with necessary and inevitable termination
of capitalism the problem of surplus-population will disappear. Here,
then, is a clear indication of Marx's reaction to Malthus. He is not
reacting to recognition that population growth is linked to food supply.
This writer thinks Marx accepts the validity of the postulated relation
of population to food supply (and the following chapter will elaborate
reasons for this conclusion by this writer). He is reacting to claims
that the social problem of poverty is inevitably the result of population growth which leads to an actual absolute surplus of people. Marx
denies this. While population may grow, and it may depend upon food,
food is produced. A basic Marxian assUmption is that individuals can
produce more than they can individually consume. Hence, the problem
is not that production cannot supply (or keep pace with) the population's needs for subsistence, but that the mode of production at hand
cannot supply the population with subsistence. Hence, poverty becomes
soluble, a transitory problem, an ultimately unnecessary phenomenon and
not, as Malthus would argue, a necessity, forever persistent and never
resolvable save through some form of religiously based "moral restraint."
It should be clear by now that many points of contrast exist between
Marx and Malthus. They form an important part of the foundation of Ch.V.
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labor as the organic composition of capital changes.

Now he advances

discussion of the role of surplus-population in the process of capitalist accumulation. 59

59The development of production is not a movement where all parts
progress necessarily in the same manner, at the same rate. Accordingly,
while large-scale centralization m~ be occurring in one sector of
production, another may be growing slowly suffering from tempora:.r .
stagnation in the improvement of technical efficiency. Many var~at~ons
may be identifiable; the important point is that creation of surpluspopulation is not simultaneously and unilaterally occurring throughout
societ.y. While variations in progress exist, it does not mean that
variations exist in the process of creation of surplus-population. It
occurs as outlined. Marx emphasizes this point by concluding that what
can be seen changing is the magnitude of the self-expansion of capital.
As the magnitude increases, the power of capital to attract laborers
when th~ are needed gets stronger as does its power to repel laborers
from capital when th~ are not needed. Since the laboring population
initially was the key to the development of capital, since capital
depends upon unpaid labor to continue and grow, since the end result is
the making relatively redundant, and surplus, of the laboring population
"the laboring population therefore produces, along with the accumulation
of capital produced by it, the means by which itself is made relatively
superfluous, is turned into relative surplus-population; and it does
this to an alw~s increasing extent." (Marx, p. 631.) Marx says
further,
"This is a law of population peculiar to the capitalist mode
of production; and in fact every special historic mode of
production has its own special laws of population, historically valid wi thin its lim! ts alone. An abstract law of
a ulation exists for lants and animals onl
and anI in so
far as man has not interfered with them.
This writer's
emphasis; Marx, p. 6320
However, Marx leaves more questions than he answers with the above
points. First, Marx is negligent to a fault because he makes no
further comments about differences between "historically valid within
its own limits" population laws of other times and places. What were
the laws for tbe feudal period? What were the laws for the Paleolithic
man? Even more important, what are the laws for his communist society?
Marx answers none of the above questions and this reinforces this
writer's conclusion that Marx was not intent upon writing a theorY of
population. Second, here. Marx makes it clear that his criticism of
M8lthus is for Malthus'position of advancing a law of population which
is inextricably operating, largely unco~trollable by man, external to
his social system, and forever the same. Marx's belief that man can
control nature appears in this conclusion. However, Marx still does not
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If a surplus-population is a necessary product of the accumulation
of wealth on a capitalist basis, "this surplus-population becomes, conversely, the lever of capitalistic accumulation, nay, a condition of
existence of the capitalist mode of production.,,60 Marx says,
It forms a disposable industrial reserve army, that belongs to
capital quite as absolutely as if the latter had bred it at tis
own cost. Independently of the limits of the actual increase of
population,bl it creates, for the changing needs of the selfexpansion of capital, a mass of human material always ready for
exploitation. With accumulation, and the development of the
productiveness of labour that accompanies it, the power of
sudden expansion of capital grows also; it grows not merely
because the elasticity of the capital already functioning increases, not merely because the absolute wealth of society expands, of which capital only forms an elastic part, not merely
because credit, under every special stimulus, at once places an
unusual part of this wealth at the disposal of production in the
form of additional capital; it grows, also, because the technical
conditions of the process of production themselves--machinery,
means of transport, etc.,--now admit of the rapidest transformation of masses of surplus-product into additional means of production. The mass of social wealth, overflowing with the
adva~ce of accumulation, and transformable into additional
capital, thrusts itself frantically into old branches of production, whose market suddenly expands, or into newly formed
branches, such as railways, etc., the need for which grows out
of the development of the old ones. In all such cases, there
must be the possibility of throwing great masses of men suddenly
on the decisive points without injury to the scale of production
in other spheres. Over 0 lation su lies these masses.
(Emphasis provided by this writer.
62

rule out historically specific laws of population; yet he only advances
a few such laws indirectly, as the result of the operation of capitalism.
60Ma,rx,

p. 632.

61
. The emphasize~ points suggest Marx recognized limits to population lncrease. Questlon: How can Marx deny an abstract law of population
and still ~~t limits, or socio-economic checks? Ch. V examines this
further.
62Marx, p. 632.

Note:

This is the first use of the term
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Now if overpopulation, the disposable industrial reserve army, is
tapped, and directed to a sphere of production undergoing great expansion, does not the surplus-population diminish, making availability of
a mass of reserve labor scarce? Well, yes and no.

Yes, the reserve

army is reduced as it is tapped; no, it is not reduced because capital
accumulation is constantly repelling labor as organic composition of
capital changes.

Marx, in this regard, notes the characteristic move-

ment of modern industry to be cyclical; having periods of average
activity, production at high pressure, crisis, and stagnation.

These

phases are linked to phases in the industrial reserve army, which makes
reformation of it a necessity as great as the existence of the industrial reserve army per see

Marx says, "In their turn, the varying

phases of the industrial cycle recruit the surplus-population, and
become one of the most energetic agents of its reproduction.,,63

This

phenomenon Marx considers to be only characteristic of a period of
advanced capitalistic production.

It could not occur during the

infancy of capitalist development because the composition of capital
changed quite slowly,64 and did not occur in any other period of human

"overpopulation" by Marx; clearly Marx uses it differently than Halthus.
Also implied is a criticism of Malthus, again along the theme running
through Marx's entire argument and stressed many times in this chapter;
namely, that population is an economic problem. It is because the
accumulation of capital requires the availability of excess numbers to
permit smooth operation of the system as it grows. Furthermore, Marx
characterizes the phasic movement of the modern industrial development
of capitalism as one of expansion and contraction; expansion requiring
a disposable mass of human material, but one which must be constantly
regenerated, thus the movement of accumulation must have a period of
contraction, or consolidation, where labor is repelled from capital to
regenerate the industrial reserve army. See Marx, pp. 632-33.
63

Ibid., p. 633.

.
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history (though Marx neglects to explain why).

Finally, with the

advancement of capitalism the ability to make sudden leaps occurs,
limits to exploitation are dispelled; and the surplus-population forms.
The ability to make sudden leaps is impossible without the existence of
"disposable human material, without an increase in the number of
labourers independently of the absolute growth

0f

'

popu1 at lone

,,65 In

fact, the whole form of this period of production depends upon the
constant existence, through transformation of a part of the labouring
population into unemployed or half employed hands, of the industrial
reserve army.

Marx says this with such emphasis as to regard it an

economic law of capitalism.

"As the heavenly bodies, once thrown into

a certain definite motion, always repeat this, so is it with social

64The slow accumulation of capital meant that a corresponding
growth in labor kept pace with development. Consequently, the slow
growth period found a check to overpopUlation in the natural limits of
the exploitable laboring population. This limitation was only removed
through forceful transformations in organic composition of capital such
that labor is repelled from production.
This writer speculates that Marx may be implying that no period
before the period of advanced capitalism ever had overpopulation problems. Since Marx never devotes discussion to population in prior
historical periods, it must remain an uncertainty. However, if he did
think there were periods of overpopulation prior to advanced capitalism
he would be hard pressed to prove that overpopulation is strictly a
capitalist phenomenon (since he emphasized that each historical period
had its own laws of population). If he thought that the advanced
capitalist period was the only one with overpopulation, he would be
hard pressed to explain why famines persisted throughout history.
Since it appears Marx admits a relation between food supply and population, he might argue that men in history failed to control nature as
fully as they could and that overpopulation in earlier periods was the
result of an insufficient productive domination of nature which was
finally resolved in the capitalist period. However, to invoke this
explanation would require admission of population's dependence on food
which in turn would raise questions about Marx's position vis-a-vis
Malthus.
65Marx, p. 633.
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production as soon as it is once thrown into this movement of alternate
expansion and contraction.,,66

In this light, Marx concludes that

surplus-population is a necessary condition of modern industry.6 7
Marx's conclusion that surplus-population is a necessity of
modern industry up to this point has held the relationship between the
number of laborers and variable capital constant, in fact, at parity.
But variations in the structure of this relationship (i.e. processes
which extend and intensify exploitation of labor) evoke further growth
of the surplus-population.
The discussion of such variations begins with Marx emphasizing
that capitalist production cannot content itself with just the quantity

67At this point, Marx introduces a criticism of Malthus in his
text. This is the first such inclusion of a critical note regarding
Malthus, where Malthus' name is actually mentioned, not found in a
footnote in all of the preceding discussion. Marx's criticism of
Malthus is to imply that Malthus admits Marx's validity. Marx says,
"Even Malthus recognises over-population as a necessity of modern
industry, though, after his narrow fashion, he explains it by the
absolute over-growth of the labourin~ population, not by their becoming
relatively supernumerary." (p. 634.) Thereupon, Marx widens his
criticism to include those that embrace Malthus; using the rubric
"Political Economy" for his position, Marx says,
"After Political Economy has thus demonstrated the constant
production of a relative surplus-population of labourers to
be a necessity of capitalistic accumulation, she very aptly,
in the guise of an old maid, puts in the mouth of her 'beau
ideal' of a capitalist the following words addressed to those
supernumeraries thrown on the streets by their own creation
of additionalcapital:--'We manufacturers do what we can for
you, whilst we are increasing that capital on which you must
subsist, and you must do the rest by accommodating your
nLunbers to the means of subsistence." (pp. 634-35.)
Thus, Marx attempts to refute Malthus by showing that Malthus' position
is, in fact, the capitalist's position regarding the unemployed, or
poor, and the so-called over-populated working class.
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of disposable labor-power provided by the natural increase of population. 68

Because of its dynamic capabilities, it must have free play

with an industrial reserve army which is independent of limits set by

68 Here Marx can be seen reasoning from the assumption that
production (and especially the process of capitalist accumulation) can
(and does) outpace the natural growth of population. It is for this
reason that Marx's thought shows no worry whatsoever for the possibility
of a real overpopUlation, of the Malthusian type, occurring.
Engels, however, did not appear to hold Marx's confidence (and
since there was almost a lifetime of scholarly interaction between Marx
and Engels this writer is inclined to think Marx nursed some doubts
about the solidness of his assumption). In a revealing lett6r to
Kautsky, 1 February 1881, Engels said,

"There is, of course, the abstract possibility that the
number of people will become so great that limits will have
to be set to their increase. But if at some stage communist
society finds itself obliged to regulate the production of
human beings, just as it has already come to regulate the
production of things, it will be precisely this society, and
this society alone, which can carry this out without difficulty. It does not seem to me that it would be at all difficult in such a society to achieve by planning a resu.lt.which
has already been produced spontaneously, without planning,
in France and Lower Austria. At any rate, it is for the people in the communist society themselves to decide whether,
when, and how this is to be done, and what means they wish to
employ for the purpose. I do not feel called upon to make
proposals or give them advice about it. These people, in any
case, will surely not be less intelligent than we are.
"Incidently, as early as 1844 I wrote (Deutch-Franzosische
Jahrb., p. 109): 'Even if Malthus were alto~ether right, it
would still be necessary to carry out this (socialist) reorganization immediately, since only this reorganization,
only the enlightenment of the masses which it can bring with
it, can make possible that moral restraint upon the instinct
for reproduction which Malthus himself puts forward as the
easiest and most effective counter-measure against overpopulation.'" (Meek, pp. 120-21.)
This is the only place, 'in the knowledge of the writer, the possibility
of overpopUlation is considered by Engels, or Marx. Out of this
consideration three points appear. ,First, it appears clear that at
least Engels, and probably Marx, Wbre worried about the possibility of
overpopUlation and wanted to take it into account without having to
concede Malthus' validity. Second, in the last paragraph of this
letter, Engels uses the term "instinct for reproduction" and it is
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natural increase.
With the industrial reserve army so independent, several things
may (and will) occur.

The number of laborers capital requires over time

may remain unchanged, or even fall, while variable capital increases.
"This is the case if the individual labourer yields more labour, and
therefore his wages increase, and this although the price of labour
remains the same or even falls, only more slowly than the mass of
labour rises."

6~

7

Marx notes that it contributes to accumulation of

capital to squeeze out more labor for a smaller quantity than add more
laborers.

If additional labor is added, it increases the outlay of

constant capital and temporarily reduces the level of capital accumulation.

As the scale of production rises, there is increased pressure to

avoid additions of living labor for the constant capital outlay for
making additions is that much greater.

Accordingly, the emphasis, born

of necessity of accumulation, is to increasingly exploit existing labor
vis-a-vis adding more labor.

In this same regard, all manner of actions

which contribute to extending and intensifying exploitation of labor
quantities employed in production are favored.

The result of favoring

unclear if he intends the use as metaphorical or literal; recall this
question from footnote 39, p. 125 of this chapter. Again, if he uses it
literally, the problem with the principle of natural law appears. Third,
as Engels notes the problem of overpopulation, his solution is the
creation of a popular residual category used by many scholars; namely,
passing the problem off to the next generation; in this case, the escape
route is recourse to the intelligence of tomorrow's socialist people.
Accordingly, what appears then is recognition of tre problem of overpopulation, and virtual admission of inability to deal with it
successfully within the boundaries of Marx's reasoning s.ystem.

69Marx, p. 635.
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such efforts is a tendency for the capitalist to progressively replace
skilled labor with less skilled, "mature labour with immature, male by
0
female, that of adults by that of young persons or children."7 This
also means that the same capital can buy a greater mass of labor-power.
Such action means additions to laboring populations in a manner that
makes addition to constant capital less costly, hence favoring continued
accumulation of capital.

The process also has great impact upon the

structure of, as well as the reformation of, the industrial reserve
army •

The above striving for the greatest exploitation of labor by the
capitalist constitutes a stimulation to a more rapid production of a
relative surplus-population than conditioned by natural increase alone,
or by technical revolutions and their impact upon accumulation through
changing the organic composition of capital (thus insuring that
capitalistic production maintains a quantity of disposable labor-power
greater than provided by the slow process of natural increase, hence
providing a source for creation of disposable laboring populations more
quickly than accumulation can occur during periods of sudden leaps of
expansion).

And it means that capital increases its supply of labor

more quickly than its demand for laborers; which in turn works to the
. benefit of the capitalist at the expense of the laborer, because:
The overwork of the employed part of the working-class swells
the ranks of the reserve, whilst conversely the greater pressure that the latter by its competition exerts on the former,
forces these to submit to over-work and to subjugation under
the dictates of capital. The condemnation of part of the

1~

working-class to enforced idleness by the over-work of the
other part, and the converse, becomes a means of enriching
the individual capitalists, and accelerates at the same time
the production of the industrial reserve army on a scale
corresponding with the advance of social accumulation. 71
The wages of laborers are directly tied to the trend of the
extension and intensification of exploitation of labor.

While most wage

theory up to Marx tied wages to demand by production and/or supply of
labor in terms of absolute numbers, Marx translates absolute number
relations into the conception of the relative surplus-population.

So

while Marx agrees with the historical trendline of wage theory connecting the price of labor to quantity of laborers, he varies from the
trendline by s.ynthesizing his brand of relativism into the trend of
wage theory.

Marx says the general movement of wages is "exclusively

regulated by the expansion and contraction of the industrial reserve
army," which in turn corresponds to periodic changes in the industrial
cycle. 72
With concluding remarks on wage relations derived from the existence of the industrial reserve army, Marx ends his discussion of the
"progressive production of a relative surplus-population or industrial
reserve army."

However, discussion on forms of the relative surplus-

population follows which adds more dimension to Marx's thought on

71 Here Marx explains poverty and misery as the result of capitalist exploitation and conditions that throw the oppressed into competition with one another which minimizes the desirability of emplqyment
and maximizes surplus-value for the capitalist. Clearly, this contrasts
to Malthus' explanation of poverty and misery as a function of the
principle of population.
72Marx, p. 637. Further discussion of Marx's wage theory does
not bear upon the question of population and hence is omitted.

population.

In this upcoming section, important criticism of Malthus'

views on the sources of poverty and pauperism emerge, as well as
important notes on Marx's views of the sources of natural increase.

4.

Forms of the Relative Surplus-population
There are three forms of the relative surplus-population; float-

ing, latent, and stagnant.

Floating relative surplus-population derives

from an industrial section periodically repelling workers, then reattracting them.

A second aspect of this form of relative surplus-popu-

lation is that part of the surplus-population "floats" toward where
capital moves; i.e. capital emigrates, and the unemployed also emigrate,
following the movement of capital.

Under conditions of the floating

form of the industrial reserve army, Marx says, the female population
grows more rapidly than the male.
In automatic factories, as in all the great workshops, where
machinery enters as a factor, or where only the modern division
of labour is carried out, large numbers of boys are employed up
to the age of maturity. When this term is once reached, only a
very small number continue to find employment in the same
branches of industry, whilst the majority are regularly discharged. This majority forms an element of the floating surpluspopulation, growing with the extension of those branches of
industry. Part of them emigrates, following in fact capital
that has emigrated. One consequence is that the female population grows more rapidly than the male, teste England. That the
natural increase of the number of labourers CiOes not satisty
the requirements of the accumulation of capital, and yet all the
time is in excess of them, is a contradiction inherent in the
movement of capital itself_
73

Some questions arise from the above quote: (1) Why is the female
population larger than the male?
73 Ibid., p. 641.

Does it have to do with emigration or

1~

with the nature of the automatic factory?

(2) How does natural increase

relate to the first part of the paragraph's discussion of the automatic
factory's role in contributing to floating relative surplus-population?
Marx makes the point that female population is larger than the
male population and vaguely attaches cause to emigration or the exploitation of labor by capital.

Two points may help clarify Marx's idea,

both of which he implies in his discussion.

First, Marx could be

assuming that because young boys work in factories, their mortality rate
is higher, thus causing the disproportion between males and females.
Marx does consider mortality rates for the upper middle class (average
age of death calculated at 38 years) vis-a-vis that of the laboring
class (average age of death calculated at 17 years).74 While this
comparison is made for the classes as a whole, and not specifically for
young boys, when it is combined with Marx's earlier notation that the
tendency for exploitation of labor by capital was to press the cheapest
labor (women and children) into service, it makes the view that
mortality rates for males being higher than females as the basis for
sex ratio discrepancy favoring females plausible, if it is assumed that
children pressed into service were predominantly male.

If it is assumed

that an equal mix of male and female children were pressed into service
with women, the question would arise, would not this counterbalance
losses of young boys?
point.

Marx's clarity leaves much to be desired on this

Hence, a second point seems needed.

Marx emphasizes exploi-

tation of labor pressing women and children into service at the expense

74Ibid., pp. 641-41.
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of adults.?5 Now, if females and children were employed, then those
repulsed from labor processes would be predominantly adult males.

The

floating relative surplus-population would be, therefore, more male than
female, and the unemployed surplus-population which emigrated following
capital would be, therefore, more male than female.
sex ratio would favor females over males.

Accordingly, the

It seems to this writer that

a combination of the two points serves to make clear Marx's intended
meaning; although, at base, since Marx himself was quite unclear, the
above two points must be filed in the category "educated guessing."
The second question points to an unclear aspect of the paragraph
quoted above that

m~

best be elucidated by elaborating the remaining

discussion of the floating relative surplus-population.

Capitalist

production, as noted, makes contradictory demands on population.

On the

one hand, increase of numbers does not meet the requirements of the
accumulation of capital; hence the requirements of the accumulation of
capital form the principal stimulation for natural increase of the
population.

This clearly contrasts with the Malthusian emphasis upon

biological determinism.

Any geometrical growth of population, for

Marx,

would not be a function of a natural law of population, but of the
stimulation of capital's ever increasing rate and scale of accumulation.
A corollary aspect to capitalist accumulation's stimulation of natural
increase deals with the trend to maximize exploitation.

Hence, the

pressure is always on the laboring population to increase the rate and
magnitude of the replenishment of youthful laborers.

75 Ibid ., p. 641.

On the other hand,
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while pressure for increase is high, so is the existing supply of labor
in the form of more expensive adult laboring populations.

This contra-

dictory condition, Marx adds, is locked into the modern division of
labor which inhibits labor from moving from one branch of industry to
another, due in part to specialization of the functions of labor making
workers unskilled and unuseable outside their own area of competence.
But there is another source of pressure stimulating natural increase
beyond the above; it deals with the rapid exhaustion of labor-power.
"This consumption of labour-power by capital is, besides, so rapid that
the labourer, half-way through his life, has already more or less
completely lived himself out.,,76

This is the point where age differ-

ences by class is made significant because the life-span of the worker
. is so short that there is an acute need for reproduction of this supply.
Marx says,
In order to conform to these circumstances, the absolute
increase of this section of the proletariat must take place
under conditions that shall swell their numbers, although the
individual elements are used up rapidly. Hence, rapid renewal
of the generations of labourers (this law does not hold for
the other classes of the population). This social need is met
by early marriages, a necessary consequence of the conditions
in which the labourers of modern industry live, and by the
premium that the exploitation of children sets on their
production. 77 (Emphasized points added by this writer.)

77Ibid., pp. 641-42. Note: In this quotation, and the preceding
discussion, the crux of Marx' s c~iticism is aired, as well as Marx's
alternative to Ma1thusi~ biological determinism. Marx denies that
extraordinary g~owth must culminate in misery and that misery is the
fault of the miserable. In its place, Marx places the blame squarely
on capitalism. Here he adds substance to hi·s alternative view. The
problem is a social problem, and not one out of man's control, derived
powerful natural laws. The proof, in part, is the fact that only the
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The second form of relative surplus-population is latent and it
deals with rural-urban relationships conditioned by the nature of
capitalist production and accumulation.

Marx identifies the source of

latent relative surplus-population in the movement of capital to control
agricultural production.

For reasons Marx does not elaborate, he views

capital accumulation from agricultural production as continuing so long
as laborers are r~~ed
in absolute numbers in such a manner as to
,'
preclude any reattraction of them.

A portion of the agricultural

population is, therefore, constantly pushed into movement to urban
and/or manufacturing locations to seek employment.

Because this process

of repulsion is ongoing, it means the flow of laborers from rural,
agricultural, areas to urban and/or manufacturing areas is constantly
occurring.

"But the constant flow towards the towns presupposes, in the

country itself, a constant latent surplus-population, the extent of
which becomes evident only when its channels of outlet open to exceptional width."78

In other words, the nature of agricultural production

when controlled by capitalist production repels laborers who are
pressed to seek employment in urban areas.

When it is recalled that

capitalist industrial production tends to create relative surpluspopulation too, an unclear piece of Marx's point is clarified; the

laboring class suffers overpopulation; confirmation of a previous note,
footnote 56, p. 140 of this chapter, is made here. Stimulation to
increase is not biological per se, but socio-economic. Rapid growth
is not a matter of mathematics, but of economics; misery and poverty
are not natural, inevitable results of natural laws but are functions of
economic processeso
78

Marx, p. 642.
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agricultural surplus-population is latent because it cannot move to
urban centers just because it is pressed to do so, if there is no
expanding capital which attracts labor.

Hence, this latent surplus-

population plays a waiting game, always watching for the opportunity to
move off the countryside and into the urban, or manufacturing, center.
With this clarification, it makes sense when Marx concludes his brief
notation on latent relative surplus-population by stating that the
agricultural laborer is constantly reduced to the minimum wages (high
competition among the latent surplus-population, trapped in the countryside, for a few jobs), and therefore always standing "with one foot
already in the swamp of pauperism. 11 79
Stagnant surplus-population forms part of the active labor armlf
but with extremely irregular employment.

This labor armlf is character-

istically the subject of the greatest exploitation by capital because
its membership is characterized by maximum working-time and minimum
wages.

What conditions this situation?

Marx says the membership of

the stagnant surplus-population is constantly recruited from decaying
industries, e.g. handicrafts decaying to manufacturing, manufacturing to
machine production.

Hence, the stagnant relative surplus-population is

that group least qualified to function in a complex division of labor,
system of capitalist production.

It grows in size as capitalist

accumulation extends (1. e. capitalist accumulation tends to "mechanize"
industries, repelling laborers, thus tending to create, to an ever
increasing degree, a population largely made up of unqualified laborers).

79 Ibid •
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Also (recall that capitalist accumulation contradictorily encourages
natural increase as it creates surplus-population) it forms, simultaneously, a "self-reproducing and self perpetuating element of the
working-class."

Marx thinks that the stagnant surplus-population forms

proportionally an increasingly greater part of the general increase of
the working-class; such a pattern is consistent with the tendency of
capitalist accumulation to produce technical revolutions in industrial
production.

"In fact, not only the number of births and deaths, but

the absolute size of the families stand in inverse proportion to the
height of wages, and therefore to the amount of means of subsistence of
80
which different categories of labourers dispose.n
(Emphasized points
added by this writer.)

80 Ibid ., p.643. Note: Marx treats birth and death rates, and
also expresses ideas about why families are larger in the lower classes
of his time; an important detail question for demography; but also a
critical response to Malthus' views concerning misery. In contrast to
Malthus, who regarded poverty and misery to act ultimately as checks to
population increase, remember, Marx regards misery as a stimulation to
population increase, which in turn further increases poverty and misery.
Also, Marx's definition of misery varies with that of Malthus in that
Marx does not include famine and pestilence and stresses exploitation
of labor by capital via creation of long work-days, and low wage rates
in his definition of misery; additional factors include unsafe,
unhealthy, and generally abismal working conditions in factories and
reprehensible housing. Furiher, in contrast to Malthus' principle of
population, Marx cites exploitation of the working-class and capitalist
accumulation's pressure for rapid increase of youthful laborers as
stimulants to population growth. Thus, the lower the standard of living
the greater the encouragement to population growth; on the one side from
capitalist accumulation, on the other side from individual survival; in
order to make enough to survive, large families were necessary among the
working-class. Another reason for this pressure for large families
relates to the fact that the means of subsistence could be had by the
working-class only through means of employment (which favored women and
children) and wages which were exchanged for subsistence. Hence, when
family size is in inverse proportion to wages and the means of subsistence, the unmentioned element, means of employment, must be kept in
mind.
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This stagnant relative surplus-population is the lowest form of
surplus-population and finds its expression in pauperism.
vagabonds, criminals, and prostitutes from this

l~er

Marx excludes

of society as he

suggest three categories of paupers, (1) those able to work, (2)
"orphans and pauper children," who essentially form part of the industrial reserve army, becoming active laborers in times of sudden expansion of capitalist accumulation, and (3) "the demoralized and ragged,
and those unable to work," i.e. people unable to adapt to changes in
industrial production due to the nature of the division of labor, those
too old to work, victims of industry, and other handicapped members of
society, e.g. the sickly, the mutilated, the blind, and so on.

Marx

says, "Pauperism is the hospital of the active labour-army and the dead
weight of the industrial reserve army.II81
inevitable

~~d

Marx regards pauperism as an

necessary consequence of capitalist production and of

the capitalist development of wealth.

It cannot be extricated from

capitalist production, but instead of forming a burden on the shoulders
of the capitalist class, pauperism is pushed onto the shoulders of the
working-class and the lower middle class.

As capitalist accumulation increases in scale, Marx emphasizes
that all relations of production expand accordingly.

Hence, the greater

the social wealth, the functioning capital, and the extend and energy of
its growth, so also the greater the absolute mass of the laboring class,
the productiveness of labor, and, therefore, the greater the industrial
reserve army.
81

Now because the same forces which cause the development

Ibid., p. 644.
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of the

p<ni8T

o~

:-apital to accumulate also cause development of labor-

power for d:'E"'"',;-02,al, the relative size of the industrial reserve army
must increae8 a.e the scale of accumulation increases, in fact, as the
potential for ezpancion increases, since a reserve army of labor must be
on hand to

:::!te~~

u:y magnitude of expansion that occurs.

But the greater

the size of ,,::-,:"2 ind:ustrial reserve army relative to the active laboring
pov~lation, ~~v is, the greater the stagnant (and other forms of)

sur:plus-p0p;:l.laticn, the greater is the misery among this group.
Further, thea::! processes point to an inverse ratio between misery and
"its

tOT?~En~

of laoour. tt

Put another way, the less work the population

does, theii.o::-e -riserable it is.
laza.."'I"'Ua-l.a.:;"ers

c~

the great-eT is

of~icial
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"The more extensive, finally, the

the iwrking-class, and the industrial reserve army,
pauperism.

This is the absolute law of

('aD;.I.~I;~";;' -"""""-""'''l-';'~on "83
_
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.....~~~_
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Tn.,e l.a:;i i:;y -.'hich a constantly increasing quantity of means
of pro.:j:acticn, thanks to the advance in the productiveness of
8oci.al 1.a!J.GTa, mrq be set in movement by a progressively
d:Lui..7liac.ing e-xpendi ture of human power, this law, in a capitalist ;;.o·ciety--..here the labourer does not employ the means
of p~~ct~on, but the means of production employ the
1.abou:rer-m:i>Qergoes a complete inversion and is expressed thus:
the higher iohe prociuctiveness of labour, the greater is the
pr8SEUl"S of the labourers on the means of employment, the more
prec.aricnLe, t"nerefore, becomes their conditions of existence,
-:;iz., -tl-t.!: a~ale of their own labour-power for the increasing
of an~theT!E wealth, or for the self-expansion of' capital. The
fact tn.at- tZi-B 3tsans of production, and the productiveness of
l.aoo'tU" , --'.r'C!'S!i.EoS more rapidly than the productive population,

8~~?Z dose not mean to imply that employment is not miserable;
fact it is, G1'l1t the misery of employment is superceded by the
misery of a-t.a.,..;:n,ation in unemployment.
i11
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expresses itself, therefore, capitalistically in the inverse
form that the labouring population always increases more
rapidly than the ccnditions under which capital can employ
this increase for its own self-expansion' 84
Marx drives deeper on this theme, elaborating still further the
relation of misery to capitalist accumulation and surplus-population.
He reiterates that exploitation increases with accumulation of capital,
that the press of the capitalist is always to squeeze more surplus-value
from production, ultimately always at the expense of the individual
laborer.

Marx says,

But all methods for the production of surplus-value are at the
same time methods of accumulation; and every extension of
accumulation becomes again a means for the development of those
methods. It follows therefore that in proportion as capital
accumulates, the lot of the labourer, be his payment high or
low, must grow worse. The law, finally, that always equilibrates the relative surplus-population, or industrial reserve
army to the extent and energy of accumulation, this rivets the
labourer to capital more firmly than the wedges of Vulcan did
Prometheus to the rock. It establishes an accumulation of
misery, corresponding to the accumulation of capital. Accumulation of wealth at one pole is, therefore, at the same time
accumulation of misery, agony of toil, slavery, ignorance,
brutality, mental degradation, at the opposite pole, i.e.,
on the side of the class that produces its own product in the
form of capital'

85

Marx notes that there has been two views of wealth and misery

84Ibid., pp. 644-45.

85 Ibid ., p. 645. Note: In this stroke l1arx completes his argument
against the Malthusian view of misery. Misery, as the Malthusians
contend, will. not check population growth and is not inevitable. It is
a function of capitalist production and grows as capital grows. Indeed,
instead of checking population growth, it fosters it (among the laboring
class). Indeed, perpetuation of capitalism compels perpetuation of
hunger and misery (p. 646) and hence gives the appearance, and only the
appearance, of a principle of population operating.

persisting.

On the one hand, his view, expressed well by the 18th

century monk Ortes. 86 Wealth, abundance, cannot exist without it
causing want of others.

Riches for a few means deprivations for many.

The wealth of a nation corresponds to its population size, and misery
corresponds to wealth.
the rich and active.

The poor and idle are a necessary consequence of
On the other hand, "In a

~oroughly

brutal way

about 10 years after Ortes, the church of England parson, Townsend,
glorified misery as a necessary condition of wealth. II87 Marx notes
88
Townsend's reactions were attempts to deny the poor relief
and
castigates him for such a reaction.

He then suggests that the great

bourgeois efforts to lock the working-class into a miserable condition
are manifestations of underlying class struggle.

In fact, the capital-

ist finds in such degradation of the masses a security for his wealth.
But~he

reality of science and industry advancing is that every laborer

-can produce more than he needs or wants.

Consequently, there is no need

for such miserable and degraded conditions.

They serve only to enhance

the life of a few at the expense of the masses.

In his conclusion Marx

implies that revolution to socialism would eradicate the conditions
that had produced overpopulation and misery among the laboring class.

86Recall that Ortes' population thought was a significant anticipation of Malthus, yet Marx considers him a predecessor of himself.
This is important in the next chapter.
87Marx, p. 646.
88At this junction, in a footnote, Marx reiterates his criticism
of Malth~s as an apologist, but more significantly, accuses him of
being nothing more than a plagarist of Townsend and Steuart. Ibid.,
p. 647n.
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III. SUMMARY
Based upon a reasoning 5,Ystem that emphasizes social problems and
excludes nature as significant combined with a view that stresses
conflict, Marx looks into the question of population within the context
of a much larger inquiry into the nature of capitalism.

In his look

into population he more or less takes an opposing position to that of
Malthus considering population problems to be derived from economic
activities and not from biological determinism.

He considers Malthus'

thrust ultimately to be an apology for the capitalist class and a
plagarism of other writers of his time.

However powerful his criticism

of Malthus, Marx's articulation of thought on population cannot be
considered a theor,r of population; indeed, its articulation is often
unclear and ambiguous, leaving more questions than it answers.

These

anomalies need considering, and that shall be the principal purpose of
the next chapter.

Accordingly, further summation may best be deferred

to the beginning of Chapter V for it will serve as a useful foundation
for a critical look into Marx's thought, his reaction to Malthus, and
their places in the sweep of the history of demographic thought.

CHAPTER V
A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON MARX'S POPULATION THOUGHT
Modern Marxists believe Marx's population thought was a strong
criticism of Malthus and the basis for an alternative theory of population to that of the West (which they consider evolved from Malthus).
~

comparing Marx to Malthus, some anomalies will appear which will

give reason for doubting modern Marxist beliefs.

~,

thereafter, inte-

grating Marx into the sweep of demographic history, a new perspective
on Marx will emerge which will compel re-evaluation of typical views
concerning Marx on population.

I. COMPARISON OF MARX AND MALTHUS
Most often Marx is placed at odds with Malthus.

Marx made

explicitly clear that he objected to Malthus because Malthus was (1) a
parson, (2) a plagarist, and (3) an apologist for the capitalist class.
Also, Marx rejected the Malthusian position because (1) biological
determinism (the setting of natural law as an independent variable
dominating man) as a basis for the principle of population was fallacious; (2) there was no universality to the natural law of population;
(3) overpopulation was not inexorable;

(4) poverty was not the fault of

the poor; and (5) the existence of misery was not (a) natural or
necessary and (b) a check to population growth.

With these simple

contrasts to Malthus, it would be correct to conclude that Marx was
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anti-Malthus.

However, a closer examination reveals more to the inter-

play between Marx and Malthus, and to Marx's population thought, than
simple comparisons reveal.
The differences between Marx and Malthus have been emphasized at
the expense of similarities between them.

Also, there has been a

failure to recognize that differences and similarities cut into more
than just a simple debate about the nature of overpopulation.

To

confine analysis to this point would be to miss the more substantial
differences and similarities hidden from casual glances.

Indeed, the

issue of overpopulation is not the crux of the matter; the social and
economic problem of poverty is the crux of the matter, heavily accented
by certain empirical questions germaine to demography proper.
certain philosophical differences between them exist.

Finally,

Thus, a

thorough comparison requires giving attention to the economic question
of poverty, the

economic~demographic

question of overpopulation, some

more technical empirical demographic questions, and philosophical
questions.

For organizational and logical efficiency, it is best to

begin with philosophical similarities and differences.
Philosophical Similarities and Differences
Both Marx and Malthus were in favor of progress; progress as
conceived in the 18th century as toward the infinite perfectibility of
man.

However, they differed concerning the form that such progress

should take.

On the one hand, Malthus favored progress that was

evolutionary development of the status quo.

He ultimately had a hope

for the perfection of man and emphasized the role of population control
in achieving that end.

On the other hand, Marx favored progress that
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was revolutionary, that transformed the status quo.

He conceptualized

social progress as a revolutionary movement through ever higher stages,
toward ever greater perfection of man.
Both had corrolary pro-utilitarian views; simultaneously differing
on this point as well.
ary.

Malthus' utilitarian dream was anti-revolution-

He regarded the greatest happiness to be gained from a society

which perpetuated the status quo; chief among the elements to be
preserved being private property and private enterprise.

Even though

such iniquities as inequality persisted in existing societies, revolutionary change only caused greater misery than already existed.

It was

better to improve upon the status quo (and admit some things were
inevitable, like inequality) because revolutions invariably replaced
tyranny with worse tyranny.

Marx's utilitarian dream was revolutionary.

Human improvement and the greatest happiness was achieved through
conscious recognition of tyranny, misery, and exploitation and its
subsequent overthrow and eradication; with a principal change being the
erasure of private property to help create full equality.

Indeed,

revolutionary change was a necessary consequence of the struggle,
conflict, contradictions internally generated in the womb of the old
society.

Thus, the greatest happiness could not be achieved by per-

petuating the status quo.

To claim revolution would cause greater

tyranny than existed was invalid when the claims came from the tyrants
themselves (in this case, Marx assumed Malthus to be a tyrannical
character); furthermore, it denied the truth of the inevitable and
necessary trend in the historical development of human society.
Both agreed that man was rational; but the consequences of man's
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use of rationality were viewed differently.

Malthus thought man, being

rational, could recognize inexorable limits to population growth, that
continued growth caused poverty, and miser,y, and that man could corne to
control it rather than fall prey to the horror of overpopulation.
Reason, therefore, for Malthus, extended to the individual and the
family; responsibility was placed upon the shoulders of the individual
for controlling population growth. 1 Marx thought man, being rational,
could use his intellectual capabilities to indefinitely extend and
improve his productive powers thus making the need for population
controls irrelevant and unnecessary.

Reason, for Marx, did not corne to

rest upon the shoulders of the individual placing responsibility for
problems in his hands, but was contained in the history, the life of
~~,

and the nation; dialectical materialism and historical materialism

compelled higher reasoning to rise to the occasion as the stages in the
historical development of human society unfolded.
Both l{arx and Malthus focused upon struggle; however, for Malthus
struggle was struggle for existence, a battle between man for produce
of nature; for Marx struggle was class struggle, the struggle between
different groups of men for the productive forces and the produce of
society; the struggle for existence

~

the class struggle for control

of productive forces of society.
Some other contrasts include the following:

Malthus focused on

the individual,Marx stressed the class as the theoretical referent. 2
1

Petersen, Op.Cit., pp. 80-81.

2Ibid ., p. 81. Note: Indeed, Marx's criticism of Malthus is
largely that he takes a class position on the question of poverty and
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~mlthus

regarded man as in nature, as inextricably subject to nature's

laws, Marx regarded man as increasingly outside nature, as liberating
himself through production, capable of ever increasing control over
nature because of it.

While both regarded man as a special animal,

different from all others, MalthU5 saw the specialness as spiritual,
Marx saw it as materialistic, the result of history and productive
power.

Malthus saw the earth as ultimately a finite space; Marx

regarded it as an infinite world.

Malthus considered man regulated by

unconscious processes he could control only in limited degrees; Marx
saw consciousness, the increasing ability to control nature as man
willed.

Malthus regarded the future to be no different from the

present while Marx regarded the future to be bright.
Economic Similarities and Differences 3
The principal economic question on population for Marx and Malthus
was the problem of the cause of poverty.

Malthus emphasized biological

determinism; Marx, socioeconomic conditions of capitalism.

More

specifically, l1althus defined the problem of poverty in terms of the
principle of population acting unconsciously, inexorably, as a natural
law, upon the poor who overbred,4

i.e. population was an independent

misery, and attempts to excuse the criminal behavior of what he knows to
be the cause of ills--the capitalist class.

3Marx and Malthus have similarities and differences over economic
principles beyond those related to population. They do not pertain to
this study, however, and hence were excluded from consideration.
4It must be assumed socioeconomic factors are not operative here
to check growth, as Malthus discussed in works other than his essays on
population. If the poor had an increasing standard of living, or
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variable, resulting in economic hardship and increasing misery for the
poor as a class and for society as a whole because it conditioned wars,
disease, pestilence, and vice, which in turn acted to check further
increases in population.

Marx defined the problem of poverty as a

conscious class problem; misery being the result of economic forces in
action encouraging, not checking, further population increases, hence
further increases in misery.

Population, then, was not an independent

variable, but a dependent variable affected by the normal operation of
capitalist production.
Malthus and Marx differ on the definition of misery also; Malthus
considered it famine, pestilence, disease, vice, i.e. misery amounted
to a rubric for a multitude of iniquities; Marx considered misery to be
exploitation, disease caused by exploitation, the ruin of bodies by
horrible living conditions, and general working conditions of capitalist
production.

B,y implication, Marx would consider starvation, disease,

pestilence as forms of misery if conditioned by capitalist production.
Within the large question of the cause of poverty, a more specific
contrast appears.

Both agreed upon a theory of increasing misery.

However, Malthus' theory of increasing misery was tied to the idea that
ultimately, as misery increased, population growth would be checked.
Without misery perpetually checking population growth (assuming moral
restraint being either not employed or not effective) misery would

something to fear losing, this matter of increasing misery would not be
operating. Thus, what is assumed under the above conditions is a
circumstance.where the means of subsistence have not been secured, the
only condition where the socioeconomic checks would not be operating as
intermediate checks.
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increased all the more.' Marx's theory of increasing misery was linked
to capitalist accumulation and had no explicit and strong emphasis upon
checks.

Misery increased as the scale of capitalist accumulation and

exploitation increased.

The greater the misery, the greater the

stimulation to population increase.

If Marx's view is looked at as

implying that increased standard of living would check population
growth if misery stimulated it, then within the differences concerning
the theory of increasing misery, Marx and Malthus appear to have a
fundamental point of agreement; for Malthus too saw standard of living
as a check to increased population growth.
From the above it appears that poverty, as a condition, was seen
differently by Marx and Malthus.

Poverty, for Malthus, was necessary,

inevitable, permanent (if rational control of growth via moral restraint
were not invoked); i.e. poverty was permanent, but not the miserable
form of it born of overpopulation.

Poverty, for Marx, was also

necessary and inevitable under capitalism, but was not permanent; instead it was a transitory phenomenon, a consequence of capitalism; and
capitalism was one stage in the historical evolution of society destined
to dissolve.
As for the solution to the problem, Malthus proposed to solve the
problem through control of popUlation increase via moral restraint,

'An

assumption must be made here: that subsistence had not been
secured, that socioeconomic intermediate checks were not operating to
check growth. If Malthus' total theor,Y of population is looked at,
under circumstance~ where intermediate checks were not functioning, the
issue of increasing misery, for Malthus, would not appear. For Marx,
under capitalism, increasing misery was an inevitable consequence of
the normal operation of the industrial cycle of capitalist production.
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through creating a healthy economy with growing industrialization and
strong effectual demand for labor.

For Marx, the solution was revolu-

tion, eradication of capitalism, institutiqnalization of socialism;6
merely controlling population size would not change the cause of
poverty.

Indeed, under capitalism, a controlled population size was not

desirable because the industrial reserve army
larger.

alw~s

needed to be

However, this writer thinks Marx would agree with Malthus that

industrialization and effectual demand for labor could influence growth
~f

raising the standard of living of the poor.

To do so, wealth would

have to be equitably distributed and ownership of the means of production shifted to the hands of the laboring class.

Accordingly,

industrialization and effectual demand for labor under capitalism, this
Yriter thinks Marx would argue, only perpetuated conditions which
created poverty; i.e. the normal operation of capitalist production.
This point can be carried one step further.

If it is accepted

that Marx implied the raising of the standard of living of the poor
could discourage population increase an interesting contrast between
Marx and ytalthus emerges.

"Moral restraint" for Malthus was the

theoretical equivalent of economically derived restraint in Marx.
writers postulated "restraint."

Both

Strictly speaking, economic restraint

is a form of moral restraint because it is restraint, if such is
possible, of the indefinitely extensible wants of humans as postulated
by Veblen.?

6

Petersen, pp. 78-79.

?This writer thanks Dr. John James, Portland State University,
Department of Sociology, for this insight.
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Economic and Demographic 9gestions of Overpopulation
The problem of overpopulation appears as another issue which
derives from concern with the question of poverty.

To deal with it, the

matter of overpopulation, and examination of socioeconomic checks to
population increase, must be considered.
Overpopulation was demographic for Malthus, economic for Marx.
Malthus discussed population growth, and factors affecting it,
considering the prime consequence of continual growth overpopulation;
where overpopulation was an excess of mouths over available food supply,
or an absolute over-supply of people.

Marx discussed population growth,

and factors affecting it, strictly in terms of a larger economic
concern with capitalism, holding the view that the prime consequence for
the laboring population of its operation was apparent overpopulation;
where overpopulation was a relative excess of numbers conditioned by
the normal operation of capitalist production, in particular, the
pattern of capitalist accumulation.
The apparent overpopulation was called, by Marx, the industrial
reserve army; again, the result of capitalist accumulation.

Malthus

did not specifically state the existence of an industrial reserve army,
but it appears he did recognize its existence.
A major difference between Marx and Malthus appears concerning
the question of limits to popUlation growth.

Absolute overpopUlation

occurred because natural limits to population growth existed, in
Malthus' view; overpopUlation was relative because no limits to growth
existed under proper modes of production, in Marx's view.

A central

issue in this difference between Marx and Malthus is the question of
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land.

For Malthus, a major limitation to population growth was avail-

ability of land on the one hand, and its productiveness on the other.
These two factors together constituted Malthus' concept of diminishing
returns.

First, land is limited.

Hence, at some point, if growth

continues, there will be no more land available; at which point food
supply reaches ultimate limits.

However, when land is looked at, it is

apparent that there are other limits; not all soil is equally fertile
(also there is implied the notion that productivity of the soil can be
improved through external supports like fertilizer only slightly).

As

a result, as the best soils are used up, i.e. put into use and eventually used up (for in Malthus' time soil husbandry was not an accomplished science and soil fertility did decline), less fertile soils
must be put into production, with crop yields consequently diminishing.
Thus, if growth continues, it is faced with absolute limits of land, on
the one hand, and diminishing returns to land on the other.
For Marx, land was not a limit because of the ability to
constantly improve output on existing land.

Clearly, at base was a

debate over the principle of diminishing returns.

Marx could not

merely argue that land was not a problem though fixed in absolute
quantity without simultaneously denying the validity of the principle
of diminishing returns.

He had to do both for his whole argument to

hold water; for if Marx admitted land was a limitation, he could not
argue for the indefinite extensibility of population growth or of
social growth in general.

l~x

took the position that the prinCiple of

diminishing returns was fallacious on philosophical as well as economic
grounds.

He argued that absolute fertility of all grades of Boil could
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be constantly increased.

He turned to Darwin for partial proof (in

addition to his embracing of the view that man's reason, through science,
would make constant improvements possible) by noting that Darwin
discovered the "geometrical" progression of animal and plant life,
thereby overturning Malthus' claimed arithemetical limits to the rate of
increase of food vis-a-vis the geometrical growth of human population.

8

A related concern appears in Malthus' conclusion that the means of
subsistence did not vary significantly, but were relatively fixed within
a country while Marx concluded that the means of subsistence (and the
means of employment) were not fixed but varied significantly with the
industrial cycle, stage of capitalist accumulation, magnitude of
accumulation, and relations in the organic composition of capital; and
presumably with the stage in the historical development of human society
as well.

A question arises here concerning variations in meaning of the

term "means of subsistence l1 between Marx and Malthus.

To lvfalthus,

"means of subsistence" was more or less synonymous with food supply and
ability to produce it; to Marx, the term meant "means of employment" at
a casual glance.

But beneath the surface Marx's meaning is less evident.

For Marx, the means of subsistence were the means of employment for the
laboring class while for the capitalist class, which he did not explicitly discuss, means of subsistence were ownership of production and the
products of production.

Now looking at Marx's debate with Malthus over

diminishing returns, this writer concludes that ultimately, both agreed
on the meaning of the term "means of subsistence;" namely, food supply

SMeek, Op.Cit., pp. 130-38.
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and the ability to produce it.

Probably, Marx's emphasis on means of

employment applies for the laboring class under the capitalist stage of
production.

(It is unfortunate he did not extend his discussion to

socialist production to clarify some of the hazy areas.)

If attention

is devoted to the different emphasis between Marx and Malthus over
whether increase in production could be indefinitely extended, the
possibility of confusing aspects of variations in meaning of the term
"means of subsistence" will be reduced.
While both ultimately agreed on the meaning of means of subsistence, and disagreed concerning the extensibility of production, both
considered technology as capable of extending productivity;9 Malthus
saw increased productivity as possible but ultimately limited by
diminishing returns and inability to keep pace with the rate of growth
of population.

(It might be suggested that under industrially viable

conditions, rate of growth of popUlation is kept below rate of increase
of subsistence, following Malthus' discussion of industrialization and
population, and hence increased productivity could continue; but under
the auspices of diminishing returns, a point would be reached where
industrial viability declined, and with it would go the viability of
intermediate checks, and with it would come increases in the rate of
population increase.)

Marx saw production as indefinitely extensible,

at a faster pace than the increase of population, under appropriate
means of production, because each man could produce more than he
himself needed.

9Davis, Op.Cit., p.

550.
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Thus, within the web of disputes over the question of overpopulation, some important similarities appear.

First, ultimately, Marx and

Malthus appear to agree on the meaning of the term "means of subsistence."
Second, technology could extend productivity.
Similarities and Differences On Demographic Questions
The discussion of empirical demographic questions by Marx and
Malthus is usually overlooked.

It is this area of comparison, in

particular, which raises some questjons that, in turn, invites development of a new perspective on Marx.
Marx and Malthus treated such demographic questions as, where does
population come from, i.e. what causes growth? Does overpopulation
necessarily occur, and if so, under what conditions? Are there checks to
population growth? What is the relation of population growth to food
supply?

--

What can be done to ameliorate troubles from population growth?

Now many of these questions have been observed as influencing discussion
in previous sections.

However, previous discussions can be still more

carefully considered for specific points of comparison which reveal
some interesting jnterplays, comparisons, concerning what stimulates
population increase, demographic questions related to this question,
and some socioeconomic influences on increase.
A basic difference exists between Marx and Malthus regarding the
cause of the stimulation of popUlation increase.
the issue is more complex than Marx's.

Malthus' position on

On the surface, Malthus

postulated increase to be innate, i.e. the passion between the sexes
is necessary and will remain nearly in its present state.

However,

looking at his total population theory, assuming availability of food
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supply, innate sexual drives were checked by socioeconomic factors;
namely, effectual demand for labor, the development of industry and
standard of living, with a consequence being institutionalization of
preventive checks such as habits of productivity, the promise of upward
class mobility, habits of consumption, the creation of wants, and
efficiency of resource use.

In contrast, Marx argued that reproductive

behavior was strongly influenced by socioeconomic conditions.

However,

Marx did not say whether he accepted or rejected the premise that the
ultimate cause of growth rested in an innate passion between the sexes.
This point is a significant question concerning Marx's position.

It

needs some further discussion.
First, in all his work Marx conspicuously neglects to treat this
point.

Yet on more than one occasion he does make reference to "in-

stincts of propagation."

Now Engels, in his letter to Kautsky, seems

to agree for he 'Used the term "instinct for reproduction. 1I

Nevertheless,

it remains unclear whether these terms were intended to be read as
literal or metaphorical expressions.

Second, adding to the pro()lem,

is this point: there is a difference between "instincts for propagation"
or an "instinct for reproduction" and an "instinct for sex relations."
It seems clear that Malthus was referring to the latter.

It may be the

case Marx also intended the latter (for it has been a philosophical and
biological term to conform to Puritan ethics used particularly by 18th
century scholars).

Both Marx and Malthus recognized that sex relations,

without children resulting, occurred among the capitalist class.

10

10This writer thanks Dr. Charles Bolton, Portland State University,
Department of Sociology, for this important distinction and insight.
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Now, if Marx is taken literally, and its is assumed his meaning
was "instinct for reproduction" instead of "instinct for sex relations,"
Marx is at odds with Malthus, who seems clearly to intend "passion
between the sexes" to mean "instinct for sex relations."

It also means

that this notion does not square with his economic interpretation of
population increase.

If Marx is taken to mean "instinct for sex rela-

tions" when he says "instinct for propagation" then Marx and Malthus
agree that there is an innate drive stimulating natural increase.
Furthermore, both agree that industrialization, and a series of
intermediate checks can affect reproductive behavior.

Still further, it

points to a similarity which must operate to prevent Marx from falling
into gross inconsistency by positing instinct as operative while
interpreting popUlation increase as an economic phenomenon.

This

similarity is that both writers assume, or take for granted, subsistence
has been secured.

Notice that neither Marx nor Malthus discusses the

nature of social life and reproductive behavior at the level of barebones subsistence; all Malthus says is that famine is more or less an
ultimate check which appears only if others have failed; Marx seems to
give no attention to this matter.

Consequently, it is important to

note that both seem to separate discussion of population processes into
two arenas, one is the conditions at the bare-bones level of SUbsistence
(which neither really considers) and the other is processes operating
with food supply largerly secured.
These factors reveal one other important characteristic.
Typically, Marx is considered as making very general, sweeping
challenges of Malthus; that Marx's reaction to Malthus was a denial of
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the entire Malthusian position.

However, from a careful study of

similarities and differences, it appears that (1) there is substantial
agreement over many principles regarding population and (2) as a result,
the points of disagreement are quite specific matters of detail.

So

far as this writer is aware, this observation has not been made before.
It invites a new perspective on Marx which will be developed shortly.
While some uncertainty about similarities and differences over the
question of the cause of increase persists, the issue of increase itself
is further treated in discussion of why high rates of increase appear.
Malthus argued from his apriori postulates that natural increase was
geometrical; hence high rates of increase were merely the consequence
of the "geometry of population" (here assuming checks, of all types,
being inoperative, or for some reason, ineffectively operative).
in contrast,

ar~led

Marx,

that high rates of increase had socioeconomic causes.

First, capitalist accumulation demanded a large youthful laboring
population.

Second, the nature of industrial production and capitalist

exploitation resulted in a very high death rate and a very short lifespan for laborers, thus making rapid reproduction of the mass of living
labor essential (a socially caused necessity).

However, this writer was

not able to find a statement anywhere in Marx's work where Marx rejected
the principle of geometrical growth of population postulated by Malthus.
In fact, Marx's criticism was not over this point; it was with Malthus'

view that food supply could only increase arithemetically.

Marx

implicitly argued production could be geometrical too; hence, it appears
that Marx essentially agreed with Malthus that papulation growth had a
geometrical rate of increase to it. 11
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From the above, a striking comparison emerges.

Malthus placed

emphasis squarely upon birth rates to account for potential for rapid
population increase.

Marx implicitly recognized the importance of

birth rates, but appears to emphasize the role of death rates (coupled
with socioeconomic forces demanding increased numbers of the laboring
class) as the factor stimulating population increases.
On close examination of comparisons between Marx and Halthus on
the question of checks to popUlation growth, it appears that Marx saw
population as adapting to economic conditions while Malthus saw population as checked by natural conditions

~

socioeconomic conditions.

In other words, Marx looked at population as a social adjustment to

forces of and relations of production while Malthus emphasized,
ultimately, checks as external, natural law, forces acting upon man;
i.e., popUlation naturally adjusted to conditions.
Another aspect of Marx's emphasis on adaptation verses

Y~thus'

emphasis on checks appears with the question of early marriage.
Malthus explained early marriage as a function of England encouraging
it by the poor laws.

No discouragement to increase existed, no reason

to avoid marriage at an early age existed with the poor laws as a

11Implied in Marx is the conclusion that population would stop
growing if unneeded, i.e. that geometrical growth was not necessarily
the case. This follows from Marx's placing population as a dependent
variable of production; thus,.if production did not grow, the stimulation to population increase would be removed. Under capitalism, this
eventually would not occur because capitalist accumulation compelled
population increases to always continue. Malthus, too, found
circumstances where geometrical growth was not necessary, namely,
where effectual demand for labor and industrialization were viable,
healthy; although with Malthus, this view was explicitly stated while
it had to be inferred in Marx.
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shelter.

Hence, the passion between the sexes being what it was, early

marriage occurred, contributing to population increase.

Marx saw early

marriage as an adaptation to the dictatorial needs of capitalist
accumulation, on the one hand, and survival of the laboring population
(threatened as it was by the short life-span of the individual worker
laboring in miserable conditions)
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the other hand.

A significant similarity which appears in this discussion is the
recognition that both Marx and Maltrlus discussed consequences of population among the poor classes; neither

~onsidered

directly conditions

affecting the upper classes.
Another similarity

appea~s

amid the above differences.

Marx

regarded standard of living, by implication, as a check to population
growth, i.e. the higher the
increase existed.

~tandard

of living the less stimulation to

Malthus also considered standard of living to be a

strong check, disr.ouraging the formation of

f~~lies.

How interesting

that both agreed on the role of standard of livingl 12
A final area of comparison appears in contributions each made to
demographic thought.

If nothing else, Malthus did significantly

contribute to establishing empirical data, and statistical techniques,
as important features of demographic analysis.
far as to

~ssert

Kammeyer even goes so

that Malthus brought empirical science into population

12This writer intended to imply Marx did not emphasize checks in
the manner of Malthus, not that Marx d~d not notice checks. While mostly
implicitly stated, Marx did iden~ify checks. Above, the intention was
to point out that ~x's emphasis appears to su.ggest Marx's checks amount
to social adaptations, in keeping with his emphasis on population as a
dependent variable, in contrast to Malthus' checks which appear to be,
analogically, more like roadblocks populations cannot escape, in keeping
with his emphasis on population as an independent variable.
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study.13

However, a look at the history of demogrephic thought finds

Graunt, Petty, Conring, Sussmilch, and others deserving of such kudos
before Malthus.

More appropriately, Malthus may

~e

viewed as

contributing to the development of a set method of inquiry for
demography, i. e. of helping to standardize, instj.tutionalize a study of
po;,ulation.

This writer thinks Marx me1'its look5.ng at in the same way,

a view not previously advanced (and it will require development of a new
perspective to justify this writer's view of Ma=x).

At this point, it

is sufficient to note that Marx was making an effort to point to some
areas in which empirical inquiry needed developing.

Marx made an

attempt to (1) explain the discrepancy in the sex ratios of populations
favoring females; (2) explain differences in family size from class-toclass; and (3) explain life-span differences between classes; i.e. (2)
and (3) imply inter-class analysis by emphasis on conditions in the
laboring class explicitly studied by Marx.

All three points were

advanced, based on empirical data and suggested, this writer thinks, by
implication, that further inquiry was needed into these points.

It may,

therefore, be said that Malthus and Marx were, in this respect,
complements, both attempting to contribute to the body of demographic
fact and theory which had been developing for some time before either
wrote.
Thus, Marx and Malthus appear as both antagonists and as
complements on close examination.

There are overlaps and divergences in

areas of philosophical foundation assumptions, economic theory and the

13Kammeyer, Op.Cit., p.

5.
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social problem of poverty, economic and demographic concerns 0f overpopulation, and some more strictly empirical demographic questions.
Some principal similarities of surprise included (1) both identifying an
industrial reserve army, (2) both postulating geometrical growth to
population, although Malthus' postulation was a strong explicit statement, while Marx's postulation must be considered, despite the fact it
is clearly evident, an implicit statement, (3) both postulating innate
psssion between the

sexes~

(4) both agreeing, ultimately, upon the

definition of means of subsistence, (5) both noting the significant
place of socioeconomic checks on population, and (6) both contributing
to the broad development of demographic science.

As a result, dis-

agreements initially presumed to be broad, general, dichotomies turn
out to be quite specific disagreements concerning one or another detail
related to a particular aspect of the question of population.

By comparing Marx and Malthus some questions arose concerning
what Marx really thought about population.

These questions essentially

appear as anomalies, or puzzles, regarding Marx's intended meaning and
purpose.

To resolve the confusion predicated upon these anomalies, a

new perspective on Marx will be advanced.

However, before developing

this new perspective, it will be beneficial to compile anomalies in
Marx's thought as a basis for launching the new perspective.

II. ANOMALIES IN MARX
In this section anomalies in Marx will be compiled, after which
will follow (a) questions concerning Marx's criticism of Malthus and
his possible intentions in criticizing Malthus, (b) questions about
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whether Marx was writing a theory of population, and (c) questions
concerning some background assumptions arising from the second question,

(b).
Anomalies Noted in Comparison of Marx and Malthus
Some questions arose from comparison of Marx and Malthus.

(1) Why

did Marx fail to criticize directly Malthus l postulate that stimulation
to growth was innate?

(2) What is the significance of finding Marx and

Malthus agreeing on so many points concerning the question of population?

(3) What significance is there to realizing points of dispute

seem more specific than general?

(4) Why did Marx, if he so vehemently

rejected Malthus (as the often vitriolic quality of his comments on
Malthus indicates) fail to criticize him more systematically, fail to
completely criticize him, fail to articulate a clear alternative theory
of population? vlhy did l1arx leave such anomalies as the above?
A related question which comes from reading Marx is, why did Marx
fail to elaborate on popUlation thought before Malthus except in the
most casual and most brief manner?

Dare it be suggested that Marx's

rejection of Malthus was not a rejection of population thought preceding
him upon which he based his thought?

Dare it be suggested that l{althu-

sianism for Marx was much more specially defined than was and is
generally thought?
Further Anomalies
Anomalies of more complexity appear by looking more carefully at
Marx's more or less unsystematic criticism of Malthus and his juxtaposition to Malthusianism.

If Marx was out to attack Malthus per se,

1~

why did he stop where he did?

It could be said that Marx stopped where

he did because he had identified the major points and attacked them to
his satisfaction.

The fact is, however, that Marx's major criticisms of

Malthus amount to challenges to the person more than the structure of
the thought of the person; recall Marx accused him of plagarism, of
poor scholarship, of being a slanderous accuser of and parasite
(sycophant) of the ruling class.

These are hardly substantive

criticisms of the principle of population; instead they are criticisms
of the use of knowledge, theory, science.

While it cannot be denied

that Marx failed to make SUbstantive criticisms, it was seen in Chapter
IV that substantive points for the most part were not specifically
directed at Malthus or the principle of population.

Hence, the question

does seem worth asking: why did Marx stop where he did? or, why not a
more systematic criticism of Malthus?

Another possible answer might be

that Marx's criticism was written in context of a discussion of the
matter of the general law of capitalist accumulation.

His venture into

criticism of Malthus was made, therefore, parenthetically, i.e. only
insofar as the boundaries of his central idea, his subject, would
permit.

While this might be valid for Chapter XXV of the first volume

of Capital, or even for Capital as a whole, it is not a legitimate
rationalization for all of Marx's works, especially considering the
importance he admitted to advancing criticism of Malthus (see footnote
Ch. IV).

h,

Nevertheless, in all places where Marx made criticism of

Malthus, e.g. Theories
e.g. Dialectics

£!

2£

Surplus Value, or where Engels made criticism,

Nature, .the same, almost casual, pattern persists.

In some place among the complete works of Marx and Engels, a proper
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forum existed, or could have been created, for a strong systematic
criticism of Malthus' theory of population; this may especially be true
for Dialectics of Nature.
offered.

Why?

Yet nowhere is there a systematic criticism

A new perspective on Marx may help explain this

incongruity.
Some other questions arise concerning Marx's criticism of Malthusians, or perhaps more appropriately, pre-Malthusians.
Marx intend by criticizing Malthusians as he did?

Just what did

An aspect of Marx's

criticism of Malthus is that Malthus plagarized the writings of other
parsons; e.g. Townsend, Tucker, Wallace, Chalmers, and BrUckner.

Marx

also noted that analysis of population was far more the purview of
political, economic, and social thinkers whose views were not tainted
by religion; namely, a tradition spanning the 18th century including
such luminaries as

Quesn~,

Mirabeau, Steuart, Hume, Hobbes, Locke, Law,

Ortes, and others. 14 Marx correctly notes that Malthus,
part, gave no credit to this backlog of luminary thought.

f~r

the most

Now looking

at Marx, it becomes evident from the above listing, and from a perusal
of footnotes and bibliographies of Capital (all three volumes) that
Marx was well versed in the works of the 18th century (and all scholarly
writings dating from the Greeks) thinkers, although he seems more
familiar with the writers of England and France than of Germany, perhaps
because German thought was so much the same through most of the 18th
century.

When Marx's footnotes and bibliographies are examined, it

14Marx, p. 616n. Note: Marx's criticism of pre-Malthusians were
of parsons writing on population. His own population thought does not
mention Malthusians; evidently his thought was not a criticism of them
per see Also, many pre-Malthusians were also pre-Marxists •
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becomes clear that Marx was familiar with almost all precursors of
Malthus.

Yet Marx's criticism of Malthus and Malthusians, or pre-

Malthusians, is confined to a select group of mostly English parsons.
Does this mean that, at base Marx accepted the population thought of
precursors of Malthus who were not parsons?

Since he did explicitly

criticize parsons but did not explicitly criticize all those who
anticipated Malthus significantly, does it mean that Marx's notion of
"Malthusian" is more limited than has been assumed (particularly by
modern Marxists), i.e. confined to parsonial expressions (and perhaps
writers who used population as an apology for the excesses of capitalism)?15
Clearly, this failure to be more specific and explicit about
intended meaning is an irksome problem with Marx which gives rise to
some curious anomalies.

The anomaly above is especially curious when

15This writer has intended to use the terms "pre-Malthusian ll and
"Malthusian" interchangeably to mean either a general perspective which
regards population a problem needing control to be solved or more
specifically as a reference to a select group of writers who were
parsons and/or apologists for capitalism. The modern Marxists use the
term in an even more general sense than as a general perspective which
sees population as a problem, ioe. as a rubric for Western population
thought (and possibly any thought not modern Marxist), rationalizing
such usage as relective of Marx's intended meanings. At issue is this
questions. How did Marx mean the term "Malthusian?" If he intended it
in a more specific way than has been thought by modern Marxists, it is
inappropriate to see it used as a broad general rubric.
Further, the term "Malthusian" was introduced because there is a
50 year span between the. time of Mal thus and Marx. So when Marx wrote,
Malthusian, and pre-Malthusian, thought had to be dealt with. However,
based on footnotes and bibliographies, it appears that Marx did not
consider writings in the 50 year span as significant as those of the
18th century because relative to his references from the 18th century,
the 19th century writers cited are few. This writer concludes that for
Marx, the historical sweep was of greater. importance than a short timespan; not surprising considering Marx's reasoning 5,Ystem, especially
the historical materialist component.
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it is realized that Marx considered the significant precursor of Malthusj
16
Ortes, to be "one of the great economic writers of the 18th century.1I
While it is troublesome to ponder anomalies arising from Marx's
criticism of Malthus, it is all the more troublesome to ponder Marx's
thought itself.

After examining Marx's thought carefully, the question

arises, was Marx's thought intended as a theory of population?

If

}~L

was writing a theory of population, and intended it as such, why did he
fail to elaborate it systematically, as a principal focus in his
critical look at capitalism, with the same degree of rigor as found in
the general examination of capitalism?

Since he argued population

processes were time-bound to a particular stage of economic development,
why did he not elaborate theories of population for the feudal stage, or
other stages of the development of production in man's history?

In

particular, why did he fail to elaborate a theory of popUlation for the
claimed-to-be emerging stage of production--socialism?
Further, in the structure of Marx's argument, he did not explicitly criticize some basic foundation assumptions advanced by Malthus
on why population grows.
their validity?

B.y not doing so, is Marx implicitly accepting

As previously noted, Marx appears to agree with 11althus

that population grows geometrically, that an instinct for sex relations
is the ultimate basis of growth, and that there is viability to population-foodsupply relations (not denying the relationship per se, only ••• )
denying food as a check because (1) man has the potential for producing
food as fast as popUlation grows given the proper modes and relations

16
Marx, p. 646.
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of production, and (2) in capitalist production, the means of employment
intervenes between laborers and production of subsistence.

Accordingly,

it does not seem unjustified to ask the question, is Marx implicitly
accepting some points advanced by Malthus as valid?

Or, perhaps, was

Marx really opposed just to Malthus and parsons and not to the structure
of population thought which had developed before Malthus?
Regardless of whether Marx was writing a theory of population, a
major background assumption in the structure of his reasoning, and in
the work of Malthus, which gives cause for question concerns the
principle of natural law.

Recall, for Malthus, the principle of

population was a natural law; a unbrersal and necessary truth in the
same manner as Newton's physical laws which bound man eternally to the
ultimate dictates of nature.

Such a line runs counter to the dialec-

tical materialist and historical materialist focus of

Marx~

If man is

bound to society and is marked as different from the rest of life by
the ability to produce and the existence of history, then to claim man
is universally, necessarily, eternally bound by a natural law is unacceptable.
natural law.

As noted, Marx was compelled to criticize the concept of
Out of this criticism emerges some additional anomalies.

Marx's position does not entirely deny natural law.
it as operating in the unconscious world.

It regards

Since man is conscious, and

rational, he can see and know natural laws! and essentially, through
production (and economic development), circumvent them, or control them.
In their place, or superseding them, emerge socioeconomic and historical

laws specific to a particular historical stage in the development of
society.

Some confusion over the conception arises, though, because
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~.arx

speaks of socioeconomic and historical laws as "natural laws."

How

can a socioeconomic and/or historical law supersede natural law and yet
be a natural law?

Evidently Marx defined r'natural law" differently than

others; or did he?
The dialectics of nature conditions, as a natural conseguence of
naturels processes, the negation of the laws of nature.

Man is the

negation; his instrument of negation is production (the tool through
which control of nature is realized).

Since the movement negating

nature was inevitable, in the dialectical materialist and historical
materialist perspective, and since transformational movement must
naturally progress through ever higher stages of development, economic
and historical laws are naturally derived, while simultaneously "supranatural."

Thus, it may be fairly said that Marx did not deny the

principle of natural law; merely that it eternally dominated man
mechanically; indeed, that the truly inevitable natural movement to
change led to a condition where man gained control of natural laws.
Indeed, through production, society supersedes natural laws, "escapes"
their sway, to find socioeconomic and historical laws, limited to a
particular stage of production, replacing universal, necessary and
eternal natural laws.

(Also, the dominion of natural laws persists for

all other life because only man has history and produces.)
perspective,

Y~x

With this

could recognize an instinct of procreation where its

meaning was instinct for sex relations and still maintain that it was
inconsequential in the face of social production.

Indeed, Marx could

admit much concerning natural law and population and still deny its

necessary, eternal sway over·~an.17

To do so would mean Marx's
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supposed general criticism of population was
Also, in order to deny natural laws I dominion, az .loG - :::C,,:::.! -;:::'~.Jfr:;:d
persists, Marx had to argue that man controls n.a."7.l;=~ :"~H • ~~

.:.,=.

?id).

17 A difficult question arises, follat"in%: t(~e :,,::,,~:: -::__ -:i~-' ~,:tic::l
materialism. What is the negation of man's nega~~.::.~
~~~~~~ ~~c?
This question opens a frightful can of .orms '",hich, :nc::~. ::;.:.~ ;:2.2 o:h'?!'
criticisms of Marx and Engels, this writer thir...i<a; t.d~::q::.z .-:.~ ::olJ.aps'?
Marxism, for it suggests something fundament.:; 11 y fa;].;.:'7 ::::. -:.1.:= -.,;a-y Y!Er7.
and Engels used dialectical materialist reaaonir.g.. ::: ~:;:::lrr:~ -:.~) -:.bic
writer the good Marxist would have to Sa:;[ that the n~:::.?..:.?= n:::gat.ions
is culminated in the creation of the co!llll't"J.nist Elo(;i·;::~7 :.or:..J.~:::; u:' coni'lict
is eradicated. At least, so says Ii .1. Lenin in a 7~:,~ z,:,-,:-::-:,:: _a~r irr
·
(p e k'109: l'"'" orelgn
.
. •.;1~'7..0 J.
.
his The State and Revo l utlon
~-4g-;:a.g;::
:::'~~!.>
Further, following Lenin by implication, it wou.ld ~~~-= -:s.:;~.:. tb.~ negation of man I s negation of natural laws culmina:te:3 ::..z:. ::;::.e ~':'a:;:'::'::;2:'ion of
antagonisms between man and nature; no doubt dissC:'7~ ;;-.• -:;:::_? .m~' 8
ultimate conquest of nature.
Now, the Marxist , and/or neo-?-f.ar..cist, co'J.lc. m:ak..:::: ";.0<: ~·:;·.~::i:iable
point that this writer I s interpretation is me:--e::'y a.;:: :"::~~·:-;,-,:'::;'::.a-;;.i:m.
In defense of attacks on cormnunist 8ociet7~ it CGl,':':"c. ~:.~ a::~':"~:J ~::E.5~d
on a different interpretation of the writings of ~,;::;:;, 'f='?::.:C~ ;-'? :athersff
as Lenin that the great communist 'Alorld tomoTT01Jf ~"'a.~ ::'l::;'::;-:: .'q:::; ~l:::a:ly
articulated so that the nature of the nega:ticn cf ::.£:.-g,a.~:"?.:..! :=,~main.6 1."...'1clear, uncertain. Thus, it could be argued, 'Gazed:!: ~ ";~:!.·=:~-::'~n::' irrterpretation, that Marx and Marxism saw the first c,;:,-: ::;.:: ~:I:;;::'';> li~It -:'0 oe
eradication of the causes of human miser-"f (this ~Ci::;e:T -£o;:::,-~~ ii' Ifi&.ry
would doubt this). But the causes of happines;g a:~yp-= :c::"::;r,'=i :iiTerse
that they cannot be elaborated, given &'' '1Y positiye di.z.-:~:.~.;'-":"?L ::i' -:.n6
nature of communist society. There is much ii'llpl.i.~ r::c.lj'( :~7::' ..;....b.::;
dialectical process, albiet at a level beyond tc.e ~te:T::'~- ~
Thus, there is evidence that more than ene ::i:.-:e:::-=--::~-:'~:";,:"?::io
available; a function of the vagueness of )I..:aT:;da~ a";:,::;c;:~:;':":::!'::'~:;?;J.::'?rn
ing the future communist society. To this TiTi ~-::T, ~..::~~ T~~.~L!eeE -_'.h.icfL
invites diverse interpretations is a critical !)Toble."!l. :,:,-::iI..;:.:z:hJ!f:'.
Moreover, it appears that because of the vague~e:;;a, :m:-Z7 ::::.~-::: ::"~~idual
categories to shore-up, to protect, to attempt to ~2J~~~;~ ~~6 ~~:::grit7
of the argument can easily find room to grow. Ccnz.;::q::?:::::7;.:'7). .-r:.'" "1 e
interpretation need not ipso facto be defensive, :.-: .!~ -:.~ -:.=i~ -_'riter
that it becomes defensive interpretation too e:asilT.

-:=

Well allowing that interpretations ditfer,

~~. ~~:~ ~c~ ~~~~~

ic

an opeA one this writer thinks a problem still E:::d:...s:t.·z -;(':..:::::.:;;) :.~;;?;;:a·dlsss
of the interpretation employed, causes problems faT ¥z:::z::i.~n~~ 1'.J::.iE
problem is built into the very essence of t.he c.ial>sc-;;0~- :nl~::~iaJ.i5't
system. Dialectical materialism consists of th::cE:=:: Ian; ::;:'.a:zfo~!2.tion
of quality into quantity and vice-versa, the pTi~cip:e :,~ ~~ ~n~~r
penetration of opposites (also called the unitT of 0~';~C:Z':::':;:'!;' ~d the
negation of negations. The principle of opposite:z ~a7?;. '" ~;?t"'';b:':''::lg hac

I
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Looking at population, Marx attempted to show the socioeconomic laws
which affected population, and succeeded in some degree in demonstrating
the importance of social influences on population.

However, the ques-

tion arises, has man really controlled population processes under social
production (in this case, either capitalism or socialism)?
still occurs as always.

Procreation

A geometrical growth rate is admitted (and no

an opposite. A look at the other laws reveals that they are propositions couched in the principle of opposites; the opposite of quantity
is quality and vice-versa, the opposite of the negation is its negation
(negation of negation). Thus, the application of dialectical materialism, to be done c~n3istently, compels focusing around the principle of
opposites. Now, if everything has an opposite, how can there ever be
a stage in human history where negations are all negated? The
principle of opposites, if applied consistently, which lies at the
heart of dialectical materialism, compels a negation to the "negation
of negations." Therefore, the vague speculations of, in particular,
Lenin, as well as Marx and Engels themselves in which a logical end to
conflict is reached is not logically consistent with the essence of
dialectical materialist reasoning. But to deny dialectical materialism
is to deny Marxism.
At this point the different interpretations may be quickly invoked. "There is much implied room for the dialectical process, albiet
at a level beyond the material." This writer asks: how can a Marxist
speak of process beyond the material and be a Marxist? The essence of
Marx's reasoning system, wholeheartedly backed up by Engels, is very
clearly focused on materialism. So for this writer, while it must be
conceded that the above is an important interpretation given much
support, it is a neo-Marxist interpretation; and for it to be operative
and for dialectical reasoning to be maintained, the whole thrust of
dialectical and historical materialism must be altered. While the
end result may be a sizeable improvement on Marx, it would nevertheless
be neo-Marxist. Marxism, this writer thinks, is caught in an inescapable
bind via this critical problem for the heart of dialectical materialism.
This criticism actually exceeds the purview of this study and
really needs much more detailed elaboration. It was offered here because
it is a problem that needs to be noticed and tackled. As a final point
in this note: in response to the question, what is the negation of man's
negation of ~atural laws? nature seems to be saying it is death for man!;
witness the convergence of a multitude of probably insoluble ecological.
problems which have been created by man's incessant efforts to "control
natural laws." Thus, if the above did not suggest a critical problem
which more or. less dooms Marxism, then nature's response to the Marxist
(and capitalist) brand of progress will.
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articulation of whether growth may be slower, or whether it may be
controlled, is advanced by Marx, except a brief implied suggestiol' that
standard of living checks growth).
is admitted, and persists.

Population's ultimate need for food

So what has been controlled?

At best, an

aspect of population processes has been affected, i.e. laborers depend
upon the means of employment as much as or more than means of subsistence.

At best, Marx has succeeded in demonstrating that the Malthu-

sian check of misery, under special circumstances of capitalist accumulation, may stimulate increase and not check it (but Marx fails to
generalize on the matter and so it remains unclear if misery always
stimulates population increase).

(Thus, again, it appears that Marx's

views on population are far more specific than general.)

And finally,

the creme de la cr~me of the anomalie, Engels admits communist society
might face a population problem.

How has population been controlled? I

What of the historically specific socioeconomic and historical laws if
communism can have population problems much the same as capitalism (and
probably as feudalism and ancient societies; if Marx read his history,
as certainly he did, he saw ancient societies concerned with the same
population problems as faced capitalism--on the one hand, what to do to
increase population, and on the other hand, what to do in the event of
overpopulation)?

Now if Marx has not demonstrated that control of

population by socioeconomic and historical laws supersedes natural laws,
is his view superior to the normal perspective on natural law?
is there any difference at base?

Indeed,

More generally, is it justified to

regard Marx as a significant alternative theory of population?
Thus, it can be seen that while a cursory reading of Marx gives
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the appearar,ce
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population.
The most significant characteristic of virtually e7e~J ftriter
prior to Malthus is that discussion of population tlfi87S :'ocueed on the
question of population's role in the building of natio-:u3.l fiSal th and
strength, 1. e. population was couched in an o"VE:rridil'"tg econon'!ic focus.
This larger question, then, led to inquiries into re2.a::i0nc of populat.ion to food supply, to international tracie, to wages) or price of
labor, to productivity, to the results of industrial B..Ttti geneY':.>l
economic growth, e.g. increases in the standard of li7:i.n.g, and luxury.
This essential question was at the heart of debatea 07sr the relative
merits of agriculture or manufacturing as the econmT"::ic -::;ase of society,
and its impact on population growth; also, affecting the question of
how much growth was best, i.e. is there an

optL~w~ pcp~.lation

size?

The question of identifying the factors which enC01Jra:.gC;;Q or discouraged
population growth were also stimulated by this O'yer:iding concern with
increasing national wealth and strength; hence, ,alea "-riC:: attempts to
increase the precision and systematic quality of inquiries through the
application of quantitative tools was stimulated by thla overriding
question.
Wi th concern for increasing national wealth and, st:-ength at the
heart of post-mercantilist (and mercantilist for that I~tter) thought
on population great strides were made in the study of popu.lation.
the time of Mal thus, a general set of conclusions

app'~arB

lihich all

schools appear to accept; namely, that popUlation tended to
geometrically, checked by food supply, and virtually

e7e~{

By

gr~.

pr€7€ntive

a;:;j positive check proposed by Malthus, that a:"l7ailaoility of employment,
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price of labor, and industrial and agricultural productivity affected
population, and, finally, that statistics and methods resting on
quantitative fact-gathering helped provide precise and systematic
conclusions on population questions.

Indeed, population was an element

in economic considerations of substantial importance.

Although such

recognitions appeared extensive, the larger focus remained (a) concerned
with the larger economic question of building national wealth and
strength, (b) fundamentally emphasizing the integration of population
into the larger economic concern, and (c) optimistic, believing in the
merits and wisdom of populousness, on the one hand, and the bright
future ahead of humankind on the other.

Accordingly, it is true that

nothing was left to Malthus to advance as an original idea concerning
population.

However, Malthus appeared and substantially influenced

population thought.

What was beneath the importance of Malthus?

Malthus
A fundamental shift in the focus of, and nature of, the study of
population occurred with Malthus; first, he shifted the central concern
of the study of population as a separate field of inquiry, and second,
he made it an instrument of sociological and political-economic force.
The result of Malthus' work was the removal of popUlation from its
place as an aspect of economic theorizing$ and its full elevation to a
cause for study as a subject in its own right.

Malthus combined much

of the quantitative work of the preceding two centuries in his essays;
namely, Graunt, Petty, Price, and Sussmi1ch.

He attempted to study

population and draw conclusions based on analysis of facts gathered.
Implicitly his efforts identified problems needing further study.

Indeed, Malthus shifted population from doctrine to theory (and through
theory set population on a footing of natural law, or biological
determinism), and, though doing so in only a preliminary way, as Davis
reveals, attempted to put study on a scientific footing.

18·

After

Malthus, population could not be dismissed by philosophers, political,
social, or economic thinkers.

True his work did not produce any

fundamentally original conclusion en population, but Malthus does
merit attention and recognition for contributing to the establishment
of a science of demography.
If this were all Malthus did, he would probably be generally
praised instead of generally controlversial.

But on the way to such

positive consequences Malthus also shifted concern over population from
the larger economic issue of national wealth and strength to one
focused on specific social problems, in particular, the social problem
of poverty, and the larger social question of the future happiness of
humankind.

In the course of this second aspect of his shifting of the

trendline of the development of demographic thought, Malthus managed to
contrive an argument against revolution, against blaming the capitalist
class for the condition of the poor, and against a hopeful attitude
toward future realization of utopias.

These conclusions, recall,

derived from subordinating socioeconomic forces affecting popUlation to
natural law, i.e. they were made secondary, intermediate, factors of
limited significance which reinforced conclusions concerning the
inevitability of poverty on the one hand, and the lack of hope for a

18Davis, Op.Cit.
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better world. tomorrow on the other hand.
Thus, with Malthus a fundamental shift (indeed a rather radical
one) in the historical development of population thought occurred.

The

optimism of the preceding trendline was transposed into pessimism; the
fundamental emphasis on population integrated into economic theory
found population now a study of its own; and finally, the concern for
national wealth and strength was dashed for a concern with the social
problem of poverty and the social philosophic question of man's future
happiness.

Thus, in l1althus is found a significant, fundamental,

rather radical shift in the trendline of the development of demographic
thought despite the fact that no original concept or conclusion appeared
in Halthus' theory of population.
Harx
By looking at

l~x

in the sweep of the development of demographic

thought and by recognizing the specific character of criticisms of
Maltrrus, the intention, or purpose, of Marx's thought invites a new
interpretation.

First, from reading Marx, and his bibliographies, it

appears evident Marx was extremely well read, aware of the thought of
previous centuries and his own time.

A phenomenal number of precursors

to Malthus, and virtually every writer whose thought anticipates both
Malthus and Marx appear in his footnotes and bibliographies; yet Marx's
criticisms are not addressed to most of these writers, but to Malthus
and a few parsons.

Second, the

50 years between Malthus and Marx

reflected a preoccupation with Malthus, i.e., the significant shift in
the trendline of demographic thought perpetuated itself.

Third, Marx's

scope of analysis, i.e. his concern with the rise and fall of
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capitalism, and of the future nature of society, and his horizon of
time--his analysis and background spans centuries--makes his awareness
of trendlines superior.

Keeping the above in mind, as well as the many

anomalies previously noted in Marx, a new perspective on Marx can be
formed by viewing Marx as rejecting the wisdom of the trendline shifts
perpetrated by Malthus.

Furthermore, the new perspective will reso178

many of the anomalies noted in Marx.
By reviewing Malthus I work in the context of the historical

development of demographic thought, it appears Malthus shifts the nature
of population study such that his p€!'spective is inconsistent with the
longstanding trendline.

A look at Marx's criticisms of Malthus in the

context of this conclusion reveals that Marx's criticisms

dri~e

to

.<.'

line

heart of points which produced this radical redirection of the trendline.

First, Marx rejects elevating natural law (biological deter-

minism) over socioeconomic factors affecting population, i.e. the
making of population a clear-cut independent variable.

Hence, his

effort to challenge the notion of natural law by (1) offering an
alternative perspective on natural law, (2) denying the principle of
diminishing returns, (3) emphasizing the institutionalized

econo~ic

power of the means and relations of production over population} i.e.
the demands of capitalist accumulation

~~d

the normal operation of

capitalist production, affecting its age and sex structure, migration,
mortality rates, and rate of growth.
Second, Marx, as a corollary to the first point, challenges the
significance of de-emphasizing socioeconomic affects on population.
Accordingly, Marx advances the view that employment, price of labor,
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and, implicitly, standard of living have critical impacts on population
growth.

Fur~hermore,

he argues that production keeps pace with growth,

that diminishing returns problems are fallacicus, that ill-consequences
of population growth are not inexorable, inevitable, necessary; but are
socially derived conditions.
Third, he substantially challenges utilizing population to explain
poverty, i.e. he rejects the shift to emphasis on specific social
problems.

Thus, he attempts to provide an alternative explanation for

(1) misery, and (2) consequences of misery; accordingly, misery appears
a function of the economic system, and its consequences the stimulation,
not the checking, of population growth.

Furthermore, the result of

Marx's efforts reveals Marx attempting to prove population is integrated
into larger economic questions, i.e. that it is a dependent variable,
and that specific social problems are best analysed in, essentially, a
broader socioeconomic approach.
Finally, Marx's arguments reject Malthus' pessimism.

The thrust

of his criticisms argue for a bright future for human society.

Marx

reiterates the optimistic perspective, and, by implication, a more
favorable view of the merits of populousness than found in Malthus; the
result of which is a redirecting of the issue away from concern for the
happiness of man to realization of man's socioeconomic destiny as the
angle of emphasis.

With Marx convinced of a bright future and eventual

culmination in the communist society, and his focus on large scale
social change, involving colossal economic processes, it appears Marx's
attempt is to redirect .the focus to one consistent with concern for
national wealth and strength; although clearly Marx's emphasis is
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broader than this, though, this writer thinks, consistent with its

Thus, on closer examination in a historical perspective, Marx's
DoPUlation thought appears consistent with the flow of the one or two
centu~

trendline radically altered by Malthus.

Thus, Marx's thought

appears as an effort to correct the shift, to re-establish the
continuity of the trendline.

This conclusion is further reinforced by

looking at points where Marx appears to agree with precursors of Malthus
arl!1 H.althus himself (or where, taking the above view, it would follow
that he would do so).

Marx does not deny the notion of an innate

passion between the sexes, nor of the check to popUlation increase of
l~~its

to food supply (recognized by Ortes, Young, Price, Smith,

Hecker, most all mutually anticipating Malthus and Marx, and most later
18th centurf writers).

He essentially agrees with prevailing conclu-

sions concerning the power of employment, price of labor, and exploitation of labor to affect population (which Smith, Necker, Herrenschwand,
and others agreed upon).

He does not Challenge the notion of

geometrical growth rates of population (upon which virtually all
precursors of IWthus agreed, and especially Ortes, Price, and Petty,
whom

¥~

studied carefully).

Further, Marx does address some impor-

tantdetail points in demographic study, e.g. why the discrepancy in
sex ratios favoring females in the laboring class? and why the high

birth.rates in the laboring class?

Finally, the fact that Marx did not

include all precursors of Malthus in his critique of Malthus and his
-? 1.:.0

l.Q"",ers ( l. . e. precursors and contemporaries) suggests that, as

noted,

l~~

was not opposed to, but supportive of the trendline of
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demographic history radically diverted by Malthus.
Re-examining Anomalies in Marx
If Marx is viewed in the larger sweep of the development of
demographic thought, the anomalies in his population thought are
substantially explained.

Questions concerning the numerous points of

agreement and questions concerning failure to attack critical elements
of Malthus, e.g. Malthus' postulate contending stimulation to growth as
innate, are explained by looking at Marx as accepting the trendline of
population thought before Malthus.

Those

poin'~s

where Malthus' thought

overlaps the trendline, is consistent with it, appear undisturbed by
Marx.

Thus Marx does not attack the notion of preventive and positive

checks, but specific deviations from the trendline, e.g. utilization of
the notions to rationalize poverty.

This would explain why Marx did not

criticize Malthus more systematically.

Further, he stopped his criti-

cism where he did because it covered the points conditioning the
radical change in the direction of the trendline of development of
demographic thought.

He challenged the person and not the entire

theory because he felt that Malthus had maligned and misused thought
for ulterior reasons.

Thus, as well, the critique of Malthusians is

far more specific than has previously been thought; the Malthusian was
a parson, an apologist, and shifting the trendline of thought with an
ulterior motive in mind, and in a direction that was inconsistent with
previous development.

This conclusion is reinforced when it is remem-

bered how Marx praised the significant pre-Malthusian Ortes, and
studied the precursor of Malthus and himself, Necker.

B.1 looking at Marx in a historical context, it appears his
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thought was not a theory of population.

First, he did not articulate a

theory because this was not his purpose.

Second, his was not a theory

of population because his thought fits into an already existing
theoretical structure which had evolved prior to Malthus.

Thus, his

efforts amount to (1) attempts to revitalize this theoretical structure
vis-a-vis Malthusianism, and (2) to contribute to its development;
witness his few but substantial attempts to explain high birth rates
and mortality rates among the laboring class and the discrepancy
favoring females.

Thus, if he was not writing a theory of population,

it explains, somewhat, why he did not elaborate thought on population
for other stages in the development of production, e.g. feudalism and/or
socialism.
Clearly, then, by looking at Marx in a broad historical context,
it appears that there is no justification in looking to Marx as a basis
for an alternative theory of population to that of the West, for Marx
was far more integrated in the development of population theory than
has previously been realized.

Marx was not writing a theory of popUla-

tion to act as an alternative to Malthus or others, but was merely
trying to prevent continuation of a radical change in the trendline of
the development of population thought inconsistent with the more
generalized focus of population which had evolved prior to Malthus.
IV. REMAINING PROBLEMS WITH MARX

While a broad historical look at Marx's popUlation thought
...

revealed some interesting new angles on Marx and resolved some hidden
anomalies, it did not resolve all problems with Marx.

Some logical
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problems exist on two fronts; (1) questions arise regarding reasoning
with the concept of natural law, and (2) problems exist because Marx is
locked into a particular view of process.

On the first front, his view

of natural law suffers because (1) it appears, at base, to be essentially the same as other views, (2) he can provide no criteria for
determining how, or when, or of what extent economic and historical
laws supersede natural laws, and (3) his view rests on the dialectical
materialist framework which appears to have some inherent inconsistencies, i.e. the principle of opposites makes the claimed operation of

•

the negation of the negation in terms articulated by Marxists incorrect.
This, in turn, causes problems for the Marxist concept of natural law,
considering that it is based on dialectical materialist thinking.

On

the second front, Marx1s reasoning 5,Ystem locks him into a pro-growth
and only pro-growth position.

His analysis of population, indeed his

analysis in general, is consequently handicapped because under such a
lock, he cannot argue for control of population; only the keeping of
the pace of production equal to or above the rate of population
increase.

Also, under his reasoning system, it is really not possible

to see population as a serious specific social problem because of th~
integration of population into larger economic theory which (1) views
population as a dependent variable which need not be a problem under
appropriate production, and (2) concludes it is therefore incorrect to
consider popUlation a problem per see

Thus, viewed in Marxian eyes, it

is difficult to admit certain facts, conditions, and problems of
population.
Some problems of validity of reasoning and concepts exist also.
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The following points are involved: (1) the notion of special economic
and historical laws, (2) the indefinite ext,ensibility of production, and

(3) the related problem of diminishing returns.

Regarding the first

point, Marx can be criticized for a fallacy in his reasoning on the
matter of special economic and historical laws.

First, Marx establishes

no criteria for determining the boundaries of such special laws.
Marx

presu~es

Second,

soil fertility can be indefinitely extended, and indus-

trial and .g,gricultural production also fit this pattern.

If so, it

implies an extensibility that extends beyond the boundaries of particular
historical periods, thus revealing conditions which transcend particular
historical stages in the development of production.

Again the question:

where are the criteria which would explain how special laws may persist
over more than one special stage of development?

Finally, with regard

to population, Marx says that each historical period treats population
differently (this is stated both explicitly and implicitly).

While he

makes no sUbstantive comments about other periods, he does imply that
only in the capitalist period does overpopulation occur.

By doing so,

from inference, it may be concluded that Marx sees population treated
differently for different periods.

But the record shows that through-

out history, the same patterns of behavior have been employed to deal
with population; overpopulation was a concern of the Greeks as well as
the 17th century English and French; techniques to encourage growth
were found in Greece and Rome which were employed by mercantilist
governments; from the Greeks forward, contraception, abortion,
infanticide, euthanasia have been the same for all civilizations.
While true that these are specific components concerning population,
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thus different from concern for overpopulation which more or less
integrated these components in treatments by Malthus and Marx, when
looked at as a whole, it reflects three points: (1) that the same
matters concerned humankind at least since the Greeks,

n~~e1y,

growth,

overpopulation, population control techniques, (2) that while clearly
not a main issue, as it was for Halthus and Harx, oyerpopu1ation was
given thoughtful attention, and (3) over
thought reflects a trend of

movGme~t

tL~e,

the development of

from diYerse concerns for specific

components of the large question of population discretely considered to
a more or less general concern for several components in one larger
theoretical perspective.

Consequently, Marx's position does not appear

to have the support of history.
The second point deals with the assumption that production is
indefinitely extensible (in a fixed space, with limited land and finite
resources).

Marx's assumption hinges on the principle of diminishing

returns being false and fixed land being able to support indefinite
increases in yield per acre.

Living at the edge of the closing quarter

of the 20th century, such presumptions are entirely unacceptable.
the one hand, the empirical evidence for Marx's

vie~

On

is quite in-

significant, and on the other hand, the mass of evidence continues to
increase supporting the view that all forms of

gr~.th

are limited.

The third point is actually an aspect of the second.
the validity of the principle of diminishing returns.

P"..arx

denies

l~~'s

criticism of Malthus substantially hinges on the validity of his
rejection of this principle.

However, diminishing returns have been

well documented and cannot be denied.

It is unrealistic to deny them;
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an error here in Marx which amounts to a large puncture in his argument.
Fourth, in both Malthus and Marx, there is a failure to support
empirical propositions with experimental, or substantially verifiable,
evidence.

Marx's conclusions on population afford no conclusive

evidence, experimental or empirical, which lend support to his view.
Thus, acceptance of the Marxist position must be made as an act of
faith; as a belief in a promise for future significant scientific
revelations, when existing conclusions were reached without experimental
or empirical science playing a very significant role.
Finally, Marx suffers in the area of population by writing in a
manner which invites confusion, uncertainty, and misinterpretation.
His population thought is not systematically advanced, is incomplete,
and generally nontheoretical.

This writer thinks Marx does not

articulate his population thought with enough attention to the way he
expressed himself, resulting in the reader having to live with unclear
meanings and intentions, e.g. was he being metaphorical or literal in
use of the term "instinct of propagation?"

These points are quite

important for understanding Marx, but Marx uses such terms almost
casually.

Indeed, such ambiguity has no doubt lent itself to Marxists

being able to see the articulation of an alternative theory of population which really was never intended to be there in Marx's text.
As Donald Bogue notes in the introduction of his textbook,
Principles .2! Demography, (New York: John Wiley, 1966), modern
-

..

demography would be better off dismissing both Malthus and Marx for
neither advanced the science of demography very far.
agrees with Bogue in one respect.

This study

It has shown that theoretically the
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thought of both Malthus and Marx leaves much to be desired as bases for
building a

scie~tifically

exact theory of population.

This writer

agrees with Bogue that demography would be better served by dispensing
with the Marx-Malthus debate and getting on with the business of
developing scientific emographic theory.

However, the world presently

is not in a position to dispense with the Marx-Malthus debate or either
writer's preliminary work contributing to the development of demographic
theory •. The present world forms two great bodies of thought contending
for dominance and Marx and MaltllUs are considered focal forefathers.
anything, their importance is increasing at the present time.

If

Thus,

Marx and Malthus remain very important, and to have a thorough understanding of the modern debate, neither writer can be dismissed, but must
be carefully studied.

This study, hopefully, has proved this to be so

and has provided the careful study needed.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The purpose of this study was to look critically at one of the
fundamental contentions of modern Harxists; namely, that Marx can be
lnoked to as the

base.~

The question was, was

or root, of an alternative theory of population.
]~A

writing a theory of population?

It served

as the prime question for organizing a re-examination of Marx.
To achieve the goals of this study, four main chapters were
developed; a presentation of the historical development of demographic
thought, of }f.althus' thought, of Marx's thought, and a new perspective
on Marx which utilized the development of demography as a principal
feature.
The

n~ft

perspective on

~~x

which emerged revealed that (1) Marx

was not writing a theory of population, but merely challenging points
which were key features of a rather radical shift of the trendline of
development of demographic thought advanced by Halthus, and (2) by
looking at Marx in this context, }\'.arx appears quite cO!lsistent .with the
trendline of developments prior to l1althus (which, recall, was quite
"Malthusian l1 in character).

Thus, it appears that Harx was far more a

Malthusian than has been thought, and his attack on "Malthusians" was
far more specific than. thought; involving a specific, not a general,
attack on Malthus, o.is parson

cohort~i

and those who would use

population as an apology for the excesses of capitalism.

Accordingly,
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it was concluded that Marx does not suffice as a justifiable base, or
root, for a supposed alternative theory of population as the modern
Marxists claim.

Indeed, to make Marx consistent with this place in the

development of demographic thought would be to integrate him into the
trendlines which have culminated in the present Western position.

If

modern Marxists followed Harx in the above manner, this writer thinks
the present differences between Marxists and the West on population
would be much smaller, if existent at all.
If this is not adequately convincing, a look at the incomplete,
amgibuous, unclear structure of Marx's population thought, taken in
itself, and the internal problems with it, stemming from his problematical view of natural laws, his use of dialectical materialism, his
view of dimfh:i;h1tig returns, and his lack of empirically, or experi-

(

t-

mentally, ~estable'froPositions makes Marx's thought a very unsatis'\

factory basis for-.§ll alternative theory of popUlation which is supposed
to be superior to its rival.
Thus, the modern Marxists cannot win on two counts: (1) Marx
reconsidered in the flow of demographic history reveals his thought
is highly consistent with its "Malthusian" trendline, and (2) Marx,
taken by himself, is inadequate as a basis for a theory of population.
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APPENDIX
PRINCIPAL WRITERS AND SUBJEGT AREAS OR FACTORS
RELATED TO POPULATION THEY NOTED IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF DEMOGRAPHIC
THOUOHT BEFOru: HALTHUS,
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NOTES FOR APPENDIX
1The purpose of this table is to provide a IIvisual-aid" to
discussion 6f the development of demographic thought in Chapter II. The
columns of the table represent subject areas and factors studied as
relationships to population. The columns are not all-inclusive, i.e.
they represent the most widely considered subject areas and factors.
Names of writers are employed when individuals made significa.'"lt contributions. In the case of Early Christian and Medieval periods, no
significant individual writers could be identified. In the case of the
Mercantilist period, checks ~ are used to identify subjects considered
by mercantilist writers because there were a plethora of individual
writers essentially saying the same things. Names are used to refer
to Mercantilist writers only when they really stand apart from the
group. Names are used in Pre-Malthusian and Pre-Harxian sections
because these two sections are essential to this study. Where no
discussion of a subject area is foffered by a period or group, the
space is left blank.
2Lirnits of food as a check is separated from positive checks
because in some cases individual writers recognized food as a limit but
did not go into discussion of food as one of many other positive checks.
Also, some discussed positive checks but did not stress limits of food
as a serious, or crucial, check.

3Names with asterisks after them were individual writers who
also recognized Malthus ' preventive checks as well as positive checks.
4Cantillon's name is used to refer to both his work and to the
work of his followers. Only when a foll~er advanced significant other
ideas or deviations from Cantillon is he listed under his own name.
5Quesnay 1 s name is used to refer to both his work and physiocrats
and their ideas in general. Only when an individual physiocrat other
than Quesnay made a significant contribution is his name listed.

